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DEDICATION 

This Book is Dedicated to the Memory of 
The Seventh Battalion, A.I.F. 

1914-1918 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOREWORD 
 
This reprint of the history of the 7th Battalion in World War I, first published some 60 years ago, 
is a tribute to the memory of William Jamieson, O.B.E., one of the battalion’s most distinguished 
members. By some standards, his ‘Active Service’ was not particularly outstanding, but his 
friends who were close to him when the pressure was on, will assure you that as a humble 
signaller he applied himself to those duties with the same dedication that was evident in the 
many and varied activities which made up his civilian life. On returning from active service little 
more than a teenager in 1919, he realized there was something worth preserving from the horrors 
of the battlefields of Gallipoli and France. That something was the value of the friendships 
forged among his mates and the important part which ‘mateship’ had played in relieving the 
monotony of dreadful days spent in the trenches. 
 
Through the medium of that unique publication, Despatches, a magazine that he edited in an 
honorary capacity for 65 years, those friendships are alive today. This edition is a tribute to the 
memory of William Jamieson, O.B.E. 

“OUR BILL” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Written by 

MR. A.H. (BUNTY) LAWRENCE 
Reg. No. 2863 
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CHAPTER 1 -- THE FORMATION OF THE BATTALION 
 
WITHIN a few days of the entrance of the British Empire into the War [on 4th August, 1914] the 
Australian Commonwealth Government offered, for service abroad, a complete infantry division and a 
brigade of light horse. Lieut.-Colonel H. E. Elliott, 59th Battalion, A.M.F., was appointed to command the 
Seventh Battalion. Elliott had, as a corporal, in the South African War, received the D.C.M. With another 
man, he, finding a large party of Boers asleep, untied and led away their horses. Outspoken, impulsive, 
straight as a ruled line, intensely headstrong, he worked his men during their training perhaps harder than 
any other commander. In the field, he abandoned the role of martinet, was a dour fighter, brave to a fault, 
happy to be sniping the enemy or personally reconnoitring a dangerous position. He was loved by his 
men, who nick-named him Pompey Elliott. 
 
He chose for his second-in-command Major W. Ramsay McNicol, and Lieut. C. Finlayson, A.I. Staff, as 
his adjutant. 
 
The inception of compulsory training in 1910 had provided not only a number of partially trained officers 
and men, a supply of guns, equipment, rifles, etc., but a machinery for raising troops. The Battalion was 
allotted on a territorial basis. 
 

A Company from 59th Battalion—Brunswick and Coburg. 
B Company from 60th Battalion—North Carlton and Parkville. 
C Company from 57th Battalion—North-Eastern and Goulburn Valley. 
D Company from 58th Battalion—Essendon and Moonee Ponds 
E Company from 65th Battalion—Footscray, Spotswood and Bacchus Marsh. 
F Company from 66th Battalion—Castlemaine and Kyneton. 
G Company from 68th Battalion—Bendigo. 
H Company—Murray Valley, Echuca, Inglewood and Charlton. 

 
By the 17th August, 1914, recruiting and medical examination were in full swing. The drill-halls were 
besieged by long queues of men eager to be in the great adventure. The men offering [their services] were 
of splendid quality, the standard was very high, and many were rejected. 
 
The training camp was now ready at Broadmeadows, and on the 19th August at 9.30 a.m., the recruits 
assembled on the parade ground at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne, the officers and a sprinkling of the men 
in uniform, the great majority in civilian clothes of every cut and colour. Their effects were carried in 
anything from a suitcase to a swag, from a biscuit-tin to a handkerchief. One man in uniform of a 
Highland Piper, a few others in odds and ends of khaki. Clerks, farmers, mechanics, swagmen in a 
heterogeneous collection, that by dint of much tutelage was worked into rough fours and swung out into 
St. Kilda Road behind a Citizen Force band and escorted by crowds of small boys and admiring friends. 
Through the city and up the Sydney Road to near the Carlton Oval, where a halt was made for a meal. An 
hour’s spell and off again. Many were the halts, and the hard road made many sore feet, but somehow 
they arrived at the camp -- a green plain rather high and wind-swept, with rows of pine trees and an old 
homestead. 
 
The training was intense. Early parade at 7 a.m., physical drill, squad drill, rifle exercises and lectures 
filled the day, and gradually the recruits began to show that they had the makings of soldiers in them. 
After some weeks, uniforms were issued -- on the instalment plan -- and bit by bit equipment came to 
hand. The weather was unpropitious and the clayey soil became a quagmire between the lines. 
 
The Governor-General (Sir Ronald Munro-Ferguson) inspected the 2nd Brigade on the 11th September, 
and was well pleased with the parade. A fortnight later, the Brigade under the Brigadier, Colonel J. W. 
McCay, marched through Melbourne. 
 
On the 27th September, orders to embark were issued. At that time, the German ships Emden, Gneisenau 
and Scharnhorst had not been heard of for some days, and it was not considered safe to let the troops sail 
without a stronger escort than the H.M.A.S. Sydney and Melbourne. So the troops remained at 
Broadmeadows for a further three weeks. 
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CHAPTER 2 -- THE VOYAGE 
 
IN the early hours of Sunday, the 18th October, 1914, the Battalion marched out of camp and entrained at 
Broadmeadows Station for Port Melbourne. There it embarked with the 6th Battalion on H.M.A.T. A20 
S.S. Hororata of the New Zealand Steamship Company, a fine new vessel of some 15,000 tons, built for 
emigrant traffic, with a main deck extending from stem to stern and athwartships. The upper deck was 
much encumbered with 120 horses, galleys and other erections. On the next day, A20 steamed down the 
bay and cleared Port Phillip Heads at 11.40 a.m. After an uneventful voyage and a calm Great Australian 
Bight, the ship arrived at King George’s Sound on the 25th October. 
 
Day by day, troopships arrived till the wide sound was thick with vessels moored in pairs. A few 
fortunate people visited Albany at the head of the harbour. With the appearance of the grey New Zealand 
Troopers and the Escort on the 28th, the fleet was ready. Owing to the serious overcrowding of the 
Hororata, A Company, of the 6th Battalion, was transferred to the R.M.S. Omrah (A5). 
 
On Sunday, the 1st November, the first convoy moved off. In single file past Breaksea Island at the 
entrance of the sound and out into the Indian Ocean, the convoy was in three lines -- one mile apart -- and 
with 800 yards between vessels. The Hororata was between the Star of Victoria and the Omrah, near the 
rear of the starboard line. The New Zealanders were in two lines astern. H.M.A.S. Minotaur was in front, 
the Sydney to port, the Melbourne at first on the starboard side, but with the arrival of the Ibuchi, the 
Japanese cruiser, she dropped astern. 
 
The Australian coast had by now disappeared into the dim horizon. To many, it was to be their last 
farewell. 
 
Day by day, the fleet sailed on a perfectly calm sea. There was some physical drill, a little signalling and 
exercising of horses and much basking in the sun and sports and boxing matches. “Ike” Saunders fought 
Darcy, the 6th Battalion champion, six hard rounds. The doctor refereed the private fights in the forrard 
well-deck. 
 
All ranks received anti-typhoid inoculations and were vaccinated. 
 
On the 7th November, an enemy cruiser was reported to be in the vicinity, and all ships were ordered to be 
darkened down at night. The two 4.7 naval guns aft had crews allotted to them, and ammunition was 
placed in readiness. At dawn next day, H.M.S. Minotaur received orders to proceed toward Mauritius and 
left the convoy. The Melbourne took the lead and the Sydney came up to the port side. As the dawn broke 
on the 9th, the convoy was about 50 miles from Cocos Island, and swung a few points to port to regain the 
direct route to Colombo. At 6.24 a.m., wireless was heard from Cocos, and soon a message, “S.O.S. 
Strange warship approaching,” Captain L’E. Silver of the Melbourne, started for Cocos, but, realising his 
duty lay with the convoy, signalled the Sydney to go in his stead. She soon disappeared to the west. At 
9.40 a.m., the Melbourne moved well over to the port beam. Some men stated that they could hear a noise 
like the beating of a big drum. The Ibuchi cleared for action, hammocks piled against her upper works, 
her decks naked and smoke pouring from her funnels. With huge battle-flags of the rising sun she sped 
across the bows of the convoy to help the Sydney. But the captain of the Melbourne refused her 
permission. The news had come from the Sydney at 9.30 that she had sighted the enemy steaming 
northward toward the convoy. At 10.45, “Am briskly engaging enemy”. At 11.10 came the signal, 
“Emden beached and done for.” It was a day of excitement to the men of the troopships and of heartfelt 
relief to the escort. The Emden had passed within 50 miles of the convoy during the night. If Captain Von 
Muller had managed to get among the fleet during the hours of darkness it would have been a holocaust. 
 
The Konigsberg was still somewhere in the blue, so for another night the ships were darkened. Next day 
she was reported on the coast of Africa. From that time, all fear of enemy interference in the Indian Ocean 
ceased. On the 11th, the Hampshire relieved the Melbourne, which went on to Colombo to coal. 
 
The weather still continued fine and the ordinary ship’s routine continued. The skipper of the Hororata, 
Captain Cameron, insisted on a spotless ship. The mess tables had to be snowy white, the tinware shone 
like silver. 
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Colombo was reached on the 15th November. The Hororata entered the breakwater to refill her water 
tanks. The Sydney, bearing the marks of her battle, was already there, and lying nearby the Russian 
Askold, five-funnelled, and promptly christened “The packet of fags.” 
 
The convoy proceeded by divisions to Aden, [which was] reached on the 25th November. More watering 
and on past Perim Island up the Red Sea. It was hot and the main deck an inferno at night. 
 
It was believed that the troops were going straight to England, but it was deemed better not to take them 
to an English winter with its rigours, especially as huttage was not available. On the 28th November, 
instructions were received that training was to be completed in Cairo, and that the Australian and New 
Zealand Army Corps was to be placed under General Sir W. R. Birdwood. On the 1st December, the ship 
reached Suez and passed up the canal. British troops, Sikhs, Punjabis and Ghurkas in trenches on the east 
bank welcomed the men. Machine guns were placed on the upper deck as a protection against marauding 
Bedouins. Port Said was passed, and after some delay, the ship tied up at a wharf at Alexandria.  
 
The ship’s crew refused to work the winches because it was a Sunday. In ten minutes, the Battalion took 
over, found experienced donkeymen and lumpers, and got all the baggage and equipment out of the ship 
to schedule time. Two trains of prodigious length took the unit through the flat Delta country, with its 
intense and antiquated cultivation, the mud villages and Old Testament figures, to Abu-Ela station on the 
outskirts of Cairo. 
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CHAPTER 3 -- TRAINING IN THE DESERT 
 
A camp was in process of being made on the fringe of the desert at Mena, beneath the ridge on which 
stand the Pyramids and the Sphinx. By electric tram, the Battalion was conveyed over the Nile to 
Ghezireh and out on the long straight road from Giseh, known as the Avenue of the Empress Eugenie. The 
Pyramids stood out blackly against the dark blue sky. Turning to the right at Mena House, they marched 
past two hastily built reservoirs and along a newly made road, beside which they rolled themselves in 
their blankets and slept. Tents arrived in a day or so, and soon the remainder of the Division had come in. 
The horses were weak after the voyage and had to be acclimatised to Tibbin. An Army Service dump of 
good Australian chaff had to be guarded day and night against marauding transport men. 
 
Training recommenced seriously. From the lines stretched a sea of sand. Up past the Boojum Rocks, the 
Circus and Honeymoon Lane the Battalion marched daily to the hard shaly ridges. Every man stepped in 
the foot-mark of his predecessor and over all, was a cloud of dust. Early in January, in accordance with 
the wish of the War Office, the original eight-company organisation was merged into the sixteen platoon 
four company plan. Day after day, training progressed. Platoon and company drill, company in attack, 
company in defence, outposts, with the figure of Lt.-Col. Elliott and his big black charger dominating the 
scene, physically, dynamically and orally. The men were hard driven and became lean and hard. They 
drilled like regulars. A boxing stadium was erected by the 7th December, 1914, and opened with a 
“Stupendous Scene of Stoush,” [boxing match] with Lt. W. Conder as referee. On the 20th December, the 
3rd and 7th battalions represented the A.I.F. at the accession of His Highness the Sultan of Egypt, Prince 
Hussein Kamel. 
 
Early in February, 1915, Djemal Pasha, with the Eighth Turkish Army Corps, delivered his long-expected 
attack on the Canal. On the 3rd February, the 7th and 8th battalions were railed to Ismailia. Lt.-Col. D. S. 
Wanliss, 5th Battalion, kindly sent his band to play the 7th into Cairo. Ismailia was reached at 9 p.m. and 
the Battalion bivouacked on the sand. Captain C. J. C. Mason and two platoons relieved the New 
Zealanders between Tussum Gare and Serapeum. The Turkish attack had failed. 
 
It was intended by Major General A. Wilson, in charge of the Canal defences, to launch a sortie against 
the enemy at Tussum, but as information was received that a large body of Turks was at Habeita, a few 
miles from Serapeum, the attack was abandoned. Captain A. Jackson and 60 men took 200 Turkish 
prisoners to Cairo. After five days pleasant rest in Ismailia, with its palm trees and greenery nourished by 
the Sweetwater Canal, the 7th returned to Mena Camp. 
 
Major McNicol was transferred to command the 6th Battalion, and Major Blezard became second-in-
command. Captain Mason and Lieut. Layh received promotion. 
 
On the 4th April, 1915, the unit said farewell to the desert sands and marched into Cairo, entrained for 
Alexandria, and embarked on the S.S. Galeka, a Union Castle liner. Four days later, she steamed out and 
proceeded to Mudros Harbour on the island of Lemnos, arriving on the 11th April. For several days, the 
troops were exercised in embarking on ship’s boats with full pack, ammunition and shovels and landing 
on the shore. More ships were arriving and tied up two or three together. The Galeka lay beside the 
Cheang-Bee. 
 
Lt.-Col. Elliott inspected the Gallipoli coast on H.M.S. Queen. 
 
On the 24th April, orders were issued for the attack on Gallipoli Peninsula, north of Gaba Tepe. Three 
days rations and 200 rounds of ammunition were to be carried by each man. At 10.30 p.m., the Galeka 
left the harbour and went round to the Bay of Purnea on the northern shore of Lemnos Island. 
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CHAPTER 4 -- THE LANDING AT GABA TEPE 
 
THE plan of attack laid down by General Birdwood was for the 1st Australian Division to make the 
landing. The New Zealand and Australian Division was to follow. General Bridges detailed the Third 
Brigade to land as the covering force on the coast from Gaba Tepe to Ari Burnu. They were to push 
inland and seize the ridge from Gaba Tepe toward Battleship Hill and Chunuk Bair. This ridge, later 
known as Gun Ridge, was a mile from the shore. The 2nd Brigade was to be landed from its transports and 
was to secure the right or northerly flank from Battleship Hill to Hill 971. The 7th Battalion was to land 
just south of Ari Burnu, to proceed over Plugge’s Plateau, along Russell’s Top to Baby 700 and 
Battleship Hill, up the tangled slopes of Chunuk Bair, and to hold a line on the seaward slope looking 
northward. The 5th Battalion was to hold the crest of Chunuk Bair to the Koja Chemen Tepe (Hill 971), 
with the 8th on its right. Thus the 2nd Brigade made a triangle with the 5th at its apex on 971, the 7th on the 
left, the 8th on the right. 
 
During the night of the 24/25th April, 1915, the transports carrying the 1st and 2nd Brigades, moved from 
the Bay of Purnea, the 60 miles to the proposed landing place. The ships were in absolute darkness. In the 
black night after the moon set, dark shapes of transports and war ships could be dimly seen. Ahead, 
breaking the star-strewn sky, was a low mass of land. The excitement was intense. At 4.28 a.m. on the 
dark coast flared a bright yellow light, and a scattered fire commenced, growing in intensity. The landing 
party was ashore. 
 
The Galeka, under Captain Bernard Burt, a Captain Kettle-type, arrived punctually. There being no sign 
of the tows which should have been awaiting him after having landed the 3rd Brigade, Captain Burt took 
his ship 600 yards further in and anchored 1500 yards from the shore. The Gaba Tepe guns began to burst 
their shrapnel about the ship. Commander Somerville, the naval officer on board, decided that the 6th and 
7th Battalions should land themselves by the ship’s boats. Lieut.-Col. Elliott in accordance with the plan, 
ordered Major A. Jackson with Capt. H. T. C. Layh and three platoons of B Company to land about a mile 
north of the 3rd Brigade. As they neared the land, they saw immediately north of Ari Burnu knoll, the Red 
Cross flag of the 3rd Field Ambulance.  
 
The original orders being to guard the left flank from Fisherman’s Hut up to 971, they rowed towards the 
Hut, under a severe rifle and machine gun fire. Casualties were severe. The boats were filled with dead 
and wounded. The survivors landed and occupied a trench on the knoll behind Fisherman’s Hut. Of 140 
officers and men, only 38 reached the shore. Lieut. A. R. Heighway was wounded. Major Jackson went 
toward the 3rd Field Ambulance to arrange for evacuation of the wounded. A trawler came in and towed 
two of the boats away, but before all could be removed, a Turkish attack developed between Walker’s 
Ridge and the sea, and Layh was forced to withdraw his men along the beach. Many heroic attempts were 
made to rescue the remaining wounded. Bearers of the 2nd Battalion brought them in late on Monday 
afternoon (26th April). 
 
Lieut.-Col. Elliott, Lieut. Grills and the remainder of B Company were picked up by a steam pinnace 
[small ship] and landed in the cove between the greater and lesser knolls of Ari Burnu -- later simply 
known as The Beach. It was recognised that the 3rd Brigade had landed a mile to the left of its objective, 
the beach from Hell Spit to Gaba Tepe -- later known as Brighton Beach.  
 
Colonel E. G. Sinclair-MacLagan, Brigadier of 3rd Brigade, decided to divert the 2nd Brigade to take over 
the right flank. The 7th Battalion was to rendezvous in Shrapnel Gully. The later boats from the Galeka 
landed under heavy fire from the Turkish guns on Gaba Tepe. Major Mason’s Company led in the 
advance up White’s Valley, to the 400 plateau. Major I. Blezard was wounded. As the last companies of 
the 7th were disappearing over the crest, Elliott was told of the change in the plans, and that his Battalion 
was to fill a gap between the 9th and 10th Battalions on the Second Ridge. The projected advance on 971 
from the 400 plateau was to be abandoned.  
 
Elliott climbed onto the plateau to see the position for himself. As he topped McCay’s Hill, a bullet hit 
him in the ankle and put him out of the fight. Henderson, Grills and Hunter advanced with the 9th 
Battalion toward Third Ridge to meet the Turkish counter-attack. The 400 plateau was exposed like the 
stage of a Greek drama, enfiladed [shot at from the flanks] by batteries from Chunuk Bair and Scrubby 
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Knoll and subjected to a murderous rifle and machine gun fire from Third Ridge and from the ridges and 
spurs on each flank. The density of the fire and the thick scrub had torn to shreds all organisation. Isolated 
parties struggled through to the forward slopes of Lone Pine, the Cup, and down Owen’s Gully. Grills 
occupied a Turkish trench on the inland side of the Pine. The units were inextricably mingled. Some of 
the 7th were with Flockart (5th Bn.) forward on Johnston’s Jolly, with Wells’ (6th Bn.) on 400 plateau 
south of Owen’s Gully, a few strung out as a disconnected line on the Australian edge of the plateau.  
 
The counter-attack of the 27th Turkish Regiment at 10.30 a.m., pressed hard on the advanced parties, 
weakened by severe casualties. This attack came from Third (Gun) Ridge straight across the 400 plateau. 
By 1 p.m., some kind of a line had been established along the seaward slope of 400, running along 
Bolton’s Ridge, with an advanced line on Sniper’s Ridge and the Knife Edge.  
 
During the afternoon and evening, the men lay in the open scrub harassed by shellfire and under a hail of 
bullets. At 4.30 p.m., came Mustafa Kemal’s second attack with the 27th Regiment. They came across 
Gun Ridge towards Pine Ridge and Lone Pine, driving in isolated parties in front of these posts. A third 
attack was made more southerly on Bolton’s Ridge later in the evening. With darkness, it was possible to 
dig some form of protection. The parties out in front on Sniper’s Ridge came in during the night. 
 
On the 26th April, the remnant of the 6th and 7th Battalions under Lieut.-Col. McNicoll was to the south of 
400 plateau. Soon after midday, General Bridges ordered a small movement of the 4th Battalion to a new 
alignment on the Daisy Patch, to correspond with the 10th on the left and the 6th and the 7th on the right. 
Owing to a series of mistakes, this minor movement developed into a general advance over 400 plateau, 
with a left form toward 971 bringing the attack between the Australian and Turkish lines.  
 
Casualties were heavy and the survivors had to retire to the Daisy Patch, where a line was being dug. This 
was subsequently known as the Pimple. The Battalion H.Q. were in the head of Brown’s Dip, and next 
day a number of the Battalion who had been scattered along the line had rejoined. On the 29th April, the 
Battalion was relieved by the Deal Battalion of the 1st Naval Brigade, and assembled on the beach at the 
foot of Victoria Gully. Lieut.-Col. R. Gartside of the 8th Battalion, was appointed to command the 7th 
Battalion. 
 
The casualties were:— 
 Killed    2 officers   68 other ranks 
 Wounded  15  229 
 Missing      0  227 
 
Of the missing, a proportion was afterward found to have been sent away without any record being kept. 
 
Lieuts. Davey, McKenna, Blick, Allan Henderson and Chapman were killed or died of wounds. Major 
Blezard, Major Mason, Captain Jackson, Lieut. Heron, Captain Layh, Lieut. Scanlon, Lieuts. Heighway, 
Rogers, Connelly and Denehy were wounded. 
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CHAPTER 5 -- THE ATTACK ON KRITHIA 
 
IT was decided by General Hamilton that two Brigades from Anzac should be sent to Cape Helles to take 
part in an attack on Krithia. On the evening of the 5th May, 1915, the 2nd Brigade assembled on Brighton 
Beach, and early next morning, the 7th Battalion embarked on the Folkestone, a deep sea trawler, whose 
crew made the men as comfortable as possible for the two-hour journey to “V” Beach. There, under the 
shattered stone bastions and battered village of Sedd-el-Bahr, the stranded River Clyde had been joined to 
the shore with moored lighters to form a pier. As the Battalion disembarked, it was greeted with shells 
from the Asiatic shore near the ruins of ancient Troy.  
 
For the next two days, the Brigade was bivouacked in the damp green fields in front of Sedd-el-Bahr. The 
Brigade was part of the Composite Division under General Paris. It was intended to attack from the left 
flank and turn the Krithia position. By the 7th May, this attack had not progressed, and on the morning of 
the 8th May, the 2nd Brigade was ordered to move up to a rear area in the Krithia Nullah. By 3.45 p.m., 
they were in old trenches behind the Indian Infantry Brigade in Reserve Line. 
 
The toe of the peninsula was divided by three ravines -- Gully Ravine on the left, Krithia Nullah in the 
centre, Kanii Dere to the right, forming four spurs -- Ravine, Krithia, Central and Kereves. The Central 
Spur between Krithia Nullah and Kanii Dere led straight up to Krithia Village below the battlement-like 
eminence of Achi Baba. It was bisected by the Krithia Road and was a featureless, slightly swelling 
grassy moorland, exposed to fire from the trenches in front and from each flank. 
 
General Hamilton had decided to make a frontal attack on the whole front at 5.30 p.m. -- the New 
Zealand Brigade on Krithia Spur to the left, the 2nd Australian Brigade on Central Spur and the 2nd Naval 
Brigade and the French on Kereves Spur on the right. At 4.45 p.m., as the men were having a meal, orders 
reached the Brigade. The order of advance was 7th on the right, 6th on the left, each on 500 yards frontage, 
the 5th and 8th battalions in support.  
 
Gartside gave his officers two minutes to fall-in and detailed Captain R. H. Weddell to lead the two front 
companies. Major W. E. H. Cass, the Brigade-Major, was sent by McCay to hasten the 7th and led them to 
the right till they met the Krithia Road, when they wheeled to the front, crossing Reserve Trench held by 
the 14th Sikhs. Here, they came out from some sheltering olive trees and were heavily shelled by a 
Turkish four-gun battery. They broke into artillery formation, and as rifle fire became intense, into line, 
had a short breather at the Tommies’ Trench 300 yards in front, and led by Cass, went into the storm of 
bullets from front and flanks. A hundred-yard rush, with men falling fast, up again and struggling on by 
short stages, the severity of the fire and loss of officers and men brought the advance to a halt, 
approximately 500 yards in front of the Tommies’ Trench and an equal distance from the Turkish 
trenches. Major Cass was wounded and Captain R. H. Henderson killed. Weddell was the only officer of 
the leading companies of the 7th. The supporting companies of the 7th reached the Tommies’ Trench in the 
teeth of a furious fusillade. Lieut.-Col. R. Gartside was killed. Captain C. Finlayson, Adjutant, severely 
wounded as he reached the final line, Lieuts. Heron, S. M. DeRavin and J. M. West wounded as they 
were digging in. The right flank was completely in the air. Cass, before he was again wounded, swung 
round the 5th Battalion to guard this, and during the night the Naval Brigade came up and connected up 
with the French 2nd Division, which had succeeded in capturing Kemal Bay Tepe on the edge of the 
Straits. 
 

The casualties of the Battalion were very heavy:—. 
 Killed    3 officers   40 other ranks 
 Wounded  13  133 
 Missing     0    88 

 
Captain H. H. Hunter, a famous athlete, was killed. Captain A. Fraser wounded. Lieuts. P. G. Wale, J. A. 
K. Johnston and T. McL. Carmichael and Capt. C. H. Permezel died of wounds. As darkness fell the 
battlefield for half a mile behind the foremost line was filled with the cries of the wounded. During the 
night, stretcher-bearers brought many in to the R.A.P.’s at Tommies’ Trench and along the Krithia Creek, 
and the Naval Brigade cleared the right flank. The Brigade was relieved by the Manchester Territorials on 
the night of the 11th May, moved back to the vicinity of “W” Beach, and returned to Anzac a week later 
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by the Ionian, escorted by the Chelmer (Lt. Cdr. England). During this period, the Battalion was 
commanded by Capt. Weddell, with Lieut. Grills the only other combatant officer. 
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CHAPTER 6 -- THE RETURN TO ANZAC, 17 th MAY TO 5 th AUGUST, 1915 
 
THE 7th Battalion, on arriving at Anzac, bivouacked on the Razorback, to the south of Shrapnel Gully. A 
steep slope gave protection in front, but there were two guns of the 5th Australian Battery emplaced to the 
right and two guns of the 21st Indian Mountain Battery immediately in the rear. General Birdwood visited 
the Battalion the day after its return from Cape Helles. 
 
During the Turkish attack of the 19th May, 1915, the 7th Battalion sent A Company to support the 3rd 
Battalion on the 400 plateau, facing Owen’s Gully. Two men were killed and five wounded. The 
Battalion moved up next evening to support the 1st Brigade, but the Turks did not attack. 
 
The 24th May was a day of armistice to bury the dead between the opposing lines. 
 
On the 25th May, H.M.S. Triumph was torpedoed at 12.26 and sank off Gaba Tepe. A destroyer, which 
remained pressed alongside the heeling ship until she was actually taking her final plunge, rescued almost 
the entire crew. 
 
On the 31st May, a shell burst on the Battalion drawn up on parade below the bivouac and wounded 15 
men, one subsequently dying. Lieut.-Col. Elliott resumed command of the Battalion on the 4th June, and 
soon afterwards the unit moved to a site on the south of Monash Gully. The men were chiefly employed 
on fatigues [non-combatant duties], carrying water and ammunition. Some 50 assisted the Engineers in 
sapping under the Turkish trenches. 
 
On the 11th June, the 2nd Brigade took over the portion of the 1st Brigade front facing the German 
Officer’s Trench, and on the 28th June, the 7th was holding Steel’s Post. It was here on the 4th July that a 
tunnel -- D21 -- running out beneath German Officer’s Trench was blown up. Zeki Bey, the Commander 
of the 1/57th Turkish Regiment holding this trench, subsequently explored this tunnel on the 8th, pulling 
away the sandbag barricade at its entrance into the crater. Their entry being reported to Battalion H.Q., 
Elliott ordered Grills and Permezel to organise a party to drive the intruders out, and characteristically 
reconnoitred the position with two men. As he reached a point some 20 feet along the dark gallery, a shot 
was fired from a Turkish sentry in the tunnel, wounding one of the men. They retired, thinking Elliott, 
who was in front, was killed, and he held the tunnel sheltering behind a bend till Permezel’s party came 
up and helped him build up a new sandbag barricade. Next afternoon, a charge was placed in front of this 
and the Turkish barrier with the Turk sentry blown out, as the wad out of a gun. The roof fell in and Lieut. 
K. I. Walker and a party scrambled into the crater thus formed. This was subsequently known as Dyer’s, 
and a Turkish raid was made on it next morning, but was easily repulsed. The crater was then evacuated. 
At 8.15 a.m. on the 11th July, Lieut. N. J. Greig, with 11 men entered the crater, killing three Turks, but 
was bombed* from German Officer’s Trench, into which the crater was widely open. Three were killed 
and all the rest wounded, and Lieut. Greig, having sent back all his men along the broken-down tunnel, 
himself covered their retreat till he was killed. [* “bombs” was the term use for a type of grenade.] 
 
The Turks retaliated by heavy fire upon Steele’s Post with 75’s and a 6-inch Howitzer, and caused many 
casualties and a great strain upon the garrison.  
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CHAPTER 7 -- LONE PINE 
 
EARLY in August, 1915, as a result of tunnelling and extensive mining operations, it was generally held 
that a big offensive was imminent. This in spite of the bad health of the Australian troops from dysentery 
and gastro-intestinal diseases from the monotony of the diet, lack of fresh vegetables and the swarms of 
disease-carrying flies. 
 
The plan was as follows. The 6th Battalion was to take German Officer’s Trench as a diversion while the 
1st Brigade charged the Lone Pine position. 
 
The 7th Battalion, drawn up opposite Johnston’s Jolly, was, if the 6th was successful, to charge across the 
120 yards between the A.I.F. position and the Turks and to be led by a special bombing platoon under 
Captain Hubert Jacobs. 
 
It was hoped, by these attacks, to divert the attention of the Turkish command from the main landing of 
the British Divisions at Suvla Bay and the night advance of the British and New Zealanders on Sari Bair. 
 
At 5.30 p.m. on the 6th August, the 1st Australian Brigade attacked the Turkish trenches at Lone Pine. The 
2nd Brigade concentrated a heavy machine gun and rifle fire upon the Turkish trenches on Johnston’s 
Jolly. With the capture of Lone Pine, by dint of extremely heavy fighting, Infantry working parties under 
the 2nd Field Company connected up tunnels from Brown’s Dip and the Pimple to the Pine trenches, a 
matter of about a hundred yards. 
 
The 6th Battalion attacked from sapheads [tunnels or trenches leading to an enemy position] in an 
underground trench in front of German Officer’s Trench. These sapheads were broken open at the time of 
the attack, but the steps leading up to them were so narrow that only one man could emerge at a time. 
This slow exit gave the Turks time to man their firesteps and the attackers were swept away as they 
appeared. The 6th Battalion lost 80 killed and 66 wounded in their valiant attempt. The attack by the 7th 
Battalion on Johnston’s Jolly was therefore cancelled. 
 
During the night, the Turkish reserves, the 13th Regiment and the 9th Division began to arrive and counter 
attacked heavily all next day. The 7th Battalion was ordered by Colonel N. Smyth, V.C., to support the 1st 
Battalion, and during the afternoon of the 8st August, all, with the exception of one platoon, entered the 
captured position. The platoon of bombers under Capt. H. Jacobs were left covering the trenches of 
Johnston’s Jolly and the Mule Gully, but later it too was sent to support the 1st Battalion under Col. 
McNaughton, and finally rejoined the 7th at dawn on the 19th August, and was placed in the sector 
commanded by Lieut. F. H. Tubb. 
 
The Official History states that the 7th Battalion bombers went into Lone Pine at 6 p.m. on the 7th August, 
and in the heavy fighting of that night and the next day almost all had been killed or wounded. 
 
By 3 p.m. on the 8th August, Colonel Elliott (7th Battalion) had relieved the 1st and the 2nd Battalions on 
the right. Lieut. W. J. Symons was in charge of the posts from Goldenstedt’s to Wood’s. On the extreme 
right, as Jacob’s Trench appeared to be dangerously isolated, he increased the number of posts. Lieuts. W. 
Fisher and G. J. C. Dyett were in Jacob’s Trench. Turkish attacks were heavy during the afternoon against 
the post at Jacob’s barricade. At 7 p.m., another severe attack was launched against this position, 
extending to Goldenstedt’s Post, now held by a portion of Lieut. Symons’ company. The Turks again and 
again succeeded in forcing their way over the low barricade into the main position, but Symons bombed 
them out as often. Meanwhile in Jacob’s Trench, Lieut. Dyett having been severely wounded, Lieut. West 
was placed in command; and since the fighting at Tubb’s Corner, also urgently required superintendence, 
Lieut. Tubb, with half his reserve company from the Pimple, was brought in to support and finally took 
over the New Flank Trench. By 2 a.m. on the night of the 8th August, the fighting had died down. 
 
On the fourth and last day of acute struggle at the Pine, the Australian position was held in the north by 
the 4th Battalion, in the centre by the 3rd  and in the southern and largest sector by the 7th, whose front had 
been subdivided into three commands -- Symon’s, Tubb’s and West’s. At 4 a.m., from the enemy 
positions around the Pine, and also from Johnston’s Jolly, there burst an intense machine gun and rifle 
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fire, and a most violent general attack was directed against the whole line. Lieut. B. N. W. Edwards was 
killed and Lieut. A. N. Hamilton wounded in Wood’s Trench. Symons himself took charge in the even 
heavier fighting which had again broken out at Goldenstedt’s Post. Here, by throwing the big gun-cotton 
bombs, he temporarily subdued the enemy, but was called away by Col. Elliott for even more pressing 
work. Lieut. Tubb was then in command. Tubb had eight men on the parapet, while two corporals, H. 
Webb and F. Wright, were told to remain on the floor of the trench in order to catch and throw back the 
enemy’s bombs or smother them with Turkish overcoats. Tubb was on the parapet, exposing himself 
recklessly. Soon Wright was killed, Webb had both his hands blown off, and Tubb, bleeding from bomb 
wounds in the arm and scalp, continued to fight, supported in the end only by Corporal W. Dunstan and a 
personal friend, Corporal A. S. Burton of Euroa. An explosion blew down the barricade. Tubb drove the 
Turks off and Dunstan and Burton were helping to rebuild the barrier when a bomb fell between them, 
killing Burton. Tubb obtained further men from the next post, but the enemy’s attack weakened and died 
away. 
 
Meanwhile, the struggle in Jacob’s Trench had been as fierce. It was enfiladed by enemy machine gun 
fire, and all the garrison was killed except Lieut. West, wounded, and Pte. Shadbolt, who held the post till 
Lieut. H. H. Young brought up a few men. Further reinforcements under Lieut. T. J. Woodhouse, Lieut. 
H. E. Bastin came in, but were all killed or wounded and the post was lost. Lieut. Symons was ordered to 
retake it. He succeeded, drove out the enemy and rebuilt the barricade. Then, as the Turks were attacking 
the post from three sides, he asked Elliott’s leave to abandon it. He then withdrew to some overhead 
cover at the western end of the trench, leaving fifteen yards of open trench to the enemy. 
 
At 6.30 p.m., the enemy attack had definitely failed. An attempt was made to organise a counter-attack on 
the now thoroughly demoralised enemy and the 1st Battalion was brought in, but it was abandoned. 
 
At midday on the 10th August, the remnant of the Battalion was relieved by the 5th Battalion. 
 
Lieut. Tubb, Lieut. Symons. Cpl. Dunstan and Cpl. Burton were awarded the Victoria Cross, and Sgt. 
Ball and Cpt. Webb received the D.C.M. 
 
The casualties were appalling. The Battalion went in with 14 officers and 680 O.R. [other ranks], and lost 
12 officers and 342 O.R. The total losses of the 1st Australian Division were over 2000 men, the greater 
number incurred in sheer hand-to-hand fighting and bombing. The enemy’s loss was heavier. The 16th 
Turkish Division is said to have lost 6930 men in five days. 
 
On the 11th of August, after 48 hours’ rest, the Battalion returned to the Pine. There was no further 
counter attack. The trenches were cleared of the dead and put into a state of repair. The re-entrant angle of 
the front line at Symons’ Post was straightened out. 
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CHAPTER 8 – 15th AUGUST, 1915, TO THE EVACUATION 
 
WITH the failure of the Suvla Bay attack, trench warfare recommenced. The 7th and 1st Battalions 
garrisoned Lone Pine, taking two days in the Pine and two days rest. The trenches were strongly fortified. 
Lieut.-Col. Elliott was evacuated sick on the 27th of August, and Major A. Jackson assumed command of 
the Battalion. On the 12th September, the unit was finally relieved at Lone Pine by the 12th Battalion and 
next day left the Peninsula, arriving at Sarpi Camp, Mudros. There they remained for a month, resting and 
recuperating -- food was plentiful and a bottle of stout per man was issued daily. The Battalion was 
inspected by General Munro, the new Commander in-Chief, on the 27th October, and by Field-Marshal 
Lord Kitchener on the 11th November. Rough weather delayed the return to Anzac till the 25th November. 
The first bivouac was in Shrapnel Gully, but a snowstorm caused a move to Victoria Gully. Waterproof 
capes and rubber boots were issued to the troops. Elliott rejoined the Battalion on the 7th December. The 
Battalion relieved the 5th and 6th Battalions at Silt Spur on the 11th December. 
 
General Munro and Lord Kitchener, having advised the necessity of withdrawing the troops from the 
Peninsula, preparations were being made. Major Layh, in charge of 7 officers and 199 other ranks, left the 
front line as the first party on the 18th December. Lieut.-Col. Elliott strained his ankle and had to be 
evacuated. Next day, Major Hart with 5 officers and 224 other ranks left at dusk, stealing in small parties 
down the communication trenches with sandbags round their feet. At 8 p.m. Battalion Headquarters was 
moved to the firing line, and at 9.35 p.m., Major McCrae with 3 officers and 90 other ranks moved off. 
The Turks were apparently quite oblivious of any evacuation being carried out. At 2 o’clock next 
morning, the 20th December, C party, the last of the unit, left the trenches noiselessly and were embarked 
at 3.15 a.m. 
 
Lance Corporal W. C. Surry devised a scheme for firing rifles after the last man had left. A weight 
attached to the trigger was suspended in such a way that it would be released through the overbalancing 
of a certain tin. Above that was placed another tin containing water but pierced with a small hole. When 
sufficient water had trickled into the lower tin, the rifle was fired. 
 
The Battalion was again at Sarpi Camp, Lemnos, from the 21st December till the 4th January, when it 
embarked on H.M.T.S. Empress of Britain for Alexandria, and thence by rail to Tel-el-Kebir, 70 miles 
from Cairo and 80 miles from Ismailia, the centre of the Canal defence system. Here, on the field where 
Lord Wolseley had defeated Arabi Pasha in 1882 and where the old trenches and breastwork could still be 
seen, the long lost Battalion Transport awaited the unit. The Transport, after some days off the Gallipoli 
coast, had been brought back to Alexandria and stationed at Max Camp, near Ramleh, and had remained 
there during the campaign. 
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CHAPTER 9 -- EGYPT TO POZIERES 
 
WITH the departure on the 24th February, 1916, of Major Denehy with 12 officers and 466 other ranks to 
form the nucleus of the 59th Battalion, 15th Brigade (of which Lieut. Col., now Brig. General, H. E. Elliott 
was Brigadier), and the arrival the same day of 4 officers and 479 other ranks from reinforcements, the 
Battalion entered upon the second stage of its existence. Major C. H. Jess, who had been Brigade Major, 
was appointed to command with the rank of Lieut. Colonel, Major A. Jackson being second in command. 
Then began the work of welding the veterans and the recruits together into an efficient fighting unit. 
 
We were engaged on outpost duty for some time, experiencing the hardships of desert warfare without the 
consolation of having an enemy near to share it, as no attack came. The early part of March, 1916, was 
devoted to training, principally in musketry, when we were not required to supply guards and picquets 
[lookouts], which duties were frequent and absorbed a great number of men. 
 
The great compensation was that our camp at Serapeum, on the Asiatic side of the Canal, was quite close 
to the Canal, and every evening the Battalion bathed en masse, and washed away the dust and sweat of 
the day. It must have been an interesting sight to the passengers on the vessels passing along the Canal at 
this time to come on several hundreds of men bathing in the water alongside their ships. 
 
The first intimation of our departure reached Brigade on the 2nd March, when it was learnt that we were to 
leave for France in about a fortnight. The news soon spread, and we were all filled with joyful 
anticipation of the good things to be expected there, among a civilised population, with quarters in 
respectable billets occasionally, and also with mixed feelings at the prospect of being at last pitted against 
the Germans. 
 
Before we left, we made our first acquaintance with H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, who rode through the 
camp and was heartily cheered. He appeared nervous upon this occasion, and quite boyish compared to 
the grizzled veterans of Anzac. 
 
On the 25th March, we left Serapeum under the command of Major Jackson, Lieut. Col. Jess being 
retained in Egypt as judge advocate at a general court-martial. 
 
After a somewhat rough trip in open trucks across the desert by night through Ismalia and Tel-el-Kebir, 
we reached Alexandria at about 6 a.m. on the 26th of March, and immediately embarked on the Megantic, 
together with the 8th Battalion. The ship was a very large one and the accommodation exceptionally good, 
every man having a cabin berth. As Captain Bastin, the newly appointed Adjutant, wrote in the War 
Diary. “All the men are berthed in cabins, which is alright for them, but to the orderly officer, it is a pest. 
He is just like a farmer digging up potatoes out of a field when he wants anyone for fatigue.” The simile 
is hardly apt, for a potato can only be dug up once, while we were “dug up” almost as rapidly as we could 
get ourselves buried. There were numerous duties to be supplied, and many guards, the chief being 
“submarine guard,” when the unlucky sentry leaned over a rail and scanned the sea for anything looking 
like his idea of a periscope. Fortunately nothing suspicious was seen, and in all respects, the trip was a 
pleasant one, the only unpleasantness being caused by an enthusiasm displayed by the medical officers 
for inoculation. Everyone was duly punctured, but none rightly understood what disease he was now 
proof against. 
 
We entered Marseilles on the 31st March. The previous night had been rough, and the breakfast parade 
that morning was poorly attended, but the day was glorious, and we shall not soon forget our first glimpse 
of the magnificent harbour -- green hills rising from the sea to great heights, white houses with red roofs 
gleaming among the trees, dazzling sunlight dancing on the calm waters of the bay, all combined to make 
a joyous picture. On the wharves we saw indications of warfare, war material, anti-aircraft guns and 
German prisoners at work. We were given no opportunity for exploration, disembarking at 7.30 p.m.  
 
We were marched a short distance to a train composed of trucks. Each truck bore a grim legend, happily 
as yet unintelligible to most of us, but one which we were destined to know only too well in the days to 
come. “Hommes 40, chevaux (en long), 8” [40 men or 8 horses]. We soon learned to envy the chevaux. In 
consideration of the long voyage before us, we were allowed the “luxury” of having only 35 men in each 
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truck. Even then, we found it impossible to lie at full length, and were much cramped. Officers travelled 
with their platoons. The train left at 9 p.m. At midnight, there was a stop at Orange for hot tea. Then we 
“slept" again. 
 
Everyone was awake again at the first sign of dawn. The sides of the truck were let down as far as 
possible, and we drank in the landscape with incredulous eyes. Every soldier who made that trip has 
written home describing it. It made the profoundest impression on every one of us. Coming, as we had, 
from the barren, dreary sands of Egypt, the green fields of France were like a glimpse into a new world to 
us. Eyes which had been long accustomed to the drab shores of Gallipoli, to the parched wastes of the 
desert, and to uncultivated wildernesses gazed enthralled at the new scenes which unfolded before us as 
our train crawled north. Vistas of green fields and orchards, trim farmhouses, clean white roads, wooded 
hills, and pretty villages surrounded by shapely trees, were opened around us.  
 
The villagers cheered us as we passed through, and neat-looking girls threw kisses, and sometimes when 
we stopped at a station adventurous spirits secured a few real ones, in exchange for badges or buttons. 
“Pour souvenir, Monsieur.” All the folk seemed to be in mourning and we saw no men, except aged and 
crippled. The war and what it was costing France was thus early borne in upon us. 
 
We wound along up the Rhone Valley amid scenes of great beauty, stopped for a little while at busy 
Lyons, where the children in the street below scrambled for “souvenirs” in the shape of Egyptian coins, 
and had frequently to compete against their elders for possession of their trophies; then away across 
flatter and at times marshy country, by way of Dijon, towards Paris. We skirted the outer suburbs, through 
Juvisy and Saint Germains, on a glorious Sunday afternoon, and saw some charming suburbs buried 
among wooded hills; great numbers of people were walking in the woods, giving a holiday appearance to 
the scenes we saw; tea at Epuches, then on towards the coast. Next morning, we caught glimpses of the 
English Channel from near Calais, then turning inland again we arrived at about 2.30 p.m. on the 3rd 
April, after a journey of 66 hours, at our destination, Godeswaesvelde, on the Belgian frontier. 
 
Detraining, we began a long tiring march, arriving about 6 p.m. almost exhausted at La Creche, outside 
Baillieul. Here, the troops were billeted very comfortably in barns, with clean straw for mattresses, and 
we soon began to explore. We were here for twelve days, and made our first acquaintance with the French 
people, the French language and French beverages. The large and ill-fated township of Baillieul was 
within easy walking distance, and as yet beyond the reach of enemy shell fire. Here we spent our pay, 
paying high prices for what we wanted. We met men from English and Canadian regiments, who gave us 
no very glowing account of warfare on this front. 
 
We were soon busy training. Gas masks were issued, the P.H. helmet type being then the one in use, a 
sort of large flannel bag, steeped in chemicals, which was put over the head, seized and held tightly at the 
throat, while the breath was expelled through a mouthpiece. A scout platoon was formed under Lieut. W. 
H. James; this platoon was the origin of a valuable arm. Cameras were collected and returned to England. 
On the 15th April, we left La Creche and marched in driving rain and sleet to l’Hallobeau, a few miles 
nearer the line. Here we were billeted in huts and resumed training. Lieut. Col. Jess rejoined us and 
resumed command. 
 
Some officers and N.C.O.’s were sent forward to inspect the trenches, which were found to be entirely 
different from those at Anzac. Working parties, wearing the new steel helmets, were sent to the forward 
area on barb wire work behind the lines. 
 
On the 29th April, we moved still further forward to Fleur Baix, a village about a mile and a half from the 
front line. “D” Company occupied a forward post at a farm house at Croix Marechal. The Battalion was 
in support to the 5th Battalion, and was occupied in work on the support trenches. 
 
On the 3rd May, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the front line, which consisted of ramparts raised above 
the ground, and not, as was usual, of trenches dug down into it. As we look back on the comfortable 
trenches and comparative safety of this tour of duty, we smile to think how deadly serious it was to us 
then. In reality, it was a period of restful calm; a few night patrols or wiring parties, a continual 
improvement of the trenches (the Bantams had been in, and in many places, the parapet was too low), and 
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some intermittent shell fire. Every shell fired was counted and faithfully reported in the day’s intelligence 
summary. The weather was fine and warm. We sustained a few casualties, and soon learned the advantage 
of keeping our heads down. 
 
Relieved by the 5th Battalion on the 28th May, we came back to Fleur Baix. From here, we journeyed 
daily, either at night or by day, to the support area, and were employed on trench improvement. It was 
early summer and the country around us was bright with grass and meadow flowers, birds sang in the 
green-leafed trees, and it was difficult to imagine amidst such pleasant surroundings that man was 
bringing desolation upon a beautiful land. 
 
The village of Fleur Baix consisted of a considerable number of houses, many of which had been 
damaged; but on the whole, the town had been spared by the enemy and still held a few civilians. 
 
Up near the support line, less than half a mile from the front line, was an estaminet [small café and bar] 
occupied by an old couple and a boy. The Hun had never dropped a shell near this place. It was a curious 
sight to see the boy driving a small cart, drawn by a large dog, down the road (on which no soldier could 
appear) to the village for the daily provisions. On one occasion, two French soldiers came along to 
Battalion Headquarters, enquiring the way to this estaminet where they said they had lived. As they 
appeared to be ignorant of its locality, they were sent to Brigade under escort, and likewise under 
suspicion, and their ultimate fate is unknown. 
 
When we came into the sector, all the gun-pits of the artillery were covered over with moss and flowers. 
The guns had been in the same position for many months with little firing. The result was that as soon as 
our artillery renewed war-like operations, they were promptly blown out of their pits, the location of 
which must have been long known to the enemy. They then inaugurated the practice of coming out into 
the fields by night and "pooping off,” returning to shelter by day, leaving us to take the shelling of the 
enemy while searching for them. These mobile batteries were the germ of the idea from which later on 
there sprang the well-known mobile brigades of artillery. 
 
On the 9th June, 1916, we were relieved and came back to Divisional Reserve, near Sailly, in comfortable 
barns. Sailly was a pleasant spot, surrounded by green, fresh country, intersected by the River Lys, and 
broad white roads. The town was large and filled with civilians, and our familiarity with the language 
grew. A certain amount of training and some fatigue duties were required, but on the whole, the time 
passed very pleasantly. Our evenings were largely occupied by football matches, which usually began at 
about 7 or 7.30 p.m. and finished about 9.30 p.m. Daylight lasted till 10 p.m. and frequently “lights out” 
would be blown before the game was finished. 
 
Early one morning, a number of men smelt gas and woke up coughing; some gas from an attack by the 
enemy near Ploegsteert had drifted down the Lys Valley from the north. We sustained no casualties 
however, but the incident is interesting as showing the extent to which gas would penetrate behind the 
lines under favourable conditions, in this case upwards of ten miles. 
 
On the 19th June, we left, marching to Neuve Eglise across the Belgian border and bivouacking for three 
days on a hillside at Aldershot Camp. On the 23rd, we were in the line at Ploegsteert, of evil reputation, 
where we relieved the 3rd Battalion of the Rifle Brigade, facing Messines Hill. The line companies had in 
the main a quiet time until the 29th when our trenches were shelled and B Company sustained heavy 
casualties. 

 
A post, which it was necessary to place across the Messines Road, was subjected to particular attention 
nightly by trench mortar from the direction of Messines village, which looked down on and completely 
commanded the position. A raid was carried out by the Buffs on the trenches opposite us, but it failed to 
reach the enemy lines. Gas, which was installed in our trenches, was at last discharged one night, and was 
last seen blowing over the enemy lines. This had caused considerable “wind up” for fear a shell should 
strike it. Subsequent reports indicated that severe casualties were sustained by the Hun. 
 
We were relieved on the night of the 4th July by the 18th King’s Royal Rifles and the 11th Royal West 
Kents. Our casualties, practically all sustained on the left of our position on the Messines Road, were one 
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officer killed (Lieut. Hoban), one officer wounded (Lieut. F. J. Smedley), 11 men killed and 27 wounded. 
Total 40. 
 
On relief, we came back to Neuve Eglise in heavy rain and again bivouacked on the hillside at Aldershot. 
Next day our first Battalion sports meeting in France was held. 
 
On the 9th July, we marched to Bailleul, and at 1 a.m. on the 11th, we entrained for the Somme, where the 
great British offensive had been launched some ten days before. At 5 a.m., we reached Doullens, a large, 
quaint, picturesque town, and breakfasted in the main street. At 8.30 a.m., we began to march, and at 7 
p.m., were still marching. It was well on towards 9 p.m. before we were all settled in billets at Bertaucourt 
after a gruelling day. That march, over 17 miles on paved and metalled roads, probably lives in our minds 
still as the biggest and most exhausting we ever accomplished, being soft from the trenches, but not a 
single man fell out of the ranks on the way. It was here that the inhabitants refused to let the billeting 
officers do their work, thinking “black” troops were coming.  
 
We set out at 11.30 a.m. next day, and began by climbing a steep hill. The road then lay through fields of 
corn flecked with poppies and cornflowers, and the country was most picturesque. After further marches 
and halts at Talmas and Rainneville, where we had our only practice of Battalion in attack, utilising an 
old quarry for the purpose, we reached Varennes on the 16th July. Here we dumped our blankets and 
packs, and, arrayed for the first time in the light equipment known as “fighting order,” we set out for 
Albert on the 20th. At Albert, we bivouacked just outside the town, and made final preparations for battle. 
 
Maps of Pozieres were inspected and explained, and the scheme of the attack unfolded, half the officers 
being left in reserve at wagon lines. Moving forward in single file at 6.30 p.m. through Albert, much 
damaged by shell fire, beneath the famous statue of the Madonna and Child hanging in mid-air from the 
top of the church steeple, out along the dusty, chalky roads, and by narrow winding paths, we arrived at 
the captured German trenches in Sausage Valley, La Boiselle, surrounded on all sides by guns. 
 
The strength of the Battalion on the eve of Pozieres was 34 officers and 968 other ranks. It was 
considered by all of the “original” officers that the Battalion was now as efficient a fighting force as when 
it left Egypt for Gallipoli. 
 
The week’s marching forward from Doullens had hardened us wonderfully. It is worthy of note that 
throughout those long marches not a single man had failed to reach his billets, even four “diggers” under 
open arrest pending court-martial, being just as keen as the others. 
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CHAPTER 10 -- POZIERES 
 
TO follow the part played by the Battalion in connection with the fighting at Pozieres, it is necessary to 
outline shortly the way the battle developed and the stage at which we came into it. The great offensive 
launched on the 1st July, 1916, had made substantial progress, but was held up at Pozieres, a commanding 
knoll dominating the country in every direction. Up to the 16th July, three separate assaults upon the 
village had failed. The 1st Division was to be thrown in to endeavour, if possible, to affect its capture. 
Until it was captured, further progress on either flank was impossible, as the use of the ridge beyond 
Pozieres gave the enemy a wide view over our lines and denied us any observation over his. It was thus a 
key position, a fact which the Germans fully realised, as is witnessed by their stubborn defence. 
 
The plan ultimately prepared was for a converging attack by the 1st and 3rd Brigades, with our Brigade, 
the 2nd, in reserve. The actual assault was launched at 12.30 a.m. on the 23rd July, as part of a major 
operation in which other troops were participating further to the right. The attack failed elsewhere, but our 
Division met with substantial success at Pozieres. Following upon a complete artillery preparation, a 
sudden attack met with comparatively little opposition at the beginning, and a line was formed along the 
south-east side of the Bapaume Road, running through the village, which was not captured till later. The 
village had been reduced to a large rubble heap by continuous shelling, and gradually it was cleaned up 
by scouting parties after tough fighting. During the night of the 23rd, the 6th and 8th Battalions attacked 
through the village and established posts beyond it. By the 24th, it could be said that the capture was 
complete, but holding it was another problem, as enemy shelling never ceased, day or night. 
 
To return now to our own operations. During the night of the 22nd/23rd July, 1916, we were at Sausage 
Valley, a mile and a half in rear, surrounded by artillery, which at the appointed hour opened fire with 
tremendous energy and was soon answered by the enemy. We waited anxiously for news of the battle in 
expectation of our own turn. By 3.45 a.m., we heard that the attack had succeeded. At 5 a.m., A and B 
Companies were called upon to go forward to Black Watch Alley, a communication trench near 
Contalmaison, to serve as reserve to the 3rd Brigade. At 5.45 a.m., C and D Companies followed.  
 
As we went forward in the grey light of the early morning, through a smoke laden atmosphere, we passed 
many dead enemy from the previous fighting and a great many prisoners who were being sent to the rear, 
and numbers of our own wounded coming from the battle. Passing through a barrage of heavy artillery 
fire, we reached our destination in Black Watch Alley and spent a far from quiet day there amongst the 
enemy gas and shrapnel shelling, A and B Companies being engaged in carrying rations and ammunition 
for the 3rd Brigade. On the 24th July, we received instructions for an operation early on the following 
morning. The operation was under the control of the 3rd Brigade, which was to have the use of the 5th 
Battalion and our two companies for the purpose. We were to deliver an attack on two lines of German 
trenches north-east of Pozieres known as “O.G.1” and “O.G.2,” which terms meant “Old German Trench 
No. 1” and “Old German Trench No. 2.” These lines were the scene of much heavy fighting. 
 
The plan was for the 5th Battalion to attack on the right, and the two companies of the 7th on the left. The 
5th were to employ two companies in front and two in rear and advance in six successive waves. The 
portion of the 7th on the left, between the Bapaume Road and an old light railway line, were to have one 
company in front and one in rear. The attack on O.G.l was to be made at 2 a.m., and at 2.20 would go 
forward from O.G.l to O.G.2 following the barrage. In our Battalion, A Company was to take O.G.1 and 
B Company to go through them and capture O.G.2. C and D Companies were back again under the 
command of the C.O. and not concerned in the operation. 
 
The ground was of course unfamiliar to us, under constant heavy shell fire, and we had no opportunity of 
reconnaissance. A tape was to be laid by the 5th Battalion to mark the starting position. Our companies 
were to leave Pozieres trench at 11 p.m., file northward in the dark across the shell holes to the Bapaume 
Road, then turn right so as to be facing O.G.l. The 5th Battalion was to follow. Owing to casualties, the 
tape was not completely laid, and the plans for the attack went astray from the first. Instead of waiting for 
us to pass, the 5th Battalion began moving into position ahead of time, and we were obliged to wait until 
they were clear. B Company was misdirected by other troops, and in the darkness, followed the remnants 
of a trench leading towards Pozieres. It was not until 2.10 a.m. -- ten minutes after the attack was due to 
commence -- that we were established and organised for attack; there was no time to carry out the 
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preliminary movement planned; an enemy barrage in reply had descended on our troops, and in the 
darkness all was confusion. A Company negotiated the broken country as best they could in the attempt to 
get forward, but could not locate the enemy trenches. One platoon got to within 30 yards of them, but 
lacking support, could advance no further.  
 
Of the whole attack, only a small portion succeeded. At 6.45 a.m., the C.O. 5th Battalion, who had 
succeeded in getting into part of O.G.1, ordered two platoons of D Company into the line. No. 13 Platoon, 
led by 2nd/Lieut. Appleton, entered the front line trench, followed by No. 14. Appleton was immediately 
shot in the head by a sniper and killed, the whole of the two platoons having to step over his body as they 
passed along the trench. Led by Captain Oates, these two platoons bombed their way down O.G.1 
towards the railway, and having gone as far as possible, set about erecting a barricade. A heavy bomb 
fight and attacks ensued throughout 24 hours. Behind them, the slaughter occasioned by artillery and 
machine gun or rifle bullets was terrific, and dead and wounded blocked the narrow trenches. Stretchers 
and stretcher-bearers were not to be obtained. Enemy snipers accounted for a great many victims, the 
battered trenches giving inadequate protection. Relays of men, hastily organised by Oates, in a moment’s 
respite, passed up bombs and sandbags. Oates and his small handful of men held the enemy at bay until 
10 a.m. next day, when they were relieved. They had erected a substantial barrier in the trench, 
consolidating the position won. Subsequently, Oates was awarded the D.S.O. [Distinguished Service 
Order], the D.C.M. [Distinguished Conduct Medal] to C.S.M. McDonald, L/Corporal “Gorrie” Tucker 
(afterwards Lieut., who died of wounds in 1918) and Private Tracey, who lost a leg. Meantime, C. 
Company had been engaged in carrying ammunition for the 5th Battalion, leaving only two platoons of D 
Company still under the command of the C.O. 7th Battalion. At 9 a.m., C Company of the 6th Battalion 
was placed under his command to assist in repelling a threatened counter-attack, and were disposed to fill 
a vital gap in the line just in time. This was delivered at 9.30 a.m., but was successfully repulsed. 
 
By 1 p.m., except that as stated above, D Company, with Lieut. Bowtell-Harris, was still engaged on the 
left of the 5th Battalion and was again placed under the C.O. The C.O. promptly set about the task of 
reorganising the Battalion, though still in the forward area and under continuous shell-fire, but it was 
many hours before all men were able to rejoin their own companies. At 2.30 p.m., we were instructed to 
withdraw the Battalion and complete reorganisation, where was not stated, and therefore the C.O. selected 
Bailiff Wood. The C.O. was called to 3rd Brigade for further instructions, and was told that we were to 
relieve two battalions of the 1st Brigade in Pozieres. We then withdrew through a heavy barrage about a 
mile to Bailiff Wood and were reorganised. Bombs were issued and at 9 p.m. we moved forward again 
through the intense barrage to Pozieres, relieving portion of the 1st Brigade in support, and in the front 
area, shell holes along the Pozieres Road. We remained here until the morning of the 27th under constant 
heavy fire from guns of large calibre, and subjected to shelling with gas shells.  
 
During the 26th, conditions were such that the C.O. considered it to be his duty to inform Brigade that the 
men were occupying crater holes owing to the impossibility of making trenches in the crumbly soil; that 
they were continually being buried and dug out; that Pozieres was being subjected to constant 
bombardment by heavies, and that, despite the cheerful and resolute spirit of the men, their dazed 
condition rendered them physically incapable of digging in, or of strenuous resistance, should fighting 
become necessary. He asked for support from the heavy artillery. The 6th and 8th Battalion concurred in 
his statement of the position. Brigade replied that the men must hang on. The C.O. answered that no 
suggestion of a retirement had been made, but rather that an enemy attack would be welcomed as a relief 
from the incessant heavy shell-fire. The enemy was seen moving his men forward, but artillery observers 
were finding it almost impossible to maintain communications, as telephone lines could not remain intact 
during the barrage and gallant repairers were being killed in the attempt; none of our field guns were 
effectively shelling this enemy movement. 
 
Fortunately at this juncture, an observation officer of the Heavy Artillery scrambled through the shell-fire 
into Battalion Headquarters in a deep dugout, and by a stroke of luck brought an unbroken telephone line 
with him. He got on to Heavy Artillery Headquarters,, and just before his line was cut, brought their fire 
on to the enemy infantry. The result was to dissipate the impending attack, which in the dazed and 
shattered condition of the men, might well have been successful. If it had, the effect on subsequent 
operations involving the possible re-capture of Pozieres after the expenditure of so much effort can be 
imagined. Pozieres itself, by this time, had been razed to the ground, with not a particle of wall intact. The 
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concentrated and continuous shell-fire of Pozieres was probably the severest ordeal we had yet 
encountered, and it lives today in the memory of many a man as a dreadful nightmare. 
 
See Extract from “Dr. Bean’s Official History” at end of chapter. 
 
Towards evening, our artillery became more active. This, at once, increased the enemy shelling, which, 
however, soon slackened to considerably less than that displayed during the day. At 2 a.m. on the 27th 
July, A and B Companies were relieved by the 22nd Battalion, and at 4 a.m., C and D were withdrawn, 
followed by Battalion Headquarters. The Battalion returned to the comparative calm of Sausage Valley, 
where, for the first time for many days, we slept. Thus ended for us the battle known as First Pozieres. 
 
Officially, we were never in the fight at all. Our Brigade Headquarters did not have the carrying out of 
any operation except the holding of Pozieres. We were attached in parts to other battalions, which in turn 
were attached to another brigade, for the earlier portion of the period. Consequently, nothing was reported 
in our name during the fighting, as is evidenced by the fact that on the 25th July, the Divisional War Diary 
is able to refer to us as being “lightly engaged and comparatively fresh,” after two days and nights as 
described above. 
  
Our casualties were:-             Killed   Wounded  Missing  Total. 

Officers   2  10  0  12 
Men    52  265  1  317 
Total    54  275  1  329 
The officers killed were 2nd/Lieuts. W. Appleton and H. J. T. Brown. 

 
Tired, grimy, and aware of the vacancies in our ranks, we left for Albert the same evening, where we 
washed, ate, and had a real good sleep. Then marching by way of Vadencourt and La Vicogne, we 
reached Canaples on the 30th July, recovering in energy and spirit each day. Here we bivouacked 
pleasantly in the open, and spent a delightful week in bright warm weather. Several drafts of 
reinforcements arrived to replace casualties, and after steady training, the unit soon recovered itself.  
 
A week later, we were moving forward again. A hot, trying march on the 8th August brought us to 
Vadencourt Wood, where we were camped in huts, very comfortably situated in the woods. Here, training 
was resumed. A Company left for Puchevillers to unload shells at a railway siding. On the 10th, we lined 
the roads to cheer the King as he passed, and also saw the battle strain on units of the 2nd Division coming 
from Pozieres. On the 14th August, we were at Albert again, and on the following night, we relieved the 
46th Battalion, about half-a-mile south of Pozieres, near the O.G.1 and 2, which we had tried to capture on 
the night of the 24th July. Our strength was then 36 officers, 755 other ranks, including the absent A 
Company. The position on the front had not changed very much since we left there, except that a 
semblance of continuous trenches had been made. The line had advanced north beyond Pozieres on the 
Australian front in a deep salient as far as Mouquet Farm, but on the flanks, had been held back despite 
desperate assaults. It was proposed that our Division should make two assaults -- the 1st Brigade in a north 
westerly direction towards Mouquet Farm, and the 2nd Brigade in a north-easterly direction south of the 
Bapaume Road, in the vicinity of the famous windmill. 
 
There was a strong feeling that after our severe losses of two weeks before, a longer period of rest might 
have been allowed, during which our reinforcements might have become accustomed to their new 
surroundings and instructed in what lay ahead. 
 
On the 16th August, a party of 1 officer and 80 men was sent out to continue the digging of a “jumping off 
trench” (usually referred to as J.O.T.), in front of our lines in full daylight. As the enemy was on the 
reverse slope of the ridge, little trouble was experienced at his hands. At 10 p.m., a further party of 4 
officers and 310 men, being the whole strength of the Battalion not employed on other duties, were 
ordered by Brigade to be sent out to carry on the digging in No Man’s Land where the work had been 
commenced by a previous unit.  
 
The work was supervised by Engineers, who were responsible for the direction. The trench was being dug 
in two sections, which were to meet. The enemy, by shell and machine-gun fire, had nightly endeavoured 
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to prevent the work being accomplished. We persevered, however, despite casualties, and a trench some 
200 yards long and 4 feet 6 inches wide was dug during the night. This trench was intended to be in 
prolongation of another trench being dug by another unit further to the left, and only about 50 yards 
distant from it, but junction could not be made before the 18th August, when at 7 a.m. we relieved the 5th 
Battalion in the line.  
 
The trenches, the O.G.1 and O.G.2 of our first Pozieres experience, could not be occupied in strength 
owing to constant shelling, and two platoons of B Company were established in the newly dug J.O.T., the 
remainder of the Battalion along a sunken road in rear. Late in the day it was found that the ends of the 
J.O.T., had not met owing to bad direction, probably caused by the machine gun fire of the previous 
night, and this was the cause of most of our subsequent trouble. 
 
The C.O. received instructions that the Battalion, with the 8th Battalion, was to attack on a night to be 
ordered later, and plans were made as follows:- B and C Companies were in front, B on the right, C on 
the left; our left was to rest on and include the Bapaume Road, where we joined the 6th Battalion. Our 
right was 80 yards north of the tramline, where we linked up with the 8th Battalion. D Company was to 
follow the leading Company and help as required by occupying the J.O.T., and unless called on, dig 
communication trenches forward to the newly-captured line. A Company had not yet returned from 
Puchevillers. Stoke mortar and artillery co-operation were arranged for, shelling on the enemy strong 
points on the right and left of the objective being particularly asked for. C Company, prior to the assault, 
was to move forward from their J.O.T. so as to get in line with B Company, and arrangements were made 
for tapes to be put out to mark the line on which they were to form up. The Battalion bombers were to go 
with the left of the Battalion to assist in taking and holding a strongpost at the junction of the two roads. 
 
These were the plans. Unfortunately, though verbally communicated to Company commanders, the 
written orders arrived too late to be promulgated among those who were to carry them out. The first 
mishap was the non-arrival of the messenger with the order for the attack to be carried out that night, and 
the zero-hour as fixed by higher authority, and it was not until 5 p.m. that the hour -- 9 p.m. -- was learnt 
by the C.O. from the 8th Battalion. The jumping-off trenches had not been joined, the central section being 
still undug. C Company, in consequence, were obliged to occupy the old firing-line which, beginning 
about 75 yards behind the left flank of B Company, ran diagonally forward and across the front towards 
the Bapaume Road, gradually becoming shallower until it petered out about 30 yards short of the road. In 
consequence it would be necessary for C Company to execute a half-left wheel to come up into 
alignment. Prior to the attack, two platoons of C Company were withdrawn to make room for fatigue 
parties to pass through; these platoons were to return as soon as the trench was clear. At 8.40 p.m., the 
company commanders received word that the attack would be at 9 p.m. The trench was still blocked with 
the fatigue party, and C could not re-occupy it.  
 
At 8.55 p.m., an enemy barrage descended upon our crowded positions, causing great confusion and loss. 
Captain Campbell (C Company), and others to whom the laying of the tapes and the direction of the 
attack had been entrusted, became casualties, and Lieut. Anthony took over the Company, and at 9.10 he 
received the orders for the attack, which should have begun ten minutes earlier. At this stage, he was 
buried by a shell, and after extricating himself had to search for and dig out the orders, and examine them 
by the light of a small electric torch. The Company was then moved forward, but it was too late to get in 
touch with B Company on the right, which bad moved from the assembly position. C Company therefore 
went blindly forward against a hail of bullets, but, having nothing to guide them, lost direction. Anthony, 
wounded in the arm at the outset, pressed forward, and finally collapsed from loss of blood. On regaining 
consciousness, he found himself alone in a shell-hole. He endeavoured to make his way back, but 
stumbled into the enemy trenches, and was captured. He had evidently crossed the first enemy posts in his 
advances. This supports the theory, held by some at the time, that the Germans, instead of occupying a 
continuous trench, were really scattered in isolated positions in front of their trench. It would account also 
for the inability of our troops to locate them. One platoon of C Company, with the bombers, succeeded in 
getting into the strongpost on the Bapaume Road, but were driven back on to the 6th Battalion and D 
Company, who had followed the advance. They combined in a fresh attack in the darkness, but met with 
no success. They then dug in across the road in front of the strongpost and maintained themselves there. 
They established a strongpost only fifty yards short of their objective and, although several times blown 
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out, persistently re-occupied it, maintaining touch with the 6th Battalion. Extending to the right also, D 
Company kept touch with the remnants of C Company. 
 
Meanwhile, B Company, on the right, had assembled and advanced on the objective, with the 8th 
Battalion on their right, but were opposed by heavy machine gun and artillery fire, from which they 
suffered severely. Advancing to the crest of the ridge, they became visible on the skyline, and came under 
a raking fire from the enemy in the trenches beyond.  
 
The centre of the company reached the enemy, where Captain Hoad was wounded on the German 
parapet, and taken prisoner. The few men who reached the enemy line were insufficient to capture it; the 
8th Battalion on the right, despite gallant and determined attempts to overcome the opposition, were 
unable to gain a footing. B Company were now without officers, and the survivors were obliged to 
withdraw. In co-operation with the 8th Battalion, the attack was renewed later, but the benefit of the 
barrage was by this time lost, intense darkness had set in, and the attack failed. Again, a fresh onslaught 
was essayed; again, the weary broken ranks were beaten back by strong opposition. 
 
On the right, the line then rested on the J.O.T., where Lieut. Hillard, who had been sent forward to take 
command of B Company, reorganised the ranks, which had been thrown into indescribable confusion by 
the heavy shelling and fruitless assaults. 
 
This was a most difficult task, and on its completion, a third attempt was made in conjunction with the 8th 
Battalion, The defence was again too strong, but some advance was made, and with thirty men of A 
Company and a Company of the 5th Battalion, the positions reached were consolidated. Heavy artillery 
fire, including some of our own 9.2 Howitzers, was raking the whole of the area occupied by the troops. 
Notwithstanding their constant labours of the past three days, the heavy shelling, and the high casualties, 
the men were resolutely determined to hold on to their positions; the response to a command to stand to, 
to resist an expected enemy attack, left no doubt as to their spirit. 
 
The Battalion remained in these positions until the next day, the 19th August, when B and C Companies 
were withdrawn, and A Company, fresh from Puchevillers, shared the front with D Company, and sapped 
forward towards the enemy line. That night, the 19th, because of an incorrect air report that our men were 
holding on in the enemy trenches, a further attack was ordered by Div. H.Q., two Companies of the 5th 
Battalion being made available to the C.O.; but owing to the determined action of the C.O., who resisted 
the order for needless slaughter, and only 23 bombers being available, the assault was abandoned, with 
the approval of Division. 
 
It was subsequently ascertained that, at that period, the German trenches were packed with fresh relieving 
troops, and the fate of the attack, without artillery, can be well imagined. 
 
Our trenches were subjected to constant bombardment, but, fortunately, the damage and casualties were 
slight, owing to our small numbers and the defensive posts being scattered. The Battalion was relieved on 
the night of the 21st by the 19th Battalion, and by 1 p.m. on the 22nd, was at Warloy. We marched to 
Rubempre next day, to Amptier the next, and entrained at Authieule for Belgium on the night of the 
25th/26th August, glad to leave the Somme behind, and hoping for a period of rest. 
 
The failure of the assault was due to many causes:- Insufficient and inaccurate information from outgoing 
units as regards the jumping-off-line, which could not be visited in daylight; the loss at critical times of 
officers, who alone had been able to obtain information as to the position, and to whom alone 
arrangements had been entrusted; the strength and preparedness of the enemy, who had watched our 
jumping-off trench being dug for some days previously, and knew exactly where to lay his artillery; the 
impossibility of previously reconnoitring and observing the enemy positions by reason of the intervening 
crest; his heavy artillery concentration at the moment of our attack; insufficient artillery preparation to 
destroy or damage the enemy posts, as particularly asked for in the plan; and the fact that our jumping-
off-trench intended to connect with another trench on the left did not do so.  
 
So that instead of having a trench straight across the front, the line of assembly was something like this:-  
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It was in no way the fault of the Battalion or of the 8th Battalion, on the right, that greater success had not 
rewarded our labours and sacrifices. 
 
Looking back on the Pozieres battles in the light of subsequent experience, we can see more clearly than 
was possible then, the results of our work. At the time, it seemed sheer folly. But we know now that 
Pozieres was the key to the situation on that front; that until the enemy was deprived of that position he 
had observation down the valley towards Thiepval on the right, Albert on his front, and on the left 
towards Contalmaison. While he held Pozieres and the ridge beyond, further advance of the Army was 
impossible. Previous assaults on the position had failed, and in capturing it, the Australian troops gained 
great glory.  
 
Our part in the achievement, small though it was, and slight as our progress appeared to be, was of vast 
importance, and cleared the way for further advance, not here alone, but also on the flanks, The enemy 
was stronger than ourselves in men and guns; he was fully prepared for us; and we had to live in and 
attack over country which had been torn and broken by constant fighting. The attack on this front had 
begun on the 1st July; the element of surprise was therefore entirely missing. The wonder is not that we 
achieved so little, but that we achieved so much. Probably never during the whole war had we to meet 
such continuous and concentrated bombardment; certainly never had such heavy casualties been so 
meagrely rewarded by the amount of territory captured. But the new 7th had found itself, and had made 
good the Lone Pine reputation for sticking it out, and had laid the foundation of many future victories. 
 
Our casualties were:-   Killed   Wounded Prisoners Total 

Officers  2  8  2  12 
Men   76  151  2  229 
Total   78  159  4  241 
The officers killed were 2nd/Lieuts. Kozminsky and Jenkins. 

 
Our total losses for the two engagements were:- Killed, 132; wounded, 444; taken prisoner, 4; total, 570; 
or 57 per cent, of our total strength, including those not engaged in actual fighting, such as the Transport 
and Quartermaster’s and Headquarters Staffs, 
 
Extract from Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918, by C. E. Bean, 
Vol. III, pages 588-592:- 
 

The village, constantly hidden in rolling clouds of dust and smoke, was again the spectacle of the 
battlefield. At one time, the bursts of German heavy shell -- 5.9-inch or larger -- in its south-
western corner, averaged from fifteen to twenty every minute. Part of the upper chamber of 
Gibraltar -- now the headquarters of the 7th and 8th Battalions -- was smashed in, two signallers 
being killed. The roof of the log hut south of the road (the headquarters of Colonel Bennett, 6th 
Battalion) was struck six times but was saved for a time by the debris that had fallen upon it.102 
Runners whose way to these two headquarters lay up the sunken end of the Chalk Pit road, and 
the working and carrying-parties which had to pass up the same dreadful avenue to reach the 
north and west of the village, suffered heavily. The runners arrived exhausted and dazed. The line 
along the Bapaume Road, which had proved such a death-trap on the two previous days, was still 
being held by part of the 7th Battalion, the troops being now in shell-craters. Casualties were 
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continuous. One by one the officers were wounded -- the diary of the battalion commander 
(Lieut.-Col. Jess) shows:- 
 

9.30. Lieut. Wright brought in -- shell-shock. 
1.50. Lieut, Hamilton wounded. 
2.45. Lieut. Sutherland wounded. 
3.30. Lieut. Hoban wounded (lost leg since). 

 
The bombardment slackened at 11.30, but descended again at noon for half an hour. It then 
slackened till 1 p.m., when it recommenced, and, continuing hour after hour, was still in progress 
at sunset. In that half of the battlefield, except at Pozieres, very little was stirring. From the right 
sector of the III Corps the report was, “A very quiet day”; from the left (where the 23rd Division 
this day relieved the 1st British), “very little shell-fire”, except where the flank touched that of the 
Anzac in the O.G. Lines, which were reported as being shelled heavily all day and from time to 
time with great intensity. 
 
Soon after the bombardment started, General Walker (1st Australian Division) ordered one battery 
of the I Anzac Heavy Artillery to be detailed for counter-battery work all day.105 At 1 o’clock, the 
commander of the Reserve Army’s artillery was appealed to and replied that the batteries of that 
army were already doing everything possible to suppress the German bombardment. At 4.5 p.m., 
Colonel Bennett, of the 6th Battalion, the young commander who had taken control of the 
Australian line at the Second Battle of Krithia, and whose headquarters in the log hut were kept in 
touch with the front line by his intelligence officer, Captain Rogers, reported: 
 

My men are being unmercifully shelled. They cannot hold on if attack is launched. The 
firing line and my headquarters are being plastered with heavy guns and the town is 
being swept with shrapnel. I myself am O.K., but the front line is being buried. 

 
About 5 o’clock, so tremendous was the bombardment that all the battalion commanders of the 
2nd Brigade as well as the artillery officer at Gibraltar, who this day was to have begun directing 
fire from that point on the wire in front of the O.G. Lines, became convinced that an attack was 
portended. It happened that at 6.45 p.m. one telephone-line at Gibraltar was for the moment in 
working order. Lieutenant McCutchan of the 1st Divisional Signal Company, though hit through 
the arm, having personally completed its repair. Through this line, Colonel Jess of the 7th, sent a 
message to the headquarters of the 2nd Brigade, describing the day’s experience, and adding: 
 

It has been impossible to construct adequate trenches owing to the pulped nature of the 
ground. Those that were constructed N.E. of Pozieres are wiped out, and men are so 
dazed that they are incapable of working or fighting. Consider relief imperative as we 
could not resist attack if this is the preparation of it. 6th and 8th Battalions endorse this. 

 
Then, taking the telephone, Jess personally told brigade headquarters that, as the smoke and brick 
dust round Gibraltar entirely prevented the artillery observers from seeing, the only safe course, if 
the attack was imminent, was to turn all guns upon the enemy’s firing-line and render it 
impossible for the Germans to get through. 
 
This message had the intended effect.108 By 7.5 the whole artillery of the 1st Australian Division 
was firing heavily on the Germany front line. At 8.30 the enemy’s fire paused for half an hour, 
but it fell again with great intensity at 9 o’clock. On learning this, Corps Headquarters at 9.55 
appealed to Reserve Army for assistance from the artillery of the II and III Corps. Half an hour 
later, the army staff answered that it had put every available heavy battery upon “counter-battery” 
work. As the heavy guns opened, a sudden change occurred in the enemy’s action. Rockets and 
flares went up from his line, and, probably imagining that he was about to be attacked, his 
artillery changed to shrapnel and gas shell. His fire soon afterwards eased, subsequently breaking 
out once, but dying down at 11.30 until it was almost silent. At that hour, the two battalions of the 
6th Brigade (2nd Australian Division) which were to relieve the remaining infantry of the 1st 
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Australian Division in the western and northern half of Pozieres, began their movement into the 
village.109 
 
No attack followed this tremendous bombardment. It is now known that the enemy had adopted a 
plan seldom, if ever afterwards, applied in the experience of Australian troops -- that of laying 
down a day-long barrage, not in preparation for any intended offensive, but simply with the 
object of inflicting damage and loss. The bombardments of the 24th and 25th July were intended to 
make the village “sturmreif” (“ready for assault”); but, after the utter failure of the attempted 
assault on the afternoon of the 25th July, it was decided not to attack again, but to bombard 
Pozieres and its approaches throughout the 26th, the special feature of the operation, however, 
being a sudden synchronised “crash” by the artillery of three divisions 110 after an interval of 
silence. This appears to have occurred shortly after 5 p.m., the concentration of fire lasting for 
half-an-hour.111 
 
The strain of this almost incessant fire from 7 in the morning until 11 at night was probably the 
heaviest yet placed on Australian troops, but the supreme test -- that of being called upon to face 
an attack after such a bombardment -- had not yet come, and the probable conduct of the troops in 
the contingency was still unascertained. 

 
 
 
 
102 It was finally broken in shortly after Bennett and his staff left it. 
 
105 When the Corps heavy-artillery commander (who had been placed under Walker’s orders) objected that his ammunition supply 
was not adequate for this and other tasks, Walker overruled the objection, insisting that the troops in Pozieres must thus be 
protected. 
 
108 On receiving Jess’s alarming message at about 7 p.m. General Forsyth answered: “Men must and will fight if necessary. All 
artillery now turned on to stop bombardment.” Jess at 10.16 explained: “No movement by officers or men in shelled area to retire 
has been made. Men have stuck to crater holes and no one will move in a rearward direction. Messages were sent to enable 
headquarters to realise the seriousness of the position.”  
 
109 The four battalion commanders of the 6th Brigade had visited Gibraltar from 3 to 3.50 p.m. to reconnoitre the position. Jess had 
recommended that no more than two battalions should be sent to replace the four in the village. 
 
110 18th Reserve. 117th. and 26th Reserve Divisions. The enemy was also under the impression that he was being attacked by the 
Australians north-east of Pozieres about 5 p.m. 
 
111 In this concentration the following howitzers appear to have been employed:-  

Firing to the N.E. of Thiepval-Pozieres road: ten of 21-cm., twelve of 15-cm., eight of 10-cm. 
Firing to the SW. of Thiepval-Pozieres road: eight of 21-cm., twelve of I5-cm., four of 10-cm. 
Firing on Pozieres Trench (Lattorf Graben): twelve of 15-cm. 
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CHAPTER 11 -- YPRES 
 
LEAVING the Somme behind, we detrained at Godeswaesvelde on the 26th August, 1916, and marched 
to Vittoria Camp, Hesken. On the 29th, we moved to the large town of Poperinghe, still occupied by 
civilians, though damaged by shellfire, and still occasionally shelled. 
 
On the night of the 30th/31st August, we moved from Poperinghe by train; detrained at Ypres Asylum, and 
marched to the front line to relieve the 2nd Battalion. Duke of Wellington’s Regiment (of the 4th British 
Division), for our first tour of duty in the Ypres salient. The sector of trench taken over extended from 
what was known as the Bluff on the south of the salient, a high bank of spoil along the Ypres-Commines 
Canal, to the east. D Company was on the right, occupying a series of huge mine craters at the forward 
end of the bank, then C, B and A in adjoining trenches, each with two platoons in the line and two in 
support. Our right rested on the canal, the opposite bank of which was held by Canadians. Here we got 
our first experience of mud. The trenches were half trench, half breast-work, and were in shocking repair, 
and knee-deep in sticky mud which rendered movement very difficult, and considerably delayed the 
relief. The sector was quiet enough, and casualties were few; but the discomfort of muddy trenches with 
no proper shelter compensated for enemy inactivity. It is almost superfluous to add that no time was lost 
in remedying this condition of affairs, and when we went out, we left behind fairly dry trenches and 
comfortable shelters. The craters occupied by D Company were especially unpleasant for the troops. To 
get from the right platoon to the left, it was necessary to crawl about 20 yards along a muddy tunnel, 
about three feet high, beneath a heap of mullock thrown up by the explosion of the mine which formed 
the crater. When two men going in opposite directions chanced to meet in the tunnel, one man had to 
retreat and begin again.  
 
A spell of fine weather helped to improve conditions, though rain soon followed. The enemy’s activity 
was virtually confined to mild shelling and to sniping at any targets presented, and some casualties were 
sustained in this way. 
 
Listening posts and patrols were sent out into No Man’s Land nightly, without encountering any enemy. 
Parties were also sent out to strengthen our barbed-wire defences. A feature of this tour of duty was the 
constant mining process. Beneath our line, tunnels were being dug forward under the enemy positions by 
mining units. Mining material was sent forward every night, and bags of dirt were trucked out to the 
mouth of the tunnels. The enemy was similarly engaged, and the respective parties to this underground 
warfare frequently heard each other at work. We never knew when the ground beneath us might open and 
pitch us skywards. Crater-snatching parties were organised to be ready to rush forward and take 
possession of a crater should a mine be blown. However, we were spared the experience. The positions 
occupied by D Company were in a series of craters, each about 90 ft. deep by 100 ft. across, the crest of 
which commanded good observation over the enemy positions. The ground was very soft and after rain 
formed disagreeable mud, the bottom of each crater being always a quagmire. The soft ground also 
rendered trench repair and shelter construction exceedingly difficult. 
 
On the night of the 12th/13th September, we were relieved by the 6th Battalion, and came back to Brigade 
Reserve, A Company in strongposts, B Company in the spoil bank, C Company in close support to the 6th 
Battalion, and D Company and Battalion Headquarters at Swan Chateau. We remained here till the 25th 
September, engaged chiefly on fatigue duty at night. All available men were sent forward to carry 
materials. There was a light tram line with a number of trucks at our service. These were loaded, pushed 
uphill for a mile or so and unloaded. The material, chiefly mining sets, was then carried up to the tunnels 
where saps were being driven forward under the enemy line. Several trips were made each night through 
shell and machine gun fire, then we would get on the trucks and ride home. As it was all downhill, and it 
was past our bedtime, the pace was very fast, and it was a common experience to be thrown off into the 
mud. There were, however, no serious accidents.  
 
The 3rd Battalion relieved us on the night of the 25th September, and we came back by train to Dominion 
Camp, near Reninghelst. Then began the usual cleaning of kit and clothing, training, inspections, etc. A 
practice alarm was occasionally perpetrated upon us by night, when we would be required on a given 
signal to turn out in quick time, fully equipped, on the parade ground. We were also issued with the new 
box respirators, and were instructed in their care and use. 
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It was while we were here that the Battalion carried out its first raid. A raiding party had been formed 
some time before of volunteers under Lieut. J. Bowtell Harris. This party had been specially trained for 
the raid. The time fixed was the night of the 30th September at 10 p.m. against the enemy trenches 
opposite a portion of the front line that we had recently handed over. For some nights previously, the wire 
party (2nd/Lieut. Cowan) had been out in front exploring the enemy wire, and were able to lead the party 
direct to their destination, when at 9.30 p.m. they crawled from our line. A similar operation was being 
carried out simultaneously further to the left by the 8th Battalion.  
 
Elaborate preparations had been made and all details carefully arranged beforehand. At 10 p.m., our 
artillery opened on such parts of the enemy front line and supports as we were not concerned with, the 
wire party rushed forward, pushed in Fritz’s parapet, and the whole party followed. 2nd/Lieut. Anderson 
took his party to the left and penetrated some distance along it, killing all the enemy encountered and 
throwing bombs down into the deep dugouts. Sergeant Ball was with this party, and himself killed four of 
the enemy, and subsequently received a bar to his D.C.M. for his gallantry in the various encounters. 
Private Stirling, who was also with this party as first bayonet man, killed two of the enemy before 
receiving a severe wound in the back, but was able to regain our trenches, and subsequently received a 
military medal. The right party under 2nd/Lieut. E. J. Hopkins was equally successful and went some 
distance along the trench, killing the enemy encountered and bombing dugouts. Private Casey of this 
party, was hit in three places in his right leg and once in the left while crawling forward toward the enemy 
line. Although the wounds were serious, Casey continued with his party and killed one German during the 
raid. He returned to the trenches exhausted from loss of blood and was subsequently awarded a military 
medal. None of the enemy would surrender and all were killed. After eight minutes, on the pre-arranged 
signal being given, the whole party returned to our lines guided across No Man’s Land by tape laid for the 
purpose. Our own casualties were three wounded, of whom one, Pte. Mayall, subsequently died from his 
wounds. In each case, the wounded man had carried out his job despite wounds. Lieut. J. Bowtell Harris 
was subsequently awarded a military cross for his part in the operation. The 8th Battalion’s raid was 
equally successful. 
 
The Battalion remained in Dominion Camp until the 8th October, resting and training. While here, we said 
farewell to our veteran padre, Father Herne, a kindly cultured gentleman, who had been with us ever since 
we left Australia, and had endeared himself to all creeds and classes by his lovable personality and ready 
practical sympathy. Here also was established, for the first time in France, a Battalion Officers’ Mess. 
 
On the night of the 8/9th October, 1916, we relieved the 9th Battalion at the famous Hill 60, a mere mound, 
much battered and mined, the spoil from a deep railway cutting which intersected our line on our left 
boundary. The mud was still plentiful, but the trenches were fairly comfortable. Our line was, in parts, 
very close to the enemy’s line, approaching in one place to within 30 yards. The enemy was chiefly 
troublesome with his minenwerfers -- great cans containing explosives and shrapnel, which dropped from 
a great height [after being fired from a kind of mortar launcher]. Fortunately, by day they could always be 
seen coming, and avoided, but at night they were terrifying. Our breastworks were repeatedly destroyed 
by them, but always quickly repaired. The Companies supplied men for fatigue nightly. We continued our 
well-known policy of trench repair and improvement.  
 
It was about this time that we commenced our great “whale oil offensive” against trench feet. Whale oil 
was issued liberally and it was the duty of every officer to inspect his men’s feet daily to ensure that they 
were rubbed with whale oil, and also to watch for any signs of trench feet. Trench feet was to be treated 
as a crime, and the officer in whose platoon a case occurred was to be held responsible. These methods 
continued throughout the winter, and there can be no doubt that they were justified, as cases of trench feet 
were comparatively rare.  
 
Some mention should be made of the rationing arrangements while here. Not a day passed but the men 
had at least one hot meal, usually more. The troops whom we had relieved had had cold meat, cooked in 
the rear areas; we brought up our cookers right into the line, and cooked there. They were scattered and 
dug well in, and the fires were started before dawn. Food was then cooked as required. False fires were 
started in harmless places and duly shelled by the enemy. The Canadians across the Canal to our right 
also began bringing up the cookers close to the line, but took no precautions to avoid discovery. The men 
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would line up in daylight to the cookhouse, but the German artillery soon dispersed them with heavy 
losses. 
 
We instituted also a system which lasted right on to the end of the war whereby men in the front area 
could order such canteen supplies as they desired (on a cash-with-order basis), and they would be 
forwarded to them in the line. Tobacco, biscuits, chocolates, coffee and cocoa, tinned fish and fruits, soup 
and custard powders, and condensed milk were the chief “lines” available. 
 
On the night of the 14th October, we were relieved by the 21st Battalion, which was unlucky enough to 
have casualties coming in. We got away safely and returned by train from Ypres Asylum to Dominion 
Camp, arriving at 2 a.m. 
 

The days spent in the Ypres salient after Pozieres were undoubtedly amongst the happiest of our 
experiences in France. The conditions were certainly not the pleasantest; mud and water were 
too plentiful for that; but for the most part, the trenches were dry and comfortable; indeed, by 
comparison with the conditions we were soon to encounter, they were ideal, the enemy was 
peacefully inclined and casualties were light. It was only when we stirred him up, as we did 
occasionally, that he became at all hostile, for the troops opposed to us were some of those who 
had been badly handled by the A.I.F. on the Somme, and they were more eager for peace and 
quiet than we were. 

 
It was to be eleven months before we were again engaged on the Northern front, and then under 
very different circumstances. 

 
The following day, 16th October, we marched to Steenvoorde, then to Arneke, and on the 17th to Moulle, 
the last stage being a very severe one. Here we rested among comfortable surroundings for a few days. 
On the 19th, General Birdwood visited us and presented medals gained on the Somme. On the 21st, we 
entrained at Arques for the Somme. Detraining at St. Riquier, we spent two days at Bussu, and then were 
moved by French motor omnibuses to Bray, and marched in the rain to Dernancourt, arriving at night on 
the 23rd October in a dreary, muddy village, where the accommodation was of the poorest imaginable. 
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CHAPTER 12 -- THE WINTER ON THE SOMME 
Part 1. The Mud 

 
THE “Winter on the Somme” came upon us rather suddenly, or at least the realities of it did. It began at 
5.15 p.m. on the 24th October, 1916, when we were marched off the road along which we were marching 
from Dernancourt, and led into a quagmire, formerly a German strongpost, used as horse-lines, better 
known to history as Pommières Redout. Here, we were invited to make ourselves comfortable, the whole 
resources of an acre of mud being placed unreservedly at our disposal. It was a rude shock. We knew we 
had been brought down from Flanders to the Somme to carry on the offensive which had never been 
allowed to lapse since we left Poziéres -- but we had not counted on the mud. Every inch of this newly-
won country had been churned up over and over again; it was devoid of vegetation. Here and there, as at 
Delville Wood, there were gaunt battered tree-trunks, but the earth was simply one brown sea of soft oozy 
mud, broken up by shell-holes of varying size, giving a realistic impression of wave crests and troughs.  
 
The roads were shocking. Besides their muddy, slushy condition, they were almost entirely inadequate to 
cope with the traffic. Motor lorries, staff cars, horse wagons and limbers crawled at snail’s pace along 
them in two unending streams moving in opposite directions; men, muddy to the waist, wound their way 
in single file through the wheeled traffic, being spattered from head to foot by splashes from wheels and 
hoofs. Frequently, there were interminable halts for half an hour at a time, while drivers waited with that 
patience and profanity for which all drivers are notorious, until the next move. The journey from Albert, 
ten miles away, might take anything up to 24 hours. 
 
There were no kindly sheltering villages, no shelter anywhere. Trenches were simply broad gutters in the 
ground, deep in water, without even a dry spot to sleep in.  
 
In this country we had to stick for five monotonous months. Occasionally, an undamaged German dug-
out facing the wrong way provided some shelter, generally for a battalion or company headquarters. The 
only redeeming feature was that shells buried themselves so deeply in the soft earth that their explosion 
would deluge us with nothing more deadly than mud. But this is not the place to narrate in detail the 
horrors of that winter. They are familiar to most. Those who want a good realistic account of Somme mud 
should read Walter Downing’s admirable little book, The Last Ridge. 
 
The Hun had been driven back onto prepared lines, leaving us the experience of taking up positions in 
newly-won battered country, with no opportunity of preparing for our combat with the elements. 
 
On the 24th, then, we had marched in the rain from Dernancourt, the last village on the fringe of 
civilisation, and had wound slowly in and out among the traffic, Chinaman fashion, along worn and 
muddy roads, and had been spattered from head to foot with slime. At 5.15, we had turned into 
Pommiéres Redout and invited to make ourselves at home in the ankle-deep mud. We felt we were up 
against it properly. One could not even sit down and think it over. Trench shelters were found for 250 
men, but the remaining 600 were denied even this scanty covering. Private foraging expeditions were 
promptly set on foot, and the barren desolate countryside, out of the debris of battle, provided sheets of 
iron, timber and sundry other material “acquired” (to use a polite word) from goodness knows where. 
Holes were burrowed in the ground, one man would put his waterproof sheet down on the bottom, his 
mate would spread his over the top, and the two would turn in together. Next day, further shelters were 
provided, and the following day, our needs were fairly well supplied. From here, we supplied men for 
fatigue parties, chiefly for road repair, or the unloading of trucks of ammunition or stores, 
 
Our original Commander, “Pompey” Elliott, visited us, and many of the old Battalion who had gone over 
with him to the 15th Brigade came across and renewed acquaintance since Egypt and exchanged news of 
missing comrades. The terrible story of Fromelles* was told us in return for our experiences at Poziéres. 
[*Fromelles: a disastrous, badly-executed battle in which 5,500 Australians were killed, wounded or 
taken prisoner in just one day.] 
 
Major Hart and Captain Oates left us for duty in England. 
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On the 29th October, we moved out of camp at 4 p.m. towards the line. Our route lay along the crowded 
roads past Bernafay Wood (where C Company remained) through the famous Delville Wood, sacred to 
the memory of the South Africans, to a position immediately in front of our 18-pounder guns covering the 
Guedecourt line, occupying dugouts in Switch and Gap trenches, where we relieved the remnant of the 
Border Regiment of the 29th Division. These were reserve trenches, in poor condition, and, of course, very 
muddy. We supplied numerous fatigue parties and devoted much time to trench improvement. Very little 
could, however, be done to hold up the muddy sides of the trench, no matter how hard we worked, on 
account of the fact that such material as there was available was being despatched to the front line. 
 
Heavy rain fell and aided the general cheerfulness! While here, there were issued to us sheepskin jackets, 
which proved invaluable during the coming days. The resemblance of the men to woolly lambs was the 
subject of many a jest during the winter. We began also to use French chalk as a substitute for whale oil 
to prevent trench feet. Captain Scholes, who had been quartermaster since we left Egypt, and had since 
struggled on despite illness, broke down and was replaced by Lieut. R. J. Hillard, whose organising 
ability and energy was invaluable in the ensuing weeks. 
 
On the night of the 1st November, we relieved the 6th Battalion in the front line at Grease Trench (aptly 
named), Hilt Trench, and Cheese Trench, B and D Companies were in the line, A in support, and C in 
reserve, in Bull’s Run. Lieut. Rogers was killed by a chance shell just as he left the trench to lead his men 
forward to the relief. 
 
The state of the ground rendered operations unlikely; nevertheless the Battalion received instructions for 
an operation in a few days and began preparations. A jumping-off trench was commenced in front of our 
line, but the constant rain undid all that had been done, causing the sides to fall in. Finally, we were 
informed that the proposed attack was abandoned on account of the weather and the conditions of the 
ground, and we breathed freely once more. The line ran round the north of Guedecourt, which was on a 
small knoll some 300 yards in rear. For some reason, the enemy disliked the place and used to pump 
heavy stuff into the unlucky village almost continuously, and naturally it was given a wide berth. We 
quite approved of the German idea of using it as a target for his spare ammunition, but we often wondered 
what he did it for, as not a single soldier was located in the place. The few adventurous spirits who did 
enter the place were obliged to leave hurriedly with their curiosity unsatisfied. Captain D’Alteron led a 
reconnaissance in search of a reputed monastic tunnel, but could find nothing of interest, 
 
On the night of the 5th November, B Company were relieved by C. The same day, Sergeant George Ball, 
D.C.M. and Bar, one of our most fearless and resolute, was killed by a shell, An operation by the 1st 
Brigade on our left involved us in some artillery fire, and some casualties were sustained. On the night of 
the 6th November, we were relieved by the 10th Battalion. Unfortunately, during the relief, we sustained 
casualties, 2nd/Lieut. Cowen being killed. The night was passed at Switch Trench and Gap Trench, and on 
the following night, we came back to Bernafay Wood, among the heavy guns, where the accommodation 
was far from satisfactory, but the surroundings were a relief after our front line experience. Here, we 
made acquaintances of two kinds, the first being a couple of naval guns whose bark was terrific, 
extinguishing all candles for hundreds of yards around; the second the bomb-dropping Taube, which 
came over nightly laden with “eggs” for our entertainment. The whole Battalion was engaged daily on 
road-repair fatigues in the vicinity of Flers. On the 12th, the Commanding Officer, Lieut.-Colonel C. H. 
Jess, left to attend a 4th Army Conference at Flixecourt. Major C. H. Swift assuming temporary command. 
 
On the 12th November, we moved back to Dernancourt, and on the 13th to Ribemont. On the 18th, we left 
by bus for St. Vaast, near Amiens, a comfortable town, but left in a very dirty state by the last occupants. 
Here we remained until the 30th, engaged principally in training of one kind and another and an 
occasional visit to Amiens. We saw our first snow here. The chief feature of this rest was that leave was 
available to Amiens, and our troops made their first acquaintance with the inhabitants of that charming 
but ill-fated city. It was a good eight-mile walk, and there was not much chance of a lift on the road, but 
every day the pilgrimage was made.  
 
Troops of all units met in the cafes and shops, or lunched at the best hotels, to the disgust of a few 
brightly attired gentlemen with red round their caps, who scarcely approved of the intrusion into their 
exclusive haunts, of ordinary soldiers, and Australians at that. The shops drove a thriving trade in 
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clothing, especially for newly appointed officers, and in souvenirs and postcards destined for Australia. 
The cafés prospered, and many dainty little ladies contributed to the entente cordiale. The Cathedral, 
although protected by sandbags, was a great attraction. There were merry doings in Amiens in those days, 
and it is safe to say that the memory of them was a source of inspiration eighteen months later when the 
hand of the Hun lay heavy upon the city. 
 
The stay in St. Vaast was a very pleasant one. There is no need to say that training was steadily carried 
out, and that a general all-round improvement was soon noticeable. The surrounding country was 
exceedingly picturesque and our route marches were always interesting. It was only a short three miles to 
the Somme at Picqinguy, a place many of us visited later on, as it was there that the Divisional School 
was established. A number of men attended schools while we were at St. Vaast. On the 28th, Lieut. Col. 
C. H. Jess returned, but took over command of the Brigade in place of Brig. Gen. Antill, invalided sick. 
 
In the army, we never ran any risk of missing trains, and our departure was no exception. We left St. 
Vaast at 2 a.m. on a cold frosty morning, with snow inches thick on the ground. We were at Vignacourt 
by 6.30 a.m. on the 30th November and our train left there at 11 a.m. Detraining at Burre, we camped in 
huts near the town on the Albert Road, in a most desolate and muddy locality. There we continued the 
training begun at St. Vaast, the weather being bitterly cold. On the 4th December, we marched forward to 
Fricourt, Lieut. Col. Jess resuming command, Lieut. Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Heane taking over command 
of the Brigade. On the 5th, A and B Companies moved to Bernafay “B” huts, and had great difficulty in 
finding shelter from the heavy rain, as the troops in possession had not moved out as expected. These 
companies came up next day to the familiar Switch and Gap support trenches, relieving the 14th Battalion, 
C and D Companies coming to Bernafay Wood. On the 7th December, C and D came up to support 
trenches, and the whole Battalion lay in support to the 5th Battalion until the 14th. The Brigadier, General 
Heane, was wounded, and we again lost Colonel Jess, who assumed command of the Brigade, Major C. 
H. Swift taking over his command. 
 
Working parties were supplied daily and nightly to carry material forward through the mud and rain. 
Those night fatigues are still a nightmare. The party would proceed to the dump at Brigade, where each 
man would be presented with a “duckboard,” an “A” frame, or a sheet of iron, and the procession would 
begin, winding up through the mud and slush, slowly and painfully, often in bitter winds and drenching 
rains, to the 5th Battalion Headquarters, and returning to crawl cold and miserable into our wretched holes 
in the ground until summoned out for another trip. 
 
It rained every day, and often continuously, for days. “Sunny France” became a mockery, and we built up 
fond illusions about Australia as the land “where the sun shines nearly every day.” We had some 
casualties from enemy shelling which was fairly frequent. Captain Tubb, V.C., returned to us after having 
been invalided home to Australia from Gallipoli. 
 
On the 14th December, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the right sub-sector of the front line, in our old 
friend of October, Grease Trench, in front of Guedecourt, A on the right, D on the left, B Company in 
support at Pilgrim’s Way and Pioneer Trench, C Company in reserve in Pioneer, Bull and Possum 
trenches. The front line trenches were in very bad condition and constant work was expended upon them. 
The Hun was fairly passive, confining his activity to shelling and throwing pineapple bombs. As before, 
he continued to patronise Guedecourt ruins with his attentions, to our entire satisfaction. B Company were 
engaged nightly in bringing up hot meals to the front line, C in bringing water from Flers and carrying 
material and improving the front trenches by night.  
 
Cold miserable weather continued. On the night of the 18th December, C relieved D and B relieved A. On 
the 19th, a daylight patrol investigated Lard Trench, close on our left, and found it empty, but saw signs of 
recent enemy occupation. Scout Moloney, who made Lard Trench his special care, secured numerous 
small trophies as evidence of his visits. On one occasion, he took an officer with him, and as they 
approached the trench, the officer was disconcerted at coming under fire from trenches away to the left. 
His anxiety was not fully dispelled when Moloney said, “That’s alright, sir. It’s only the 8th Battalion!” 
Lieut. Hill and Pte. Rice essayed a daylight patrol on our right company front. Both were wounded; Hill 
got back after dark, but Rice received wounds from which he died. 
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On the 22nd December, we were relieved by the 2nd Battalion, and, assisted by the light railway trains, 
reached Bernafay Wood shortly after midnight. The following day, in a howling wind and driving rain, 
we came back to Melbourne Camp, where good comfortable Nissen huts awaited us. Here we spent our 
first Christmas in France in some comfort. Our Christmas boxes from Australia were distributed and 
made very welcome. Additions to our menu provided by the 2nd Brigade Comforts Fund were greatly 
appreciated; an Australian mail, comprising many parcels, was also received, and in every way the 
Christmas festivities were a success.  
 
New Year was also passed here in some comfort. We remained here until the 7th January, 1917, training 
assiduously. Many men were despatched to schools and leave passes to England came freely. We were at 
Buire from the 7th to the 13th January in poor billets; far more comfortable at Warloy until the 23rd. 
 
Lieut. Col. Jess returned to us on the 13th. After training and living in some degree of civilised comfort, 
we moved on the 23rd to Albert, and next day to huts in a battered wood at Fricourt Farm, leaving portion 
of A and B Companies at Meaulte engaged in unloading trucks. This period was intensely cold. The 
ground was white with snow, ponds were frozen, and a bitter wind swept over the exposed camp. The 26th 
January was said to have been the coldest day in France for 20 years, and we were content to accept the 
assertion without verification. The nights were bright and moonlit, and enemy planes came over, bomb-
laden, searching for targets. The frozen ground was hard and slippery; skating was a popular, if 
dangerous, pastime; men going for washing water would take a pick and a sandbag and repair to the 
nearest shell-hole for raw material to be melted down. Ice was frequently nine to twelve inches in 
thickness. 
 
On the 10th February, we moved to High Wood and Bazentin, and took over various working parties from 
the 8th Battalion. The Meaulte parties rejoined, and on the 13th, we relieved that battalion in the support 
line, near Flers, and supplied the customary working parties. 
 
Before beginning on the events of the following weeks and narrating the work of the Battalion in the 
opening phases of the Hun retirement, which eventually enabled us to get out of the mud and stand on 
firmer ground, it will be convenient to refer to two matters which are intimately connected with our 
Somme experiences. 
 
The first is the provision made for supplying the front line with hot meals. This was made possible by the 
issue of food containers which speedily became popular. A container is a sort of glorified thermos flask, 
made in a shape to fit the back of the wearer and capable of holding sufficient food for 80 men. Each was 
strapped on to a man’s back and, although heavy, was comfortable to carry and left the bearer free to 
move easily. One container was utilised for tea and another for hot stew. The meals were cooked back at 
the cookers some miles in rear, and brought up in containers by mules or pack-horses, and then 
transferred to the backs of the men responsible for getting them forward. There were other contrivances, 
such as “Tommy cookers” and primus stoves, but it is safe to say that nothing contributed so much to the 
health and morale of the men during that winter as the hot meals supplied during the night by means of 
the food container. It should be added that once tried, the container was not confined to winter warfare, 
but became the universal method of supplying the front line troops with hot food until the end of the war. 
 
The other matter relates to trench feet. On Gallipoli, the troops had suffered considerably from this 
trouble and in some cases amputation had been necessary. It was naturally anticipated that the Australians 
in France, accustomed to a warm climate, would be the greatest sufferers, and at first this was so, but the 
very greatest attention was given to the problem and, as has been described in an earlier chapter, it was 
insisted by Battalion Headquarters that the care of his men’s feet was one of the first duties of the platoon 
officer. The first method used was to rub whale oil into the feet, and to keep dry socks for wear whenever 
possible. Later, in accordance with the theory of a leading French doctor, who ascribed trench feet to the 
presence of a germ in the earth, an antiseptic chalk powder was used. Though we favoured whale oil, both 
methods were successful. Dry socks were provided nightly in exchange for wet ones, and this proved of 
great value. The result of these steps was soon seen, for from having the largest percentage of cases in the 
British Army, the Australians soon had the lowest of all. Considering that we were occupying the very 
worst part of the whole British front, it is a matter for congratulation that our men carried out instructions 
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so fully and with such complete success, and abundantly disproves the foolish imputations that the 
Australians possessed only battle discipline. 
 
Reference should also be made to the opportunities afforded by means of schools and leave for a brief 
respite from the discomforts of the forward area. Certain necessary duties in rear also provided occasional 
rest for the men detailed to carry them out, usually those least fitted to stand the rigours of the line. But it 
is to the schools behind the lines, with their comparative comfort, that we are most grateful as they 
enabled a great many officers, N.C.O.’s and men to enjoy a short holiday; while leave passes, although 
still infrequent, gave the men with the longest service an opportunity of returning to civilisation for a few 
bright days. 
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CHAPTER 12 -- THE WINTER ON THE SOMME 
Part 2. The Hun Withdrawal 

 
ON the night of the 19th February, 1917, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the front line, north of Factory 
Corner, west of the Flers Thilloy Road, C and D Companies in the line, C on the right, B Company and 
Battalion Head quarters at Factory Corner, and A Company in North Road. The trenches were in a 
shocking state, being a series of outposts, connected by a muddy and impassable trench. The snow which 
had lain hard and frozen on the ground for some weeks began to thaw, and the result was mud worse than 
before. The Battalion right rested on a bank overlooking a sunken road and a valley; on the right flank in 
the notorious No. 9 post an officer and six men were stationed; by night they kept a constant lookout, but 
with the first light of dawn, they were obliged to crawl into a tiny dug-out and lie cramped and stiff till 
night. The post was under observation from the enemy, so movement would be fatal. But the long days 
passed in these conditions were agonising in the extreme. 
 
D Company on the left were sheltered behind a bank known as Yarra Bank, but were strafed a good deal 
by pineapple bombs from nowhere, the enemy line being invisible on the reverse slope. 
 
On the 23rd February, A Company relieved C and B relieved D. That same night the excitement began. 
We were advised on the 22nd that Brigade desired identification of the enemy units opposite us, and a raid 
against Bayonet Trench was asked for. On the 23rd, a conference of company commanders was held to 
consider the best method of carrying this out, as four previous raids by other units had all been 
unsuccessful. It was decided to try and cut out several enemy posts, and plans were discussed. 
 
At 7 p.m., Brigade advised that the enemy were reported as withdrawing in front of the British sector on 
our left, that the 9th Battalion on our left were attacking that night after 24 hours’ bombardment the 
system of trenches opposite them known as The Maze, and that it was desired that we should enter 
Bayonet Trench and create a diversion to cover their operations. To alter arrangements at this time was a 
very difficult task, as the company commanders were somewhere between Battalion H.Q. and their 
companies, and all preparation as to telling off and assembling parties for the raid previously arranged 
had been completed. However, patrols were accordingly organised to move down the road on our right to 
Bayonet Trench and, if possible, enter. The right portion of the front, A and C Companies, was to be 
under Captain Campbell; the left, B Company, under Captain Hopkins, with D Company, under Captain 
Oates, in support. 
 
At 7 p.m., patrols were sent out from each company front. Conditions opposite us appeared normal as 
enemy machine guns and trench mortars were still going. At 8 p.m., the 9th Battalion reported that their 
patrols had entered The Maze, which the enemy had evacuated. At 9 p.m., the 8th reported having entered 
Bayonet Trench opposite their front. Our patrols working towards The Maze encountered the 9th Battalion 
there. At 10 p.m., we were advised that the Butte de Warlencourt, a huge commanding mound opposite 
the 2nd Division on our left, had fallen. We were ordered to enter and seize Bayonet Trench, as it was 
believed that the enemy had evacuated. Patrols from our front, however, reported conditions quite 
otherwise; the enemy were firing machine guns and sending up flares; a careful examination of his wire 
revealed no opening in its nine feet of thickness.  
 
Orders were sent out that the trench must be entered and held, the whole of each company to be used if 
necessary. Meanwhile, it was reported that the 9th Battalion had passed The Maze and were still feeling 
forward without opposition. It was very exasperating -- the Hun everywhere else had apparently cleared 
out, but for some reason, those opposite to us were still there and ready to fight. Our patrols were fired on 
from Bayonet Trench, but continued to explore in the hope of finding some weak spot in his defences.  
 
The first entrance was not made till after 1 a.m. on the 24th, when Lieut. Booth’s patrol on our extreme 
left gained a footing in Bayonet Trench, and was in touch with the 9th Battalion. Fifteen minutes later, 
Captain Stewart entered Bayonet Trench where it crossed the road on the extreme right. Another twenty 
minutes, and Captain Hopkins reported that he had entered the trench after some opposition, had captured 
some prisoners, and held about 400 yards of the trench. This made our hold on the trench secure, though 
these parties did not know of each other’s success as yet. The 9th Battalion were in touch with us at times, 
but were not long constant in any position. Eighty yards to the right we found the 8th Battalion. Patrols 
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were pushed forward to keep touch with the enemy. All our artillery fire had ceased and the latter part of 
the operation was carried out in a most unaccustomed and unearthly stillness. 
 
By 7 a.m., telephones had been laid on to the captured trench, which was in bad condition. A series of 
strongposts was organised along it. At 10 a.m., in response to an inquiry as to the condition of the men, 
Brigade were advised that we neither needed nor desired relief. We were ordered to send patrols forward 
to Rye and Barley Trenches, the next system of defences. Lime Trench, a small line between Bayonet and 
Barley Trenches, was occupied. During the afternoon, the enemy shelled Bayonet Trench, but did no 
damage. 
 
At 4.30 p.m., A Company moved forward towards the next objective, but encountered heavy opposition 
and sustained a number of casualties, particularly in officers, Lieut. Carlyle sustaining wounds from 
which he subsequently died. Practically leaderless, they dug in between the two lines of trenches until 
next day. Patrols from C Company, moving forward along the road, found Barley Trench occupied. Being 
ordered to occupy the trench, Campbell sent additional men forward, and by 4.30 a.m., Barley Trench 
was entered without opposition and held. About 7 a.m., the 8th Battalion, who had entered on our right, 
came into touch with us. Great difficulty was experienced on the left. The Battalion on our left had 
suffered casualties the preceding night, but reported that they were in Rye Trench. Patrols sent out were 
unable to locate them. It subsequently transpired that they had been in Rye Trench, but had withdrawn to 
a small trench behind. On the 27th February, we were relieved by the 5th Battalion, and came back to 
supports in our original jumping-off line and finding comfortable dugouts, slept for the first time for three 
days. We had changed from a raid into an attack in less than two hours and from trench warfare to semi 
open, and had penetrated 2500 yards into the enemy territory. Working parties were supplied for various 
jobs. 
 
On the 2nd March, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the front line, which was now beyond Thilloy, on high 
clean ground, free from the clinging mud we had been so long accustomed to. B and D Companies were 
in the line, C in support in a huge mine crater blown on the road side by the enemy and in Rye Trench, A 
in Bayonet Trench, and Headquarters at the remains of Luisenhof Farm. Opposed to us, was the strong 
line of Till Trench, which with the Grevillers’ line constituted the last defences of Bapaume. C Company 
relieved D on the 5th March, and on the following night the 18th Battalion relieved us. We came back to 
Bendigo Camp, Bazentin, and Mametz Camp. On the 13th, we moved to Dernancourt.  
 
Major Swift assumed command in place of Lieut.-Col. Jess, who went to England on duty, having been 
selected as an instructor to the Senior Officers’ School of the British Army at Aldershot. He was the first 
Dominion officer to be selected for a post such as this. It might be mentioned here that whilst serving 
with the 7th Battalion Lieut.-Col. Jess was awarded the D.S.O. and the Serbian White Eagle. Training 
ensued under Major Swift. On the 21st, we came to Buire and continued to train vigorously in cold bleak 
weather on a muddy hillside. 
 
Brigade operations were performed and freely criticised by brigade and divisional commanders. On the 
31st March, there arrived George Gautier, who was to be our French interpreter for many months to come. 
 
After we left the front line, the Hun retirement was very rapid. Bapaume was evacuated, and he fell back 
on his great Hindenburg Line, a prepared position some miles beyond the town. A party of two officers 
and 200 men was sent to Le Sars, on the Bapaume-Albert Road, for the purpose of repairing the road, 
which was now the main artery for this part of the front, and had to carry heavy motor and horse traffic. 
On the 8th April, we moved to Villers-au-Flos as reserve battalion to the 1st Division. The accommodation 
here was very limited and of poor quality. 
 
The following day, B and D Companies were sent to occupy the Corps Main Line, and on the 10th were at 
Preinicourt, and on the 11th back at Villers-au-Flos. Heavy falls of snow made these apparently 
purposeless movements very trying. On the 15th April, we were ordered to Fremicourt again, the Hun 
having attacked at Lagnicourt, but he was easily repulsed. Later in the day -- a very wet day it was -- we 
moved to Beaumetz and relieved the 29th Battalion in supports.  
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The following night, we relieved the 10th Battalion in the front line opposite Pronville, near Bullecourt. It 
was a dark night with heavy rain, the guides were lost, and relief was not complete until 4.30 a.m. The 
disposition was B on the left, D in the centre, and C on the right, with A Company in supports. The line 
was a system of outposts and pickets, and despite bad weather the work of consolidation proceeded. On 
the 20th April, B Company advanced their line about 600 yards to cut out a salient. On the 22nd, a raiding 
party attacked an enemy post and drove them out. The 8th Battalion sustained casualties, and bombs, tools 
and stretcher-bearers were sent across. On the 23rd, we were relieved and occupied sunken roads in 
supports.  
 
Fine warm weather followed, and the troops revelled in the first days of spring after a terrible winter. 
Clean dry ground covered with green grass, sunny days and a general atmosphere of peacefulness was a 
welcome change from the ordeal of mud and discomfort. While here, the vote for the Federal elections 
was taken. From the 25th April, we were attached to 2nd Division for the purposes of the attack 
contemplated by them on the Hindenburg Line at Bullecourt. On the night of the 1st May, we relieved the 
5th Battalion in the front line, as Right Battalion of the Right Brigade of the 2nd Division. C Company with 
two platoons of A Company were on the left, D Company and one platoon of A on the right, the 
remainder of A Company and B Company were in support. There was no continuous trench, but a line of 
outposts. The enemy line was the Hindenburg Line, about 1000 yards distant, between us and Quéant, 
near Bullecourt. On the 2nd May, we were advised that the attack by the 2nd Division was timed for 3.45 
a.m. next morning. 
 
The night was quiet and calm, but precisely at 3.45 a.m. the whole sky behind us lit up with the flash of a 
thousand guns -- it seemed an age till the first sound was heard -- then it was like a thunderclap. The point 
of attack was about a mile to our left, but the screech and roar of the shells, and the crash as they burst, 
were deafening. Machine guns crackled, and the Germans gave their customary pyrotechnic display -- red 
flares, green flares, white flares, singly and in clusters. It was quite five minutes before the German 
barrage was properly down, and it included our front, but did no damage. 
 
By 6 a.m., our front was quiet, but on our left, the battle was waged all day, and dense smoke obscured 
our view. Later in the day, reports reached us -- the 61st Division on the left of the 2nd Australian Division 
had largely succeeded, and the 2nd Division also had taken most of their objectives and pierced the 
Hindenburg Line -- but Bullecourt still remained in enemy hands, and, in fact, resisted capture for three 
weeks. 
 
During the night, our patrols were very active in expectation of an enemy attack. At 3 a.m., he barraged 
our right company, and we prepared to meet an assault, but he did not come. At 3.45 a.m., the 2nd 
Division renewed the attack. We were able to observe throughout the day enemy movement in the 
vicinity of Quéant, evidently reinforcing there. At night, our patrols again were very active in No Man’s 
Land, and the Right Company were again subjected to a barrage, but no attack followed.  
 
On the night of the 5th May, we were relieved by the 2nd London Regiment, who had not previously been 
engaged on the Western Front, and amused us considerably by their naiveté. One officer wished to know 
where he could put his saddle, which he had brought to the front line. Another asked if we had water laid 
on. At Headquarters, another complained that there was no mess room. However, we departed. We came 
back to the Bengny-Ypres trenches several miles in rear, and left them to find these things out for 
themselves. 
 
On the 7th May, we moved forward again, heading for Bullecourt. We relieved the 23rd Battalion that 
night in the ruined village of Noreuil, behind Bullecourt. The accommodation here was very poor and 
very crowded, and conditions were rendered very unpleasant by heavy rain. Enemy shelling was frequent. 
The men were employed carrying ammunition and material forward. We remained here till the 9th, 
expecting to be thrown at any time into the battle which still raged for the possession of Bullecourt, where 
attack and counter-attack followed in quick succession and bombing encounters caused heavy casualties. 
 
On the 9th, however, we were relieved by the 60th Battalion, and came back to a camp of tents on a 
hillside at Biefvillers, near Bapaume, where hot stew, an Australian mail and sleep soon made us 
oblivious to the trials of war. 
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With our arrival at Biefvillers, our campaigning was ended for the present, though we did not know it. We 
had raged a hopeless and terrible warfare with mud and cold, and only the grim determination of the men 
carried them through. They were beyond praise. No one who was there will deny that no part of the whole 
four years of war was so severe as those months on the Somme; there was none of the exultation of 
victory, none of the excitement and novelty of battle, just one long uninspiring drudgery, when one could 
only live on the hope of better days. 
 
Then had come the German retirement, enabling us to drag ourselves out of the mud and stand on clean 
dry ground, following the Hun into new scenes where grass was green and trenches inhabitable, for 
pleasanter warfare, but strenuous and exacting for men who had been subjected to the ordeal of the mud. 

 
And so it was a tired, listless Battalion which rested on the hillside at Biefvillers. How soon we recovered 
and how we fitted ourselves to play once again a prominent part in offensive warfare the latter chapters 
will show. 
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CHAPTER 13 -- THE SUMMER OF 1917 
Rest and Training 

 
AT Biefvillers, we lost no time getting to work, training and smartening up. We received 164 
reinforcements, including a number of officers, and 64 of our old men back from hospital. Our strength 
now was 46 officers, 1054 other ranks.  
 
On the 11th May, 1917, there rode up to the camp the Divisional Commander, Major-General Walker, 
with our new Commanding Officer, Lieut.-Col. E. E. Herrod, from the 2nd Battalion. Major C. H. Swift, 
who had acted as Commanding Officer since the departure of Lieut.-Col. Jess, handed over command.  
 
The new Colonel at once made an impression. His task, coming from a ‘foreign” battalion, was not an 
easy one, but he soon established a firm hold over the Battalion and a sure place in the affection of the 
men. Lieut.-Col. Herrod commanded us until the end of the war.  
 

 
 
General Sir William Birdwood paid an informal visit. B and C Companies took over portion of the Corps 
second line near the camp, lived there, and improved it. We spent a good deal of our time at sports, and 
played football matches with the 8th Battalion, which we lost, and with the 59th Battalion, which we won. 
On the 24th May, we moved to Ovillers, rather a long march. We left early the following morning for 
Henencourt, where we were billeted in huts in a wood in a very pleasant locality. 
 
Our stay at Henencourt is probably the brightest spot in the history of the Battalion. Our quarters were 
good, the country was charming -- dense wood near the camp, green fields all around, glorious summer 
weather, plenty of sports and games, leave to Amiens and liberal leave to England, schools and rest 
camps, and, of course, a certain amount of work. 
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On the 6th June, we were visited by General Birdwood and the Australian Prime Minister, Mr. Andrew 
Fisher. Inter-company foot racing resulted in a win for D Company. A Battalion sports meeting was held 
in the parade ground below the camp on the 9th June, a Brigade sports meeting on the 11th June, and a 
Divisional meeting on the 12th and 13th June. The Divisional meeting was especially successful, 
embracing not merely athletic events, but horse jumping events and transport displays. 
 
Major Swift, on his Jim (Colonel Jess’s old horse), secured first prize for the best officer’s hack, Colonel 
Herrod got second prize for tent-pegging, and the Battalion also secured first prize for the best water cart. 
There were various side-shows and booths where good beer was obtainable. A number of comic costumes 
gave a touch of gaiety, and there were some excellent make-ups. Evidently, the troops were on good 
terms with the madamoiselles of the district. One digger, arrayed as a staff officer with much gold and red 
tabs about him, evidently a travesty on “Birdy,” caused much amusement; and when the two orderlies 
who were attending him made an arch of their lances, and a bugler struck up the general salute, the crowd 
roared its delight. However, it was not all play here, and we were soon back at work again.  
 
On the 18th June, leaving early in the morning, we marched to country once in the war zone, and, after 
successfully capturing Bolton Camp, at Mailly-Maillet, we were allowed to occupy it. Here for some 
days, we practised open warfare operations. On the 24th June, we moved to Engelsart Camp, Engelbelmer, 
a dirty camp. From here, we captured the deserted village of Auchonvillers, and engaged in a night 
operation. On the 28th, we returned to Henencourt. The same day, our Adjutant, Captain H. G. Bastin, 
M.C., left us to join the Staff of the 1st Brigade. Several interesting gas demonstrations were attended. On 
the 8th July, 4 officers and 68 men attended at Pozieres the unveiling of the 1st Division monument to the 
men who had fallen; the ceremony took place in heavy rain. 
 
On the 12th July, we lined the Albert Road to cheer His Majesty King George V. as he passed. 
 
A series of football matches were played, in which we defeated the Army Medical Corps, Cyclists and 6th 
Battalion, but were defeated by the 5th Battalion, and by 8th Battalion in two matches out of three, and by 
the Pioneers. A number of cricket matches were also played. 
 
On the 4th July, we moved to Bray on a wet morning. Here, strenuous training was continued. Our 
proximity to the Somme gave us facilities for swimming, which were eagerly availed of. Route marches 
with full packs were inflicted on us. Lieut. Oliver Harris was appointed Adjutant, a position he occupied 
until the end of the war. 
 
On the 24th July, we moved to Meaulte, and entrained at Aveluy on the 27th, arrived at Caestre, up north 
again, and marched to billets at St. Marie Cappell. Our stay at St. Marie Cappell was a very pleasant one. 
The billets were good and the inhabitants very kind and friendly. There was a good deal of rain while we 
were here. On the 4th August, we had an informal visit from “Birdy.” 
 
Some assistance was rendered to the farmers in getting in their crops, a pleasant duty for those who 
assisted. 
 
On the 8th August, a most memorable and severe march of 18 miles brought us to the vicinity of Bailleul, 
near our first resting place in France. We were comfortably billeted at farmhouses scattered over a wide 
area of country. German aeroplanes frequently came over at night, and were engaged by machine guns. 
One night, four bombs were dropped in the Battalion area, but did no damage. The civilians were 
considerably scared; we, of course, were quite unconcerned -- to outward appearance, that is. 
 
A sports meeting held on the 3rd September was very successful. A beginning was made while here with 
the Battalion band, which lasted until the end. 
 
B and D Companies represented the Battalion in a march-past before General Plumer, the 2nd Army 
Commander. On the 13th September, we moved to Berthen, leaving behind 11 officers and 55 men, who 
remained at reserve at the Reinforcement Camp, Caestre. The Battalion reached Berthen about lunch 
time. Great difficulty was experienced, as the inhabitants were quite hostile to us, and it was only after 
much cajoling and threatening, in which our interpreter, George Gauthier, played a prominent part, that 
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we secured the billets reserved for us. On the 14th, we moved to Scottish Lines, Reninghelst. Orders for 
the forthcoming operation were issued, and a plan of the country, fashioned out of sand, was carefully 
studied. 
 
On the 18th September, we were at Chateau Legard, and the following day at Zillebeke Bund, ready to 
move to the attack. Our training was completed, and, as fresh troops, we were now to be involved once 
more in big fighting. 
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CHAPTER 14 -- INTERNAL ORGANIZATION 
Domestic Economy 

 
BEFORE proceeding to follow the fortunes of the Battalion in the Passchendaele operations, it will be 
convenient to pause for a while and consider certain matters important to a proper understanding of this 
history. A battalion, though a small and almost insignificant unit in the scheme of the army, is a most 
intricate and delicate organisation. 
 
The normal strength of a battalion is 1,000, but on active service, might be anything down to 300 or 400. 
But a large proportion of these men are not to be reckoned as “bayonets,” that is, their duties, although 
onerous and dangerous enough, do not actually take them into action against the enemy. 
 
A battalion consists of a commander, a headquarters and four companies, each company having an officer 
commanding and a second-in-command; each company consists of four platoons, each being under an 
officer; a platoon should be 50 strong, but in fact never was; each platoon contains four sections, 
commanded by non-commissioned officers. The section is thus the fighting unit, and embraces about 8 to 
12 men. In addition, in each company headquarters, were the company sergeant-major, quartermaster 
sergeant, clerk, gas N.C.O., two batmen, four cooks, four stretcher-bearers, signallers, runners, scouts, 
etc., totalling in all about 20 men, necessary for the conduct of operations, but not in fact combatants. 
 
At battalion headquarters, an even larger number of “details” was necessary. There was an orderly room 
staff of clerks; signallers and runners to keep up communication with companies and with brigade by 
telephone, by bicycle, or on foot; scouts, whose job included the location of any position from a given 
map reference and guiding parties to required destinations -- patrol work, sniping, enemy observation, etc. 
 
The head of the battalion was its commanding officer, with the rank of lieut.-colonel. It would be idle to 
attempt any definition of his duties, save to say that he saw to everything and was immediately 
responsible to the brigadier. It was the personality and ability of the “colonel” which gave a battalion its 
reputation, and we were exceedingly fortunate in our Commanders -- Elliott, Jess and Herrod. 
 
Next to the commanding officer came the second-in-command, who, in addition to acting as a deputy or 
understudy to the colonel, so as to be ready to replace him should the occasion arise, was directly 
concerned with those things most nearly touching the welfare of the men, such as meals, canteen, sports 
and amusements. The most prominent man in the unit was undoubtedly the adjutant, who might best be 
described as the colonel’s staff officer. He was the mouthpiece and secretary to the colonel; his duties 
were many and arduous and would defy any attempt at enumeration. 
 
Usually, if an officer could be spared, there was an assistant adjutant. The adjutant’s immediate concern 
was the supervision of the orderly room staff. While the personality of the adjutant counted for much, 
especially in the case of such men as Bastin and Harris, his chief attributes must be efficiency and a 
genius for organization. 
 
Pioneers, the handy men of the battalion, doing odd jobs out of the line, and responsible for the burial of 
the dead when in action; a medical section, in charge of the regimental medical officer, who was a doctor; 
a quartermaster’s staff to supervise the issue of clothing, rations and materials; and a transport section to 
carry the impedimenta and to bring our supplies up. A few words should be added about each. 
 
The orderly room comprised the orderly room sergeant and that most important person, the pay sergeant, 
and several clerks; they kept records, furnished returns, and generally, under the adjutant, performed the 
extensive clerical work of the battalion. 
 
The signallers were a most essential section. They fitted up and kept maintained the telephone services, a 
perilous job at many times, when wires were apt to be blown up by enemy shelling and must be mended 
at all costs; carrying messages between companies and head quarters often through heavy barrages; 
cycling back to brigade with urgent despatches. Theirs was not an idle life, nor a safe one. 
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Then there were the scouts. The scouts were first formed soon after our arrival in France, when Lieut. 
James gathered together the bravest men and the best shots of the Battalion. Under enterprising and 
gallant officers, they became a wonderfully efficient body. In the line, they patrolled No Man’s Land; 
with the aid of special periscopic rifles, they were responsible for the sniping department of the Battalion; 
they established an observation post and reported enemy movements; they acted as guides to incoming 
units, and on other occasions as required. They were expert in map and compass work, possessed a keen 
sense of direction, and were enthusiastic explorers of No Man’s Land. They were in everything, those 
fellows -- never a company carried out an operation but the scouts were there with them. They attained 
fame as souvenir “kings,” and the famous Maloney was the shining light in this department, and could 
produce a desired article within 24 hours, whether it be an enemy helmet or cap, revolver or bayonet. He 
was quite uncanny, but unfortunately, was killed later on. 
 
The Pioneers, we have said, were the handy men. “Joe” Rutherford gathered together a collection of the 
roughest and toughest -- men who could do anything. They made latrines, dug trenches, did odd jobs, and, 
in the line, buried the dead. “Joe” had records of every man he had buried, from the Gallipoli landing 
onwards, records which proved of great value when the others were lost or mislaid. They always earned 
the extra “tot” of rum they somehow got. 
 
The A.M.C. were under the Battalion doctors -- Gutteridge, Campbell and Barlow were the best known. 
“Doug” Barlow came to us in the mud of the Somme, and left us only at the end. Merciless towards 
“lead-swingers,” he was a most conscientious and loyal servant to the troops. He won his M.C. [Military 
Cross] for his gallantry in tending the wounded under fire at Passchendaele; he was immensely popular 
and respected throughout the Battalion for his courteous bearing and upright character. With the Doc. was 
a small staff from the 2nd Field Ambulance, who assisted him in ministering to the sick on sick parade and 
treating the wounded in the line. 
 
“Bobbie” Bates, who was wounded while with us, was a splendid sample of the men they were. They 
were fiendishly fond of chlorinating our water supply -- a process which they said was necessary from a 
health point of view, but imparted a beastly flavour. They were not stretcher-bearers -- the stretcher-
bearers were with the companies, and of their devoted and gallant work everyone knows. Many a man has 
had reason to bless “Jock” Hardie and his fellows. 
 
The battalion quartermaster was naturally an unpopular person -- he never could possibly have enough for 
everybody. He and his staff drew and distributed rations, clothing and material; his department included 
the despatch and receipt of mail, the canteen, tailoring, boot-making, rifle and machine-gun repair, 
salvage of everything that could possibly be turned to use, cooks and cookers, war trophies, in short, a 
thousand important matters -- but not, as the disappointed were wont to assert, the periodical issue of 
decorations. 
 
The transport were concerned with the horses and vehicles. It is characteristic of the A.I.F. that the 
“hardest doers,” the roughest diamonds, all seemed to gather round the horses, and our transport was no 
exception. Headed by an officer and a sergeant, the transport section were entrusted with the care of 
horses, vehicles and harness; their job was to go wherever a pack horse, limber or a wagon could go, 
whether it were to bring the rations from a distant dump; to take supplies forward to the troops in the line, 
often amidst heavy shelling; or to follow the troops into action leading the ammunition pack mules, as 
was so gallantly done on the 9th August, 1918. They served as targets for enemy aircraft and long range 
guns. When we went into the line, they remained some miles in the rear, but made the dangerous trip 
through airbombs, shells and machinegun fire every night. And never once, did they fail to deliver their 
loads. The transport never let us down. 
 
There were one or two other “spare parts” at Battalion Headquarters. There was first the padre, with no 
special job beyond the Sunday morning church parade, but yet never idle. In the line, he was to be found 
near the regimental aid post, helping the doc., dispensing hot coffee or cigarettes, or perhaps advice or 
consolation. All honour to the padres, older men than most of us, but enduring gamely what we endured 
with often far less patience. And double honour to that fine old man, Father Herne, who was our first and 
dearest padre. 
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At Battalion, there were also the gas sergeant, responsible for the condition of our respirators and the 
supply of fresh ones when required; a Lewis gun sergeant and a bomb sergeant; sometimes a musketry 
sergeant and a physical training and bayonet fighting sergeant, each with his special role to play. And 
then there was “Bill” Baker, the regimental sergeant major, with duties too numerous to mention, the 
chief being the instruction of young subalterns in their duty as “orderly officers”, and the frequent and 
violent “roaring up” of the N.C.O.’s of the Battalion. There was nothing slack about “Bill”, and his 
popularity testifies to his efficiency. 
 
Two other departments must be mentioned, Bombs and Lewis guns. At first, a bombing section was 
attached to Battalion Headquarters. Captain “Bow” Harris training them till their eyes looked wild; at 
Poziéres they proved their value, but later on, they went back to their platoons and there they remained. 
 
One section of the platoon was trained in the bomb and rifle grenade, and made good use of their skill on 
many occasions. A Lewis gun platoon also existed for some time, being lent out to companies a bit at a 
time. Later, each platoon was given a gun of its own and trained to use it, and the Lewis Gun Company 
broke up. A second gun was allotted to each platoon later on, and crews were trained in their parts. The 
use of both these weapons demanded some ability. It was easy enough with practice to throw a bomb or 
discharge a grenade, or fire a gun with accuracy; just as it is easy enough to kick a football straight; but to 
know when to use it, and how best to use it, was a matter of tactics, even as a game of football is a matter 
of tactics that required considerable training and perception to realise -- but the troops showed many 
times, notably on the 9th August, 1918, how well they understood these things. 
 
So much for the composition of the Battalion. Some general account of its activities should be added. Out 
of the line, the daily routine did not vary much -- training and games all day, the evenings being spent 
variously -- perhaps sitting round a brazier of “salvaged” coal, swapping yarns or discussing events and 
persons, or, most often, places and doings in Australia; perhaps reading, playing cards or writing letters 
by the light of a flickering candle; there may be a concert or a picture show on at the Y.M.C.A., or in a 
village some distance away; an estaminet [small bar or café] may attract others, or a “cafe” in some stone 
kitchen where the womenfolk displayed a wonderful ability to interpret our curious language. In the line, 
we were scattered in a series of posts, anything from 10 to 100 yards between each group. By night, we 
tried to dig our trench deeper or make our dugouts stronger, or patrolled No Man’s Land, or put up some 
fresh wire in front; at dawn and dusk we “stood to,” there being a tradition that that was the most 
favourable time for an attack, when the light obscured movement, but yet gave some assistance to the 
attackers. By day, we slept or read or cleaned our arms; one or two men would remain on duty with eyes 
on the periscope for two hours, until relieved. 
 
Hot meals were nightly supplied once -- and frequently twice -- by means of hot food containers, of 
which some account has been given in Chapter 4. In these, the meals were brought up -- stew and tea 
generally -- and served hot in the line. 
 
Daily reports were sent back as to the situation and the enemy attitude, and more frequently if necessary. 
We generally came into the line without packs, though in quiet sectors they would be taken up; but if 
there were any operations to be undertaken, our packs would be dumped until our return, and we would 
take up a haversack only, with a waterproof sheet. The hat was replaced by the heavy steel helmet when 
we went into action. 
 
It was early established that the whole Battalion should never go into the line, but that a small proportion 
should remain behind, not as a reserve to be called on if necessary, but as a nucleus for the re-forming of 
the Battalion should some disaster annihilate us. In practice, the “nucleus,” as it was called, served as a 
depot on which commanding officers could call for officers and N.C.O.’s to replace casualties. It 
afforded, moreover, an opportunity for giving a rest to each in turn, according to the length of continuous 
service. It was by no means a much-coveted favour, and many a man has appealed earnestly to his 
company commander to be allowed to go with “the boys” when an operation has been contemplated.  
 
Leave to England, Paris and other places served as a useful restorative for tired troops, but unfortunately 
not to be had when most needed, that is, while operations were being carried out. Army, corps and 
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divisional schools for officers and N.C.O.’s also afforded opportunities for recovering lost vitality and for 
learning the very latest about the weapons we had to use. 
 
It may be desirable to say something of the soldier away from his battalion. A man might be separated 
from his unit by one of many causes; he may be evacuated to hospital, sick or wounded; he may proceed 
on leave to England or Paris; he may be sent to a rest camp or school in France or England; he may be 
sent away on some special duty, such as escort for prisoners, or for service at corps or army headquarters. 
There were always large numbers of men coming and going behind the lines in this way. The man on 
leave, at the expiration of his furlough, would rejoin his battalion direct, being guided to it by means of 
the information circulated to R.T.O.'s (railway transport officers); but the man who had been to hospital 
would, if he had been to England, receive fourteen days’ leave (and possibly a convalescence period as 
well) and would be sent to a depot on Salisbury Plains to wait, usually for a fortnight or so, until a draft 
was leaving for France. This draft would be sent to Le Havre, again to wait until troops were being sent 
up the line to his unit. These periods in camp, whether in England or France, were so exasperating that 
men commonly endeavoured to “wangle” it back to their units direct, and deserting to the front line was 
quite a common offence, but, of course, was never punished. The task was, however, not easy of 
accomplishment, as proper passes were required of troops travelling by rail. It was a well-known fact that 
once men became in any way separated from their battalions, their one desire was to get back. The 
battalion was the home of the men, where all their friends were, and where they were employed in much 
more interesting occupations than forming fours. 
 
Of the leave periods, nothing need be said here. The troops appeared to penetrate to every part of the 
United Kingdom and to every corner of Paris, and their exploits are well known. The hospitality 
everywhere received did much to hearten them in the long days of toil and warfare. 
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CHAPTER 15 -- THE BATTLES OF PASSCHENDAELE 
September-October, 1917 

 
ON the 19th September, 1917, as we have described, we arrived at Lillibeke Bund and organised for the 
attack to be delivered on the following morning. At 11 p.m., we left after a hot meal, and moved forward 
in the inky darkness through steady rain by a boggy and slippery track. A and C Companies had to carry a 
quantity of ammunition, etc., which rendered their task still more difficult. It was unfortunate that it 
should rain that night after weeks of such perfect weather. By 4.45 a.m. we were in position on the tapes, 
waiting for the attack to commence. The hour fixed for the attack was 5.40 a.m. 
 
The plan of attack was as follows. The front line was being held by the 1st Brigade. The enemy was 
holding his line, not by a continuous system of trenches, but by means of a series of isolated posts and 
concrete blockhouses, or pill-boxes.” scattered at intervals. There were to be three objectives; the “red” 
line; to be taken by the 6th Battalion; then the “blue” line by the 5th Battalion; and the furthest objective 
was the “green” line entrusted to the 7th and 8th Battalions, the 7th being on the left in touch with the 3rd 
Brigade, the 8th Battalion being on the right. B and D Companies were to form our first line of attack. A 
and C in support, D being on the right, and B on the left of the first line: C on the right and A on the left 
of the second line. The Battalion was to follow 100 yards behind the 5th Battalion, and the second line 100 
yards behind the first. On the capture of the blue line by the 5th, we were to go ahead and get as close 
under the barrage as possible, and reorganise during the two hours for which the barrage was stationary; 
then to advance with it to the green line, the front platoon advancing in line, the remainder in small 
columns in file; A and C were to “mop up” or clear all enemy from the country between the blue and 
green lines. Separate parties were detailed to attend to special strongposts. On the capture of the final 
objective the line was to be pushed forward and consolidated. All ranks had carefully studied the maps 
and aeroplane photographs of the country to be advanced over, and the plan prepared in sand. For the 
purpose of keeping the exact direction, officers were detailed to march on compass bearings. The dress 
was to be, as usual, fighting order (that is, without packs): each man to carry 48 hours’ rations, 2 bombs, 2 
grenade rods, 220 rounds of ammunition, 2 ground-flares for signalling to aircraft, and 2 filled water 
bottles, which made us veritable human camels. 
 
The artillery timetable was shown by means of special maps issued to us. At zero, the barrage was to be 
put down 150 yards in front of our line, then it was to advance at the rate of 100 yards every 4 minutes, 
and later 100 yards every 6 minutes; halt at the red line for 14 hours, and at the blue line for 2 hours to 
allow reorganisation, and finally finish and remain stationary 200 yards in front of the final objective to 
cover consolidation. Thus, by keeping close up to the barrage, we should be able to advance with a 
minimum of opposition. 
 
At 5.40 a.m., down came the barrage and we went forward under it. The whole of the attack proceeded as 
arranged, right up to timetable, and almost without incident. Prisoners soon began to trickle back, dazed 
by our barrage. Battalion Headquarters occupied a pill box recently vacated, where they found breakfast 
spread and a candle burning. Some little time later, Lieut. Moloney looked into a pill box alongside and 
dug out some 20 prisoners. Messages came back from the forward company giving locations, and 
reporting O.K. The first and second objectives were duly captured and we reorganised prior to going 
forward. The only difficulty experienced was that some of our own guns were firing a little short and 
causing casualties. 
 
About 10.30, according to the time-table, we moved forward towards the green line. In response to a 
request from the 10th Battalion on our left, two platoons were extended to the left to assist them, and two 
platoons from A Company were sent to B Company. At 10.55, our final objective was taken. Major Tubb, 
V.C., was seriously wounded just as we arrived here while attacking a pill-box. C Company came up to 
assist D, and the line was made good. At 11, everything was reported O.K. We had gained our objective 
and were in touch with both flanks. The enemy could be distinctly seen getting his guns out, and we had 
some excellent targets. No counterattack developed on our front, but the enemy could be seen attacking 
the 2nd Division to our left, and throughout the day, enemy movement about the Polygon Butte was 
noticed.  
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The enemy shelled our rear and communications consistently throughout the day; at night rations were 
sent forward, but no hot meal was available. Our line was strengthened and improved. Continuous 
shelling lasted through the 21st September, and about 7 p.m. this developed into a heavy barrage along our 
rear areas, cutting all communications. An S.O.S. signal was sent up from the units on both our flanks, 
drawing down a barrage from our artillery. For some time it was not known what was happening on our 
front, but no attack developed, and our positions were intact. About midnight we were relieved by the 3rd 
Battalion. 
 

Our casualties were:— 
 Killed    3 officers   29 men 
 Died    2          11 
 Wounded   5  155 
 Missing    0      5 
 Total  10  200 

 
Major Tubb, V.C., evacuated wounded, died of wounds in hospital, the other officers who lost their lives 
being Lieuts. O’Connor, Sara, Attwood and Foers. 
 
Our captures were 2 machine guns and 93 prisoners. It is estimated that 500 enemy were found dead 
during the advance, and that another 200 were killed after the advance was completed. 
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Special mention should be made of the work of the 2nd Light Trench Mortar Battery who were attached to 
us for the operation and performed valuable work. They were especially serviceable after our final 
objective was gained. The 2nd Machine Gun Company was likewise of great use, and were with us right 
through the piece. Great difficulty was experienced in obtaining sufficient stretchers and stretcher-bearers 
to cope with casualties, and some hardship and suffering resulted. The troops were enthusiastic about the 
excellence of our artillery barrage. A certain amount of short shooting was inevitable, but the destruction 
inflicted on the enemy must have been tremendous. 
 
After relief we came out to Dickiebusch, where hot meals were served. Later in the day, we were taken by 
bus to Steenvoorde and comfortably billeted. The reserve from Caestre rejoined, and rest and training 
were mingled during the next few days. 
 
On the 1st October, 1917, we were moving forward again -- by bus to Dickiebusch, leaving behind, as was 
usual, a nucleus of officers and men at Caestre. The following night, after a long heavy march, we 
relieved the 11th Battalion at Westhoek Ridge. Our fighting strength was 28 officers and 530 men. The 
day was spent in trenches on the Ridge, preparing for the operation of the following day. After dark, 
Lieuts. Pollock and Crowe and N.C.O.’s went forward to lay the tapes for the assembly of the Battalion. 
Just before midnight, a stray shell landed at the entrance to a pill box used by C Company as headquarters 
and wounded Captain Campbell and two of his officers, necessitating hasty arrangements to replace them. 
At midnight, we were advised that the tapes had not been laid. This we found later was caused by the 
death of Lieut. Pollock, who was killed by a shell. 
 
At 1.45 a.m., we moved forward to our assembly positions. It was pitch dark, the track was bad, and the 
enemy shelling a good deal, but we reached our positions safely and soon were crouching on the ground, 
waiting with chattering teeth till zero, which was fixed for 6 a.m. 
 
The plan of the attack was very similar to that of the 20th September, excepting that we had only two 
objectives instead of three. The 5th Battalion were already holding the front line, and would remain there. 
The first objective, the red line, was to be captured by the 8th Battalion, the second objective, the blue 
line, by the 6th (right) and 7th (left). The 6th Brigade, 2nd Division, were on our left. The inter-battalion 
plan was two companies in the line. C right and B left, D in support (right) and A in support (left). The 
troops were to carry the usual equipment of ammunition, rations and material. The artillery barrage was 
similar to that of the 20th, a steady advance to the red line; a halt of one hour there, and then on to the blue 
line, remaining stationary 200 yards ahead of it. 
 
At 5.20 a.m., as we lay crowded on our assembly positions behind our front line, an intense enemy 
barrage descended on us, and continued to play on our lines until zero. Considerable losses were 
sustained, but to have attempted to escape would have upset the order of attack and resulted in 
inextricable confusion. There was nothing to do but lie low and hope for the best. Never were minutes so 
carefully watched, never was time so slow, never was sound more welcome than the opening of our 
barrage. At length it came. With the first burst from our guns, we rose -- those who were able -- and 
moved forward out of the zone of shellfire into the peace and safety of No Man’s Land. As it was, we 
became mixed with the 8th, and all advanced together.  
 
The first objective was taken by the 8th, and we formed up in rear to await our phase of the attack. A great 
many prisoners taken from pill boxes en route were sent back to the rear. At 8 a.m., we moved forward 
behind the barrage up the slope towards our final objective. We were well in touch on our flanks, and 
opposition melted as we advanced. Some trouble was experienced in keeping well under the barrage 
owing to the risk of shorts. Captain Hopkins took charge and led the attacking wave forward -- at times he 
was fifty yards ahead of us all -- right under the barrage. Over Broodseinde Ridge we went, and down the 
gradual slope beyond, with Becelaere visible beyond us, and the enemy retreating as fast as they could 
before us. Many excellent targets were presented, and every advantage was taken of them.  
 
By 8.40, we were on our objective. Patrols were pushed forward, strongposts established, and the work of 
consolidation proceeded. We were in touch with the units on our flanks, and ready to resist any counter 
attack. None, however, developed. The day and night passed quietly. There was heavy shelling of our 
communications, but no damage was occasioned. On the night of the 5th October, we were relieved by the 
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11th Battalion. Owing to the relieving battalion being lost while coming in, we were very late getting 
away, but finally reached Swan Chateau at 6 a.m. the following morning. 
 
Once again, we owed much to the work of the Light Trench Mortars and Machine Guns, who were with 
us right through and scored off all targets that offered. The barrage again was good and earned the 
admiration of the troops. Our captures were estimated at about 220 prisoners, 4 machine guns and 1 field 
gun. In addition, some 300 enemy dead were found in our lines, and 150, it is estimated, were killed after 
the advance. 
 
 Officers.    Other ranks. 
 Killed (Lieut. Pollock)   1   15 
 Wounded  13 177 
 Missing     0   53 
 Total   14 245 
 
Our total casualties for the two offensives were 480, or about 50% of our strength. A great many of the 
wounded were, fortunately, only slightly wounded, and able to return to us within a few months. 
 
These two battles, known generally as the battles of Passchendaele, constituted the most notable 
achievements of the Battalion in France so far. They were what Sir John Monash described as “set piece” 
battles, that is, everything goes according to a rigid and carefully prepared time-table. It used to gall us a 
good deal to be unable to follow up a success of this kind. Having reached our objective, we were bound 
to stay there, and not able to exploit our attack as we should have liked, and as we did in the closing 
battles of the war. In each of these operations, we simply followed our barrage and cleaned up as we 
moved forward. The elaborate preparation expended upon these offensives, the careful co-operation of 
infantry, artillery, engineers, pioneers, transport of every kind, and all other branches of the army, each 
with its special job reduced the element of uncertainty to a minimum and assured our success. 
 
It is worthy of note that in both these operations the 7th Battalion was detailed to capture the final 
objective, and in both it accomplished everything asked of it. 
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CHAPTER 16 -- THE WINTER IN BELGIUM 
 
AFTER the battles of Passchendaele, we were withdrawn from the line and came back to Shrapnel 
Corner, now a somewhat healthier spot than it had been prior to the recent advances. On the 11th  
October, 1917, we moved to Reninghelst, and on the 15th, to Halifax Camp, where we began a period of 
training. On the 22nd, we moved to Ypres and encamped beneath the ramparts in Esplanade Gap, and the 
details and reserve nucleus went back to Caestre. On the 23rd, we moved forward to Anzac Ridge and at 
night relieved the 16th Battalion in the line. 
 
Our disposition was A and B in the line, C and D in support. There was some artillery activity, and, as 
usual, patrols explored No Man’s Land. We received the operation order for an offensive on the 26th 
October, but our front was not immediately involved; beyond keeping an active lookout for signs of 
enemy action opposite us, we were not concerned. We had one man killed in an encounter between one of 
our patrols and an enemy party. A German aeroplane flew over the transport lines and dropped bombs, 
killing seven horses and wounding four. The personnel luckily escaped casualties. 
 
On the 30th October, we were relieved by the 11th Battalion, and came back to rest near Belgian Chateau, 
where we occupied huts. The weather was cold and showery, but training was steadily carried on, and 
fatigue parties were sent to Ypres. On the 12th November, we left the line behind, and, entraining to 
Arques, near St. Omer, marched by stages to Desvres, where we were billeted comfortably among a very 
hospitable and kindly people. The month we spent here in rest is probably the pleasantest we ever spent in 
France, many friendships were formed among the madames and mamoiselles of the town, and long after 
we had departed, letters to and from Desvres commonly passed through the postman’s hands, and many a 
digger on leave found time to call at Desvres before he rejoined us. 
 
The time was profitably spent also in training solidly. The weather was fine and the health of the troops 
good. A number of men who had been slightly wounded in the recent fighting began to straggle back. But 
all good things must end, and the 11th December found us swinging out of Desvres, and the 13th brought 
us by train to Rossignol Camp, Kemmel. The following night, we were in the line again in the sector 
beyond the variously-pronounced Wytschaete. 
 
As this sector, commonly known as the Ravine, was the scene of our labours many times during the next 
three months, some description of it should be given: 
 
It was some way to the right of our last positions round Passchendaele, and was between Ypres and 
Messines. The front line consisted of a series of posts with no protected communication along the front. 
The enemy opposed to us was occupying several pill boxes dotted along the front. Behind our line there 
was a protected communication trench running back over a hill to a deep ravine behind where forward 
Battalion Headquarters was situated. A duckboard track led back through battle-scarred and often snow-
covered flats to the gaunt relics known as Denys Wood, where there were a number of comfortable 
dugouts, the home of our Reserve Company; a mile of duckboard ran back to Onrael Farm, another 
collection of shattered timber, where rear Battalion Headquarters was accommodated in pill boxes of 
enemy construction. The support company occupied an unhealthy locality to the right of the Ravine in 
another matchwood forest known as Ravine Wood.  
 
The whole country was very rough and broken by previous battles, but duckboard tracks gave good 
communication. The chief feature of the sector was the system of light railways. Rations, ammunition and 
material were brought up by motor power to Clarke’s dump and there transferred to other trucks which 
were pushed forward right up to the Ravine. The carry from there to the line was not very severe. A great 
economy of men and animals was affected through the agency of these tramways; occasionally an enemy 
shell would blow up a few yards, which meant that the trucks must be unloaded, carried over the break 
and reloaded; but the repairs were soon affected. 
 
The Hun was fairly passive opposite us. His one venture, into which he was probably goaded by some 
blood-thirsty commander back towards Brussels, was in this wise:- On the 16th December, he sent out a 
strong raiding party to cut out the left post of the 8th Battalion on our right. In this, they succeeded. With 
five prisoners and a Lewis machine gun, the party was making its way back when it came under 
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observation from our right post. Fire was opened and the raiders went to earth. Word was sent back, and 
Sergeant Charville was sent up to cut the party out. Charville left our lines with eight men, and Lieut. 
Grant with two men. Under covering fire from our posts, these parties closed on the enemy, killing four, 
capturing five, recapturing three men of the 8th Battalion who were being carried off as prisoners, and 
enabling a fourth to make his escape back. It is believed that not one of those raiders returned to the 
enemy lines.  
 
The success of this little skirmish was due chiefly to the resource and skill of Charville. The following 
messages were received later and show the extraordinary interest taken by “Birdy” in the doings of the 
boys:- “Congratulations on excellent stunt. Prompt counter-attacks nearly always mean success. —
Birdwood.” “Hearty congratulations on successful defence of post. -- Hobbs.” For this exploit, Sergeant 
Charville was awarded a D.C.M. [Distinguished Conduct Medal] and Pte. Reade a M.M. [Military 
Medal]. 
 
We had some bitterly cold snowy weather. Christmas Day, 1917, was a perisher. The Hun celebrated 
Boxing Day by concentrating his artillery on a bombardment of Denys Wood, then occupied by D 
Company, with mustard gas. There was no wind, and the poison penetrated the dugouts and hung about 
the wood for days before finally evaporating. Company Headquarters was in an underground dugout 
beneath a pill box and suffered worst. Seven officers and 34 men were sent away gassed and practically 
all the rest of the company suffered some effects of it, and many were eventually sent to hospital.  
 
On the night of the 31st December, we were relieved, and a long march down a frozen, slippery road 
where no one could walk without falling brought us to the comfortable huts at Rossignol Camp [at 
Kemmel]. Here we remained until 7th January, 1918, and “dealt with” our Christmas mail, including the 
boxes sent by the Lady Mayoress’ League. 
 
Working parties were supplied nightly. On the 7th January, we relieved the 8th Battalion in support to the 
1st Brigade at Chinese Wall and Irish House, and continued to send parties forward every night for work. 
 
On the 15th January, we relieved the 11th Battalion to the right of our last position. It was a memorable 
relief. Heavy soaking rain fell continuously; if the roads were bad, the trenches were shocking. Mud and 
water everywhere was thigh high, and came in over the tops of our long rubber trench boots. Dugouts 
were flooded, and the trenches in a bad state of repair. We had a few short intervals of fine weather, and 
got to work to improve matters, but were not sorry to be relieved by the 11th Battalion on the 23rd January. 
The Hun, apparently, was as busy as we were, contending with the elements, and left us alone. 
 
Back to Rossignol Camp we came, and on the 29th January, to our great relief, we moved back to Locre, 
where we occupied huts for the next few weeks, trained as usual, and performed the numerous fatigues 
allotted to us, principally road repair work. 
 
The officers’ mess was re-established, and an officers’ club in the town, to which was attached a tennis 
court, was a great boon. Locre was soon to become No Man’s Land, but luckily for our peace of mind we 
did not then know it. It still held civilians, who lived chiefly by ministering to the wants of the troops at 
famine prices. 
 
In a brigade test in connection with army platoon rifle competitions, No. 16 Platoon (Lieut. Gaulton) won 
first place, and each man received a bronze medal. 
 
On the 28th February, we moved a few miles to Murrumbidgee Camp, La Clytte, and were again 
established in huts. 
 
It was about this time that we heard the first definite expectations of an early enemy offensive. How we 
prepared to meet it, and what transpired are reserved for the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 17 -- THE GERMAN ATTACK—FEBRUARY-APRIL, 1918 
 
For many weeks, the English papers had been prophesying a monster German offensive for the early 
spring. For weeks, G.H.Q. had been passing down ‘screeds", to which each lower formation had added 
improvements of its own, relating to defensive methods. It did not come easily to troops who had been 
accustomed to train always for the offensive to find themselves imbibing the principles of a branch of 
warfare they had hitherto scorned even to contemplate. But there was no mistake about it. The enemy 
were reputed to be preparing an offensive, and it was equally obvious that we were not. 
 
The daily programme at this time is instructive. Our camp at La Clytte was some five or six miles from 
the line. Working parties, comprising everyone not required in camp, were despatched daily to the 
forward area, when under the guidance of pioneer officers and men, they were employed to construct 
defence posts to meet the threatened onrush. 
 
The journey up was made by special train leaving Kilmarnock siding at 7 a.m. -- a narrow gauge train 
made up of open trucks. One’s teeth chattered on these cold mornings, sitting in an open truck, as our tiny 
engine dragged us on laboriously, round the Dickiebusch Lake, through woods, and, as we approached 
the line, over shell-pocked ground, then across the long-since stagnant canal to our destination. Then a 
long walk to the job, a good day’s work, and back by train, leaving about 3 p.m. Cooks accompanied us 
and provided hot tea at midday. 
 
Many an officer’s heart quailed within him as he checked his picks and shovels at the dump on his return, 
for they had a strange knack of disappearing, despite careful supervision, or, at best, the heavy picks 
which some men took to the job would come back as shovels, which were comparatively lighter, the 
exchange being easily effected at some forward dump. 
 
In due course, all these posts were ready for occupation. Then a decision was arrived at which occasioned 
much comment by the troops. 
 
Each platoon was allotted a post in this support area, and each post was manned by two men as “nucleus 
garrison”, water and ammunition were placed in them, every officer and N.C.O. was sent to reconnoitre 
the route to his particular post and to study his “arcs of fire” and prepare “range charts.” On an alarm 
being given, the Battalion could then move quickly and quietly into their prepared positions and await 
developments. 
 
On the 13th March, 1918, we moved to Seddon Camp, about two miles nearer the line, and continued the 
same programme. 
 
Our billets were in old wooden huts, comfortable enough, and, except for isolated shots which came over 
searching at random for stray targets, we were safe from shells. A few poor civilians still hung on in the 
straggling village, eking out a precarious livelihood by ministering to the needs of the troops. But the 
general expectancy was uppermost in every mind. For a couple of weeks before the launching of the 
offensive, we were awakened before dawn every morning by the sounds of an artillery barrage 
somewhere on the front. 
 
The German policy was to make a demonstration along the whole line so that none might know where the 
blow would fall. As we lay awake and listened to these bombardments, we wondered when the order 
would come to go up and man those strongposts so recently constructed. But the blow was not dealt at us. 
When it fell, it was the unfortunate Somme which had once again to bear the brunt of heavy fighting, thus 
proving wrong all those strategists amongst us who ridiculed the idea of the Germans choosing such 
broken country to advance across. The immediate result was that those early morning outbursts entirely 
ceased, and the enemy on our front became as gentle as a lamb. 
 
The next development was the disappearance of our sister divisions from the front, gone south to stop the 
gap. On the 24th March, we were again in the front line in the well-known Wytschaete sector, just beyond 
the Ravine; the whole Brigade in the line, without supports and without reserves -- unless the Chinese 
Labour Corps, who were reported to be some miles behind us, could be counted as moral support. 
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It was a thin line to oppose the foe, but our position down south was desperate. But the Boche was as 
amiable as could be desired. One could not suspect him of any mischief as one gazed over his peaceful 
lines on those sunny March days; while away on the Somme, he was massing a tremendous army, and 
advancing by sheer weight of numbers. Our hearts were with those other Australian divisions who had 
left us to join the battle on that front. 
 
Our turn was not long in coming. On the night of the 3rd April, we were relieved by the 21st Division, who 
had come from the Somme. They had met the German onslaught that first day, and told us of the deadly 
slaughter wrought by their machine gunners, of no avail against the countless masses of the enemy. 
 
Since leaving the Somme, they had been reinforced by some of those boys of eighteen, who had been 
gathered up from the training camps of England and hurried across to France to fill the depleted ranks of 
famous regiments. Their appearance and their lack of equipment alarmed us, for they appeared to be 
ignorant of warfare. They had lost all their machine guns, all their telephones, and most of their 
equipment in the retreat -- though their officers were gleeful about a piano they had secured from some 
deserted village. We left with the fervent prayer that the Germans would leave them alone. 
 
So down to the Somme we scurried. Entraining at Strazeele in the early morning of the 6th April, we left 
the northern front. We detrained at Hangest sur Somme at 5 p.m. The Y.M.C.A. was waiting for us with 
hot coffee, and then we set out through heavy rain along ten miles of sloppy roads to Pernois, where we 
arrived at 11 p.m., and soon settled down to sleep in overcrowded billets. Great crowds of refugees from 
the villages, which had been brought into the fighting zone, had filled the town, and had brought stories of 
the great retreat, which had hardened the heart of the villagers against the British. It was in vain to explain 
that we were Australians. 
 
Stray odds and ends of innumerable English regiments were billeted here also, drawing rations from 
heaven knows where. Many of these were evicted to make room for our men. At 10 a.m. on the 9th April, 
we were on the move again, and the troops scored an important victory -- for all packs were carried for 
them by motor lorry. The Battalion spent the night poorly accommodated in Coisy and Cardonette. On the 
10th we moved to Bussy, where good accommodation was found, the majority of the civilians having 
departed. At night, a startling rumour gained currency to the effect that the Germans had begun an 
offensive on that northern front from which we had just been withdrawn, but no confirmation or denial 
could be obtained. George, our volatile interpreter, was very despondent, and asked the colonel to shoot a 
certain officer who had sped the rumour on its way. “In our army we do it, colonel,” he pleaded. 
 
Next day, the bad tidings were confirmed. The enemy had broken through on a wide front to a depth of 
several miles. Following on this news came the intimation that we were to return to Hazebrouck 
immediately. Consternation seized us as we called to mind those defence schemes we had so carefully 
elaborated and those outposts we had so laboriously constructed. It appeared that they had fallen without 
a blow. Possibly there had been no men to man them. However, there was no use complaining -- up north 
we must go. 
 
We were to leave St. Roch station, at Amiens, at 10 p.m. As we approached the station after dark, along 
the magnificent avenue which skirts the inner city, we could hear shell after shell screaming overhead to 
work havoc in the town. To us who knew it so well in happier days, a sort of little Paris, behind the lines, 
with its magnificent old cathedral, the pity of it all came home very forcibly. Some of these shells fell in 
the station yard prior to the arrival of the Battalion, during the difficult task of entraining the transport. 
These caused casualties and confusion. Four men were killed and thirteen, including our Regimental 
Q.M.S. Brown, were wounded. When all was quiet and the Battalion did come in and entrain, it was 
discovered that the French train crew had made off to safety and had not returned. And so we sat for 
hours, in constant dread lest the enemy should renew their bombardment. Had they done so, the 
consequences would have been disastrous, not to ourselves alone, but to the northern front, where a few 
hours’ delay would have meant that we should not have arrived at all. 
 
The enemy would have had the railway in their possession and there would have been no troops between 
them and the coast. Fortunately, we were not then aware of the desperate crises to which our forces were 
brought. We finally left at 1.30 a.m. and reached Hazebrouck at 2 p.m. the same day -- l2th April.  
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Along the line, we saw many evidences of the disaster which had overtaken our arms. Stations had been 
bombed, but luckily the line was intact. Our train was attacked by aircraft but escaped. Along every road, 
civilians were pouring back in a pathetic and continuous stream. Every manner of vehicle had been 
pressed into the service to carry off a few household goods, while women and children and old men 
trudged wearily beside them. It was a sight that touched the hearts of the most callous, and if anything 
were needed to arouse the resolution of our men to a desperate defence, it was provided here. It was just a 
week since we had entrained at Strazeele station. Strazeele and its surrounding farm houses were then 
peaceful places, where peasants tilled the soil, caring little for the great struggle some twelve miles away. 
Now they were in flight. Those farm houses, where we had slept a week before, were now in flames. Our 
coming restored the confidence of the folk wonderfully. When our big hats were seen, they exclaimed, 
“Les Australians,” in great relief, and quite a few of the people of Hazebrouck, who had begun to pack 
their belongings, commenced to unpack. Could we justify the confidence? 
 
The extent of the retreat alarmed us. In a few days the whole of a vast tract of country hitherto peaceful 
had fallen into enemy hands. It included many districts and villages almost sacred in the minds of the 
men. There was the area round La Creche, the Battalion’s first resting ground in France; L’Hallabeau, 
where we next sojourned; Fleur Baix, where we first were in the line in France and were schooled in 
trench warfare; the trenches round Ypres, where we had licked our wounds after the Somme; Polygon 
Wood and Broodseinde Ridge, which had been won by us at great loss in that short-sighted offensive of 
the autumn of 1917; Doulieu and its pleasant neighbourhood, where we had prepared for that offensive, 
and made many friends among the simple peasantry. Ballieul, where we had shopped and dined and 
flirted and drunk vin blanc or vin rouge—all these, with the graves of many of our comrades, were in 
German hands; Caestre, Meteren and Hazebrouck, the popular leave centre, were being shelled to pieces; 
St. Marie Cappel. where we had spent such a happy fortnight in July of 1917, among a kindly populace, 
was threatened; and St. Omer, the Amiens of the northern front, with its busy streets, its big hotels, its 
splendid gardens and the painted harpies “of No. 4” was being shelled by long-range artillery, and was 
gradually being deserted.  
 
At Hazebrouck, the situation was, to say the least, obscure. The colonel reported immediately to Brigade 
Headquarters. The Brigadier handed him a map (for sometime it was the only one in the whole Battalion) 
with a blue line ruled across it running through the forest of Dieppe, near La Motte village. His 
instructions were to occupy that line, and dig in and stick there. If the Germans had that line we were to 
take it. The line was four miles long. The seriousness of the situation was undoubted, and we can picture 
the anxiety of the C.O. and adjutant as, having made hurried arrangements for transport and nucleus, they 
rode forward ahead of the Battalion to reconnoitre. As they moved up, the news of the fall of Merris 
reached them. Merris was on our left and only about four miles from Hazebrouck. As we moved up, we 
passed scattered bodies of troops moving to the rear. The sum of the information they could supply was 
“Jerry’s coming, choom.” One of them enquired whether we had seen any of his regiment. “Stiff luck, 
chum,” replied a Digger; “the last of them has just dived off Calais pier”. 
 
At the Headquarters of the 31st Division, we found everything ready for flight, and only the most meagre 
information could be gleaned. Quite frankly, they were glad to be off and leave the miserable business in 
our hands. On the heads of the luckless Portuguese descended all the obloquy and responsibility for the 
retreat; none of the troops we passed were Portuguese. 
 
The Battalion found its allotted position and dug in as instructed. Ahead of us were the remnants of the 
Grenadier Guards, who, having fought a magnificent defensive battle, had engaged to hold the line till we 
arrived. Our own line was four miles long; behind us were the 5th Battalion who had arrived shortly after 
us. The 8th Battalion were expected during the night and the 1st Brigade in the morning. The anxiety of 
that night cannot be overstated, as we were spread out in a long thin line, the only bar in the way to 
Hazebrouck. 
 
With the arrival of the 8th Battalion, and later of the 1st Brigade on our left, we were enabled to shorten 
our front considerably. An incident which occurred on the morning of the 13th, after the most critical night 
in the Battalion’s history, is worth recording. The colonel and adjutant were discussing the critical 
situation at Battalion Headquarters with officers from other units; maps were spread on the table, and in 
the midst of the conference there entered an English colonel and his staff. Behind them were several 
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orderlies laden with all the requisites for a hearty meal. The visitor desired permission to spread his 
breakfast on the table and use it for his repast. Our colonel, usually the mildest of men, rose to the 
occasion in fine style, and, under a fire of withering abuse, the visitors withdrew to more civilized 
regions, and the business of the war was resumed. 
 
On the 13th April, vigorous enemy attacks were pressed against the 8th Battalion and the 1st Brigade on our 
left, but were all repulsed. On the 14th, we relieved the remnants of the gallant Guard’s Brigade, which 
had fought so doggedly for several days, despite heavy losses and the defection of flanking units. 
 
An enemy attack against D Company was driven off with loss, leaving a prisoner in our hands. Two Huns 
leading a donkey laden with loot pursued their search too far and walked into our lines. By the time we 
left the line -- on 19th April -- the front had become stationary, and the construction of defences was well 
in hand. Both sides had brought up artillery, and the ordinary incidents of trench life were resumed. 
 
There were several extraordinary incidents connected with this period. The peasants for the most part had 
evacuated their homes in good time; in one case, however, two old ladies refused to leave their home, but 
were removed by our men. The following morning, their home was destroyed by enemy shells. In another 
case, an officer wrote from the front line complaining that a house near him was occupied by an old 
couple who were a source of danger by reason of the fires they kept up by day and the lights they showed 
by night. These, too, were evacuated by us. 
 
A good deal of criticism subsequently descended upon our heads because the pretty little village of La 
Motte had suffered from the depredations of looters. We were called on for a report. This was furnished 
and set out that the village was not in fact occupied by us, but had been a resting place for stragglers from 
a great many other units, and was full of these men before we arrived; and further, that it was abundantly 
clear that the nature of our work in the restoration of a line of resistance was such that we had neither time 
nor inclination for such pursuits as were alleged against us. General Plumer told our commanding officer 
subsequently that he was entirely satisfied that we had no share in the looting of the village. The calumny 
was often repeated by English troops, but the refutation is easy. 
 
We were relieved by the Irish Guards and the King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry on the 19th April. We 
were able to hand over a defined series of well-constructed outposts, and the front was perfectly stable. 
The Hun blow was spent, and conditions were normal. From the moment of the arrival of the 1st Division 
on the front, the line moved only one way -- back towards Germany. 
 
Our casualties had been fairly heavy during this strenuous week -- 27 killed (including 2nd/Lieuts. Meyer 
and Trotman) and 73 wounded. The ground had never previously been fought over, and consequently was 
clean and pleasant, but it had this drawback, that it had no cover from shellfire. 
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CHAPTER 18 -- THE RETURNING ASCENDANCY 
 
It may be stated that by the 19th April, 1918, the line had become stable along the front between Ballieul 
and Estaires. 
 
When the Battalion came out of the line on that date, we handed over a series of unconnected but well-
constructed defences. From this time until the beginning of August, the Division was never out of the 
front line, holding sometimes a one brigade front, sometimes a two brigade front. The line stabilised and 
resumed the ordinary incidents of trench warfare. This may be termed the period of recovery -- but it was 
more. The general situation did not warrant the resumption by us of an offensive, but it did not discourage 
what has been styled the “wearing down” process. Battalion vied with battalion and brigade with brigade 
in nibbling away at small portions of the line opposed to us -- a few hundred yards at a time or in carrying 
out informal little raids with great daring. The result was the improvement of morale among our own 
ranks and the deterioration of the morale of the enemy. This went on to such an extent that our men 
carried out some very audacious daylight patrols, returning frequently with prisoners more numerous than 
their captors. The most notable exploit was that of the 1st Battalion, which advanced their line several 
hundred yards, and captured over two hundred prisoners in one day with one casualty.  
 
The standing crops between the lines facilitated stealthy approach to the enemy trenches. By night, our 
patrols scoured No Man’s Land, but rarely encountered any enemy. It was said that No Man’s Land had 
ceased to exist, and that our territory ended only at the enemy’s trenches. We captured documents which 
made it clear how far this told on the nerves and spirits of the enemy. Troops taken from this sector were 
reproved by their generals for their continual loss of ground. The troops who suffered the reverse alluded 
to above, when over two hundred prisoners were taken by day, were men who had been specially chosen 
to go in and resist the constant pressure of the Australians. 
 
The line on the 19th April ran from Ballieul, west to Meteren, round the west of Meteren, then in a south 
easterly direction, just west of Merris and east of Strazeele station, then south towards Merville. Thus, the 
Germans were in a deep salient, of which the front opposite us was the most advanced part. 
 
As soon as it was clear that the position had stabilised, arrangements were made to give each brigade in 
succession a regular rest. The routine, though varied, ran for the most part like this -- a week’s line work, 
a week in supports and a week in rest. The rest area was near Sercus, a prettily-situated village about ten 
miles from the line. Here, troops were encamped in a field and combined inevitable training with various 
sporting activities. The week’s rest was always very pleasant and acceptable. 
 
A feature of the early part of this period deserves mention. The inhabitants in their flight from the invaded 
regions had left behind great quantities of live stock and a good deal of furniture, etc. Such of the live 
stock as could be removed, consisting principally of cows, were driven back and collected by the French 
authorities on behalf of the owners. In this way, we gathered in eighty-four head of cattle. But pigs, 
poultry, pet rabbits, etc., could not be similarly dealt with, and instead of being allowed to die off, were 
killed for food. Several amateur butchers were discovered, the Battalion draughtsman being an expert. 
Eggs were plentiful. Each company kept a cow. When a unit moved, anyone who happened to wander 
along a little-used back road, frequently came on a couple of “cook’s offsiders” in charge of the 
Battalion’s milk supply. A valuable discovery was a supply of flour, which in the hands of the cooks, was 
transformed into puddings and pies, to the great satisfaction of all concerned. 
 
Pianos rescued from the ruins were also in demand, but woe betide any unit found in possession of one. 
All sorts of devices were availed of to hide their presence when the brigadier came round. 
 
Messes were fitted out with sound crockery, to be broken by the carelessness of batmen at the first shift. 
 
In Pradelles, Battalion Headquarters were in a large cellar beneath a factory, protected on the side facing 
the enemy, but with windows on the side away from him. To this place, were carried beds and a supply of 
clean sheets, chairs, carpets, tables, a roll-top desk, large mirrors to hang on the walls, and many other 
articles, till the place resembled the lounge of a fashionable hotel. Many serviceable articles of clothing 
were found, and many the wearing of which made their new owners appear grotesque. The troops voted 
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retreat better fun than advances. So much for the general characteristics of this period. We must now deal 
in detail with the doing of the Battalion in this somewhat novel kind of warfare. 
 
On the 19th April, then, we moved across from our first position around Dieppe Forest, and occupied a 
railway camp, from which the owners had fled leaving a comfortable home behind them; this was near 
Barre. Here, the nucleus, who were left out when the Battalion went into action, rejoined, and fresh 
personnel joined the nucleus. On the 22nd April, we moved to support positions behind the 5th Battalion, 
who were in the line. Deserted farmhouses made comfortable billets, though the enemy had a tendency to 
use them as targets. From here, companies went forward at night to improve the defences of the area. On 
the 29th April, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the line, south of Meteren, in the vicinity of Moolenacker.  
 
An incident of the tour is instructive. The Army Commander desired identification of the units opposed to 
us, so he asked each of the four Australian Battalions in the line to try to obtain prisoners, and each of the 
Battalions was successful. Our party, under Sergeant Charville, raided an enemy listening post, killed 
three of the enemy and brought back a wounded prisoner. This gallant N.C.O. was wounded himself by 
one of our own bombs. Following is a report of this patrol:-  
 

PATROL REPORT 
 
Patrol left our lines at X. 25 C. 41. They crept up to an enemy listening post about X. 25 C. 70. 
The night was very dark and observation difficult. Bombs were thrown into the post, which was 
then rushed. 
 
There were four men in post, all of whom were wounded by bombs. The patrol endeavoured to get 
all these men away, but they would not come, and made a great noise calling to their post behind 
them. The men in this post answered them, so that it was necessary to get away as soon as 
possible. Three of the enemy were killed and the fourth was carried out on a stretcher lying near 
the post. The wounded prisoner belonged to the 1st Eisatz Bn. 23rd J.R. 3rd K. 
 
The Patrol Leader, Sergeant Charville, was wounded by pellets from one of our bombs and 
evacuated. 

 
Relieved on the 4th May, 1918, we moved back to positions at L’Egerneist, where we bivouacked until the 
13th May, when we moved to the area around Pradelles in supports. From here, working parties were 
despatched nightly to the forward area. Enemy shelling of the billets of C and A Companies caused some 
casualties, 2nd/Lieut. Mettam being killed. 
 
On the 19th May, we moved a short distance back to the area near Rougeboix, where we occupied 
scattered farmhouses. Occasional shells fell in the vicinity of our billets but did no damage. On the 25th 
May, the explosion of a lamp resulted in the severe burning of two signallers, one of whom subsequently 
succumbed to his injuries. The Battalion suffered a heavy loss in the departure for India of Major H. E. 
Bastin, M.C., and Capt. J. Bowtell Harris, M.C., officers whose service with the Battalion was the subject 
of a commendatory letter which is appended to the end of this chapter. 
 
It was apparent to us shortly after our arrival on this front that 2nd Army and 15th Corps, to which we were 
attached, had us “in the bag.” We were trusted nowhere. The only villages not out of bounds were those 
in the firing line, and this was the subject of many a bitter jest. It was commonly asserted that the entrance 
to a certain village bore this legend, “Out of bounds to Chinese and Australians.” When we moved back 
to Sercus on the 26th May, the experiment was tried of opening the town for the first time. Other towns 
followed, to the intense disgust of little town majors and A.P.M.’s, and eventually the stigma was 
removed. It is hardly necessary to add that this policy was justified. 
 
A persistent rumour gained currency that a huge German attack was expected on the 25th May, but the day 
passed off uneventfully. On the 26th May, we moved out for our first rest -- a seven days’ spell in the 
picturesque district around Sercus. Various sporting events were held. At a brigade sports meeting on the 
31st May an enjoyable day was spent. The Battalion team easily won the brigade championship with 45 
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points, the next team scoring only 14 points. A concert was held at night. A cricket match against the 8th 
Battalion was won by 29 runs. 
 
On the 3rd June, we moved forward again, and the following night relieved the 12th Battalion in the front 
line, astride the railway line, just east of Strazeele station. In continuation of a successful operation by the 
12th Battalion two nights previously, we advanced our line slightly. A local operation had been planned 
for the night of the 11th June, but as the English Division on our right -- the 29th -- had planned a gas 
attack for that night, we had to postpone our affair; instead, we evacuated our trenches to allow the gas to 
go over, but owing to unfavourable wind it did not transpire. We were due for relief on the night of the 
12th which would have meant that the incoming battalion would work on our plans and carry out the 
operation themselves. Relief arrangements were actually completed, but at the special request of the 
companies concerned, Brigade were prevailed on to postpone the relief for 24 hours to enable our 
operation to be carried out on the night of the 12th/13th June.  
 
Arrangements were made for the 3rd M.G. Co. to barrage enemy back areas, and with medium and light 
T.M.’s to bombard the position to be attacked. Zero was fixed at 1 a.m. The attack was carried out by C 
and D Companies and was a great success. Our line was advanced south of the railway line about 500 
yards on a front of 650 yards. About 50 enemy were killed and 47 taken prisoners. Nine machine guns 
and one trench mortar were captured. Our casualties were 2 killed and 17 wounded. Second Lieut. P. 
Edgoose was severely wounded. For his gallantry and initiative in leading at a critical time, Lieut. P. H. 
Smedley was awarded a Military Cross. Divisional and brigade commanders congratulated the troops on a 
neat little success. Much of the success was undoubtedly due to the preliminary reconnaissance and 
careful planning of our Intelligence Officer, Lieut. E. G. Robb. The affair also reflected great credit on the 
company commanders concerned, Capt. W. R. D’Altera and Lieut. E. W. Hill.  
 
We were relieved by the 5th Battalion on the following night and came into supports about Pradelles. The 
chief feature of the following days was the very bad attack of “wind up” which afflicted the higher 
powers. They gave it out that there were excellent reasons for believing in a powerful German offensive 
on the morning of the 16th June. Consequently, instead of moving back to rest area, the 3rd Brigade were 
kept in the vicinity. We were employed feverishly strengthening the support lines by cutting standing 
crops in front of the trenches. There was a general confidence among the men in the issue of any 
encounter that could not fail to impress us. The enemy would have had a very rough time had he done 
what was expected of him. But no attack came, and in due course, we again moved to the Sercus area for 
a brief rest. 
 
Throughout this period, we remained under orders to move at two hours’ notice should the expected 
enemy attack develop. Each battalion in turn was inlying picquet [on standby], ready to move by bus on 
half an hour’s notice. Twice special warnings for readiness were issued. Officers were required to make 
themselves familiar with the roads leading backwards towards the coast. In short, somebody “higher up” 
was suffering from “nerves,” and our rest was rendered less beneficial by the constant state of pre-
paredness. 
 
Nothing transpired, however, and we moved forward on the 26th June and took over once again the 
Moolenacker sector, just south of Meteren. A quiet spell followed. There was much patrol activity and 
enemy posts were frequently bombed. A party of Americans, comprising four officers and eighteen men, 
was attached to us to gain experience. Fine fellows they were, and very eager to learn, and our men 
spared no pains to teach them. After a short stay they left, and were replaced by others, expressing 
themselves as delighted with their visit. 
 
A party of officers were standing together at a forward post one night when an enemy minenwerfer fell 
among them, passed through the arm of Capt. R. McG. Stewart, inflicting a serious wound, and fell 
harmlessly to the ground. Had it burst -- as these things usually did -- our loss would have been serious. 
The “minnie” was secured for the War Museum. On the 3rd July, 2nd Lieut. Tucker (“Gorrie”) was 
wounded on a daring daylight patrol and could not be brought in till night. Subsequently, he died from his 
wounds. He was a member of the original Battalion and had only recently been promoted from sergeant 
to 2nd lieutenant. One of the bravest and coolest of soldiers, he had won a D.C.M. for his magnificent 
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work at Pozieres, when, with Captain Oates and others, he had fought a bombing fight which had saved 
for us a newly won trench. His loss was greatly deplored. 
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On the 5th July, news of the Hamel success reached us, and that evening we were withdrawn, relieved by 
the 5th Battalion. We came back into supports until the 13th, during which period we supplied nightly 
working parties for the forward areas. On the 14th, we marched to Racquinghem for a fortnight’s spell. 
Here, we were camped in tents on low ground and not very comfortable. However, we went in largely for 
sports and games. We were handy to the Neuf Fosse Canal and swimming was popular. Musketry was 
carried out on a miniature range near by. As usual, we were under orders to move at two hours’ notice.  
 
Leave to St. Omer was granted, and many a man trudged the long road home in a state of unsteadiness, 
unable to pick up a lorry on the way. Many of the officers established friendly relations and got on 
visiting terms with the Australian sisters at a casualty clearing station at St. Omer. A swimming carnival 
on the 25th July was a huge success. At a church parade, General Birdwood presented medals and 
addressed the troops in the well-known “Birdwood” style. Inter-company and Inter-battalion cricket 
matches were played. We defeated at cricket the Pioneer Battalion, Brigade Headquarters and the 6th 
Battalion, the last match being won by six runs, thanks to a fine innings by Lieut. W. H. G. Smith. On the 
26th July we marched out several miles in the rain to be reviewed by General Plumer, and got wet 
through. As it was too wet for the general to come, the troops returned in high spirits. 
 
The news from the south deserves mention. Reports continued to come in of the success of our sister 
divisions on the Somme -- the Hamel victory was welcome news. Then came tidings from the French 
front -- where the German offensive seemed to be converted into a retreat. We felt it was time we left this 
front. The divisions on our flanks were given periodical rests, but our Division had held the front 
continuously. The popular belief was that 2nd Army knew that as soon as we were taken out of the line, 
our own corps would claim us. It was generally felt that that day was not far off. 
 
On the 29th July, we again moved forward, and the following evening were in the line again. B Company 
got a prisoner the next night. On the night of the 2nd August, we were relieved and left this sector for 
good. We had been first in the line in this sector in April, and now were the last to leave it. They had been 
four months of strenuous work, of much anxiety and constant strain. We had been 35 days in the line, 43 
in supports and 28 in rest. 
 
Our casualties for the period were:- Officers, 4 killed, 6 wounded; men, 44 killed, 178 wounded; and our 
prisoners totalled 49. The total number of prisoners for the Division was just 19 short of the 1000, well up 
to the average of the divisions on the Somme, which, by reason of more constant fighting, had perhaps 
had greater opportunities. 
 
After a few days near Lynde, we entrained at Arques on the 6th August, and detrained once more at 
Hangest at 8.30 that night; after the customary Y.M.C.A. coffee, we marched to St. Omer, arriving about 
12.30 and were soon in bed. The following evening at 8.15 we embussed and after a long drive through 
the night, debussed at 2 a.m. on the morning of the 8th. A tired battalion marched into La Motte Brebière 
at 4.30 a.m., just as the outburst of artillery fire which shook the earth and illuminated the sky told of the 
opening of the great offensive a few miles away, and the beginning of the greatest battle in which 
Australian troops had been engaged. 
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CHAPTER 19 -- THE GREAT OFFENSIVE 
 
WE had a shrewd suspicion that we had not been brought down to the Somme for an outing. Just prior to 
our departure from the north, the writer met an English staff major. After referring to our projected move 
and expressing his admiration for our work, he said, “But surely your corps will give you a rest now.” He 
was quite surprised to learn that we entertained no such expectation. 
 
The first definite news we had of what was coming, was during a halt in our march from where we had 
debussed on the early morning of the 8th August, 1918. As the troops rested on the roadside, officers by 
the aid of electric torches read to them Monash’s now famous order. It was vague, but inspiring; and it 
thrilled us to think that at last we were taking a lesson from the enemy and launching an offensive on a 
grand scale. We saw the flashes later which announced the opening of the play, and chuckled to think 
how Fritz must be dancing to our music. 
 
We reached La Motte Brebiêre, a poor desolate shattered spot on the Somme, at 4.30 a.m., dog tired with 
our night’s travelling. The village afforded poor accommodation, but we would sleep anywhere. At  
4 p.m., we were on the move again. Leaving the nucleus behind with our spare kit, we marched to our 
camping ground at Aubigny, not far from Corbie. 
 
At 4.5 a.m. on the 9th, we received word to be prepared to move at 6 a.m. if required. This message had 
left Division at midnight, but all communications were by despatch rider, as it was impossible to erect 
telephone lines. At 7.30, Brigade issued orders to move at once, 7th and 8th Battalions leading, to a 
position about Harbonnieres. At 8.30, we moved out in column of route. 
 
We must revert for a moment to the doings of the previous day. The attack was on a wide front. On the 
left, north of the Somme, was the 3rd Corps; in the centre the Australian Corps, and on the right, the 
Canadian Corps, who joined with the French. The 2nd and 3rd Divisions were entrusted with the opening 
of the attack for our corps, with the 5th and 4th Divisions behind them. The operation proceeded according 
to plan. The 2nd and 3rd Divisions easily took their objectives by 7 a.m. The 4th and 5th Divisions, going 
through them, likewise gained their objectives. Casualties were light and captures both of men and 
material enormous.  
 
The German front had been pierced to a depth of about six miles. A staggering blow had been inflicted, as 
Sir John Monash had confidently predicted. North of the Somme, the 3rd Corps had not been very 
successful, but on our front, the victory was complete. But it was not to be allowed to rest there. Our 
Division was to be thrown in to exploit the success, and to drive a still deeper wedge into the enemy’s 
defences, in conjunction with the Canadians. By midday on the 9th, as we had not been able to arrive in 
time, the 5th Division had begun the further advance and had captured Vauvillers. They were resting here, 
preparing to carry the attack still further in the event of our being delayed, when we overtook them, as 
will be seen hereafter. 
 
At 10.45, while we were on the march through territory won the preceding day, the C.O., in response to a 
verbal message, proceeded to Brigade. The Brigadier, Brig. General J. Heane, had been motored to 
Division for instructions, and had just returned. Before leaving us, the C.O. instructed us to continue to 
advance as far as Bayonvillers, where he would rejoin us, in echelon of companies. At Brigade, he 
received instructions to continue the advance from the green line, south of Harbonnieres, and held by the 
15th Brigade, to the red line. We were allotted six tanks, a section of the 2nd Machine Gun Company, and 
two 18 pr. field guns. At 12.15, the C.O. rejoined us at Bayonvillers. The transport was parked, and each 
company drew its Lewis guns from the limbers [detachable front part of a gun carriage]. 
 
At 12.30, we resumed our march in artillery formation, B and A Companies in front, C and D behind, 
each company having with it its pack horse laden with 2000 rounds of ammunition. At the appointed spot, 
south of Harbonnieres, we assembled for the battle. Company commanders received their instructions, the 
situation was explained, boundaries and objectives defined, and tanks and artillery received their orders. 
The 8th Battalion were on our right, and we got in touch with them.  
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The ground over which we were to advance, was a gentle slope for the first half mile or so, when we 
passed over a low ridge, then almost flat for the remainder of the distance, rising sharply to the red line -- 
our objective -- about 4000 yards off. This last rise gave the enemy a perfect view of our movements 
during the whole advance, and was, moreover, a difficult spot to attack. It contained a network of trenches 
and gun pits, and marked the spot where the line had run prior to the German offensive in March. The 
whole battlefield was covered only by short grass, except for an occasional copse; many old trenches 
served as cover for the defenders, but gave no assistance to the attackers. The position would be a 
formidable one to attack at any time, but we were to advance against it with no artillery barrage. 
 

 
 

On our left was the 2nd Division. It was expected that they would co-operate with us and advance on our 
left. The attack was originally timed for 11 a.m., but as we could not possibly arrive by then, it was 
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postponed. When we did advance, we found that our left was entirely unsupported, and our left flank was 
in the air all the way. How much trouble this occasioned will be seen. 
 
Having completed our assembly, we began the advance at 1.50 p.m. It was a warm dusty day, and the 
troops had had a long march without rest. The plan of attack was to send on in front of a thin line of 
scouts about 100 yards apart. 150 yards behind them came the tanks, four in front and two behind. 150 
yards in rear of the tanks, B and A Companies in artillery formation (B on the left), each with two 
platoons in front and two behind. 500 yards behind were C and D Companies in echelon of platoons; 
Headquarters were between the attacking and supporting companies. As soon as we moved, the two 
artillery officers (they were not Australians), who had been ordered to keep with Battalion Headquarters, 
disappeared, and were not seen again. Consequently, we were deprived of the use of our two field guns. 
We soon came under artillery fire, and were attacked by six aircraft, but our extended formation 
prevented us from suffering many casualties. South of Vanvillers, we passed through troops of the 15th 
Brigade, and immediately encountered heavy machine gun fire from the front and from the left. This was 
unexpected, as we had reckoned on covering fire from a line of the 15th Brigade still further ahead. These 
troops were mistaken as to their actual position, and were 1000 yards behind the green line. The tanks had 
worked too far to the right, and the troops tended to follow the tanks and soon left us altogether. To 
counteract this, C Company was brought up and put in on the left. This caused the enemy to retire, 
pursued by our machine gun fire. C Company seized the opportunity and pushed forward. Heavy 
opposition was again met with, particularly from the left, where the enemy, having no troops in front to 
worry him, harassed our flank with machine gun and rifle fire. A copse afforded him good cover, but he 
began to evacuate it a few men at a time by means of an old communication trench. We assaulted the 
copse and captured it. At 4 p.m., we continued the advance by short rushes against heavy fire, and 
succeeded in reaching the foot of the hill which was our objective. Here, we were held up. The hill was a 
mass of trenches and old gun-pits, and afforded ample cover to the enemy. We were on open ground and 
exposed to galling fire. The left flank was experiencing especial difficulty. A Company on the right had 
captured a German hospital, but had suffered heavily and expended their rifle grenades. D Company was 
pushed forward to assist them. 
 
By the skilful use of volleys of rifle grenades, we got a footing in old gun pits. Advance over the open 
was impossible, as the Hun was resisting determinedly and his machine guns and snipers were holding us 
up. Here, the old trenches were of some use, and by bombing our way along them we gradually made 
headway. Eventually, seeing us creeping on, the enemy took fright and bolted. Machine guns were on him 
in an instant and many were shot down. With a rush, we were up the last pinch and on our objective and 
the enemy driven out. Posts were established along this line and the position consolidated. We still had to 
suffer machine gun fire and the enemy were still strong. Our left, still short of the objective, was fired at 
from the flank and from the rear, from Germans occupying positions in the still un-captured ground 
opposite the 2nd Division, but gradually they, too, advanced and made good the position, a much 
weakened and exhausted company. At 6 p.m., Brigade were advised that the red line was ours. At 6.30, a 
determined counterattack withered before our fire. Just in front of us was an enemy battery which had 
been firing till the last. The Germans made many attempts to limber the guns and get them out, but they 
and their horses were shot down. 
 
A graphic description of the advance is given in Downing’s To the Last Ridge. As an eyewitness’ account 
of the action it is interesting. 
 
Extract from Downing’s Last Ridge. 
 

At 11 o’clock, a new attack was made along the whole line. The 1st Division . . . was coming 
through. If it could not arrive in time we were to go over… The time drew near. We were twice 
ordered to prepare to attack; twice the advance was postponed. At last the 58th and 60th, who had 
been following us through the fighting, lined our trench. Over they went…    There was hot 
fighting. We were mounting the parapet to follow, when a runner hurried through the trench. 
‘From Captain to old platoon sergeants. Don’t go over.’ We wondered. Then we looked behind 
us. 
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And there was the 1st Division, in artillery formation, dotted over the ridge a mile behind. The 
waves in their regular patterns stretched backward for thousands of yards, and sideways for 
miles… On they came. They passed over us. It was twenty minutes before the last wave went 
through. 
 
‘Best of luck, 8th Battalion.’ 
 
‘Thanks, boys.’ 
 
Their fresh faces contrasted with ours, that were unshaven, and grimy, and wan. They strode on, 
and on, and on. Shrapnel eddied and flashed and puffed above them, bullets ripped through their 
formation. As one man fell, another stepped into his place, without slackening, without hurrying. 
outwardly calm. 
 
They extended into single lines and swept forward to Lihon’s Wood. Then they advanced by short 
rushes. We saw them charge with the bayonet far away. They reached the wood, tiny dots, as tiny 
as when we first saw them, a long way behind. Parties of men came and went with stretchers. 
Batches of prisoners shambled through. Motor ambulances rolled along the road by our trench 
as the sun was setting. 

 
At 7 p.m., we gained touch with the 8th on the right, but our left was still in the air. A Company from the 
5th Battalion, who had followed our advance, was sent across to form a defensive flank on the left. Even 
then, this flank was exceedingly vulnerable. It was not until 8.45 p.m. that the 25th Battalion came up on 
our left and got touch. Even then, they were short of the red line, and were too far to the left, our troops 
being well into 2nd Division territory. How much this lack of co-operation between the divisions had cost 
we know too well. It was 2 hours 50 minutes after our attack commenced before the flank moved 
forward; had we begun together the enemy on our left would have been far too busily engaged in front to 
have harassed our flank. The comparison is forcibly brought out by the casualties. Our losses were:-  
 
   Killed. Wounded. Missing. 
 Officers      6       8         1 
 Men     52   169         2 
      58   177         3 
 
the total being 238. The casualties sustained by the 25th Battalion totalled 19. Such incidents are 
inseparable from big offensives, but we may be pardoned the regret that we should have been the victims. 
 
Of the achievement of that day, we make no apology for being proud. On a hot dusty day, troops who in 
the eleven nights preceding had had but two nights’ rest, had marched twelve miles without a halt, and 
gone straight into action. Let the official report continue:-  
 

The mere statement of facts on paper does not convey any idea of the severity of the task. The 
position assailed overlooked the whole field of battle, the Battalion advanced and fought over the 
field in broad daylight, without assistance from other arms of the service, against an enemy who 
fought determinedly, and enemy in strongly entrenched positions, with enemy field guns firing 
over open sights; fought and advanced with an open and exposed flank, against machine gun fire 
of fierce intensity, on a hot day; and at the conclusion of a long, tiring, dusty march. 
 
The 9th August is sacred to the men of the 7th Battalion as the anniversary of their famous Lone 
Pine fight, and the deeds of that day were worthily emulated by the men of the present 7th 
Battalion.  

 
Our prisoners numbered 100. Booty captured included 2 9-inch Howitzers, 1 6-inch Howitzer, 1 3-inch 
Howitzer, 2 granatenwerfers, 4 heavy machine guns, 14 light machine guns, and a German hospital with 
much equipment. 
 
Of our losses we hardly cared to think. Our total casualties were 238. We had had killed six fine officers 
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-- 2nd/Lieut. J. H. Hamblett, M.M.; Lieut. W. Poole; Lieut. R. B. Purbrick; 2nd/Lieut. J. Caddy, D.C.M., 
M.M.; 2nd/Lieut, T. V. Harris; 2nd/Lieut. T. J. Ross, and eight others wounded. All our company 
commanders had fallen early. In addition, many splendid N.C.O.’s and men, including Sgt. Milgate, an 
original, and Sgt. Cumberland. 
 
That night passed without incident. Hot food was got forward to us. At 8 a.m. next morning, the 3rd 
Brigade passed through us and carried on the attack. We were then relieved and withdrawn to support 
positions a little further back, where for several days we remained, occupying old trenches, and except for 
shell fire, comparatively quiet. 
 
On the 10th August, we were ordered to send a company to assist the 8th Battalion on the following 
morning. D Company, under Lieut. W. H. G. Smith, was sent. The 3rd Brigade were to attack on the left; 
the objective was 500 yards beyond Lihons. Tanks and artillery were to cooperate. D Company were 200 
yards behind the centre of the 8th Battalion. The attack began at 4 a.m. The ground was very difficult, 
being intersected by many deep trenches, which in the darkness, were not easily crossed by men burdened 
with all the impedimenta of battle. They pushed forward, however, and encountered heavy machine gun 
fire.  
 
The advance was made a section at a time, and they established themselves in a trench with a company of 
the 8th on the right; and, after bombing their way along the trench, the left company was also found. A 
party was sent to “mop up” Lihons. At 4.30 p.m., determined enemy counter-attacks were beaten off.  
 
That night, the Company was relieved and rejoined us the following morning. Their casualties were 2 
killed, 15 wounded, 2 missing. A letter from the commanding officer of the 8th Battalion evidence the 
work they had performed:-  

Headquarters,  
8th Battalion, A.I.F. 
14th August, 1918. 

 
To Commanding Officer, 
7th Battalion, A.I.F. 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
I am desirous of conveying to you my appreciation of the splendid work done by your D Company 
under command of Lieut. Smith during the recent operation in which the Company was attached 
to this Battalion. 
 
The work of the Company, officers, N.C.O.’s and men was of the very highest order, and I 
consider it an honour to take such a fine Company into action. 
 
Their dash, combined with the skilful leading of their officers, was of tremendous assistance to 
the Battalion during the advance, and the courage and determination which they displayed in 
repelling the enemy counter-attacks was well in keeping with the traditions of your grand old 
Battalion. 
 
If at any time in the future operations render it necessary for other troops to be attached to this 
Battalion, I sincerely hope that we will again have the good fortune to have such troops as these 
with us. 
 

J. W. Mitchell, Lieut. Colonel, 
Commanding 8th Battalion, A.I.F. 

 
While in support area, we were subjected to a good deal of hostile shelling, and lost three young officers 
killed – 2nd/Lieuts. Grant, Summers and Kelly. 
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On the 15th August, the Division was relieved and came back to Cerisy, on the Somme, where we sought 
shelter in dugouts and bivouacs. There was a road nearby and the constant traffic raised a dust which was 
very unpleasant. Fortunately, the Somme was handy, and swimming was a universal attraction. The 
nucleus rejoined and all our spare gear was sent up from La Motte Brebiêre. By night, enemy aeroplanes 
dropped bombs along the road. 
 
On the 18th, we moved back via Hamel to Hamelet, just across the Somme from Corbie. The town was 
sadly damaged and accommodation was poor. On the 21st, the nucleus left for Corbie and we were on the 
move again at 8.40 p.m. We came up to the support area, about 1½  miles south-east of Proyart, and about 
2 miles north of Lihons. On the 22nd, the C.O. attended a conference at Brigade Headquarters and 
received instructions for an attack early next morning. That night, after a hot meal was served, we moved 
forward to our assembly positions. 
 
The plan of attack was as follows:- The 5th and 6th Battalions were to attack, and we were to follow and 
support the 5th, who were on the left flank. We were to form up 500 yards behind the Framerville-Proyart 
Road and to follow the 5th at a distance of 1000 yards, unless required by them, to assist in the attack. We 
were to clean up all trenches and dugouts in the conquered territory. Fifty men were to be sent up to the 
final objective with material necessary for consolidation. We were to construct a support line previously 
marked down, in which the 1st Pioneer Battalion were to assist us. D and A Company led our advance, 
with B and C in support. The 1st Brigade were co-operating on the left and the 97th Imperial Brigade on 
the right. 
 
We were in position in artillery formation at 3.45 a.m. At 4.45 a.m., the attack began and we moved 
forward through the enemy barrage. The dense smoke and dust prevented our seeing more than 100 yards 
ahead. We reached St. Martin’s Wood and came under machinegun fire. The 5th had passed through ahead 
of us, and D and A Companies proceeded to mop up. Three officers and 65 men were captured; also 1 7.5 
cm. field gun. 5 heavy machine guns and 24 light machine guns. Each company then dug strongposts on 
the line allotted to it. At 8 a.m., heavy shelling of a gully forward of the wood compelled us to move 
forward to escape it. That night, we were again shelled heavily and early next morning a gas shell 
bombardment began, lasting several hours. The men wore their respirators, but could not keep them on 
permanently, and the gas hung about the wood all day. At night, we relieved the 5th Battalion in the line. 
It rained heavily and relief was rendered difficult by reason of the slippery nature of the ground. After an 
unpleasant 24 hours, we were relieved by the 30th Battalion, and were brought back by motor bus to 
Hamel, where we were bivouacked comfortably in a gully before dawn on the 27th. 
 
Our task in the operation had not been a major one, but had been very heavy. We had suffered intense 
shell-fire. Ours was a difficult and dangerous job in mopping up the woods, but D and A Companies had 
performed it thoroughly and quickly. Our losses were:- 
 
    Officers  Men. 
 Killed        0    12 
 Wounded       2    31 
 Gassed        2    88 
 Missing        0      2 
 Total        4  133 
 
The Pioneers and Engineers rendered valuable service, and assisted materially in the construction of our 
strongposts. As usual, we received the congratulations of General Birdwood and other commanders. 
 
This operation was known as the “Souvenir Stunt,” as in the course of “mopping-up” the wood, we 
collected a great many trophies. One soldier was seen with a sand bag into which he threw watches as he 
gathered them. As each one went in, he would name the recipient for whom he intended them, and his 
monologue was some thing like this: “Here's one for old Bill, who is left with the nucleus; here’s one for 
Marie, down near Abbeville; here’s one -- a bit slow -- give that to the sergeant; here’s one to send 
home,” and so on. Many revolvers were similarly acquired. The prisoners gladly parted with everything 
except their gas masks. 
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We remained about ten days in the gully near Hamel, while other units crossed the Somme, captured 
Mont St. Quentin, and continued to carry the line forward. We were reorganised on a three-company 
basis, A Company being disbanded. Each company consisted of three platoons instead of four. This was 
necessary as our ranks had been considerably depleted and our strength was just about 400. On the 8th 
September, we left and were brought by motor bus through interesting recently-won territory to Mont St. 
Quentin. Here, we were bivouacked in trenches and a partially destroyed hospital, and were occupied in 
salvage work on the field of battle. On the 10th we moved to Tincourt, where we remained till the 
15th. R.S.M. Baker and 12 others left for Australia on six months’ furlough. 
 
On the 15th September, we marched out at 7 p.m. and relieved the 4th Battalion in the front line near 
Loisel. The weather was becoming very bad, and there was a good deal of rain. The enemy artillery was 
fairly active, and aeroplanes dropped bombs on our supports. 12 fell on Battalion Headquarters, doing a 
lot of damage to our records and to the typewriter, but causing very few casualties. On the morning of the 
18th, the 1st Brigade attacked through our lines. Three nights later, we went forward and relieved them in 
the positions they had gained, near Hangicourt, but were not actually in the front line. On the 23rd 
September, the 59th American Regiment relieved us, and we came back to Tincourt. From here, we 
entrained to Longpre, and marched to Ailly-le-Haut-Clocher, near Abbeville, for, we hoped, a complete 
rest.  
 
A rumour that we would not see any further fighting caused considerable amusement, but though we did 
not know it, we had seen our last shot fired. Lieut. Colonel Herrod, Lieut. Robb and four N.C.O.’s 
remained behind with the Americans for a few days to assist them in their operations. This party did 
excellent work and well earned the thanks which were accorded them. 
 
We rested at Ailly for six weeks. Leave was re-opened and training resumed. A splendid rifle range 
afforded facilities for musketry practice. Sports, concert parties and lectures helped us to spend an 
enjoyable time. The mornings were devoted to drill; the afternoons to games.  
 
At a sports meeting held on the 27th October, and attended by a number of Australian sisters from No. 3 
A.G.H., led by our first R.M.O., now Lieut. Col. E. W. Gutteridge, D Company won the championship 
with 32 points. C Company scored 30½ , B Company 17, Transport 16, Headquarters 7. The 
championship went to Pte. “Red” Wyatt, 7 points, the others being Pte. Crowley, Capt. Wright and Pte. 
Davey, 6 points each, and Cpl. Henshall, 5½. Lieut. Swift won two of the other events and was second in 
three. At a divisional rifle competition, Capt. H. H. Young secured eighth place. Platoon, company and 
battalion teams competed, but without much success in the various events. 
 
Day leave to Abbeville was plentiful; but it was a long walk home, and on the road might be seen any 
night-belated parties of revellers trudging unsteadily homewards, stopping only to sing at each kilometre 
post. “There’s a friend in every milestone.” The result was that by the time home was reached, everybody 
was quite sober. 
 
On the 8th November, we entrained at Port Reney at 7 a.m. on a very cold morning, and by midnight, were 
in huts at Tincourt. On the 9th, we moved by bus to Brazieul. On the 11th we marched to Favril, 
preparatory to moving forward to continue the advance. Then came the message, “Hostilities will cease at 
eleven hours 11th November. There will be no intercourse with the enemy until receipt of further 
instructions which will be issued.” And so the war ended. 
 
The news was quietly received -- how else could it be in such a desolate spot? It seemed too good to be 
true -- after the years of campaigning and apparently unending warfare. We moved back to Bazieul on the 
13th, forward to Bohain on the 14th, Mozinchien on the 22nd, Prisches on the 23rd, Boulogue on the 24th, 
and Sars Poteries on the 26th, where we were billeted in a huge factory, from which the Germans had 
removed every vestige of useful machinery and destroyed the rest. 
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CHAPTER 20 -- IN BELGIUM 
The Battalion Breaks Up 

 
The concluding story of the Battalion may be shortly told. After 3½ years of warfare, we had suddenly 
reached a condition of affairs which we had often imagined and speculated upon, but had never dared to 
hope for. It was known that it would take many months to get us home, but that did not displace the 
general desire to get home at the earliest possible moment. Already, the original members of the Battalion 
had departed on well-earned furlough, and the rest of us were anxious to get away. The great problem was 
how to interest the men, to keep them contented and out of mischief. Obviously, it was necessary to keep 
some drill for the sake of discipline, and equally obviously, it was futile to attempt battle training of the 
old kind. The education service made a big endeavour to fill the gap and some account of its work 
deserves mention. 
 
The education service was launched by Bishop Long, who formulated the details of the scheme. The 
suddenness of the termination of hostilities robbed it of any opportunity of preparing for this period 
beforehand, and consequently inevitable delay occurred in organisation. Classes in elementary and 
technical subjects were formed in the Battalion and worked well for some time. An education officer was 
appointed. Corps workshops at Jeumont aimed at instructing men in a variety of technical subjects, and 
men were sent there for courses. Army workshops throughout France did the same, with varying success. 
Arrangements for non-military employment in England were made, but it was some time before they 
were properly established. 
 
We were about three weeks at Sars Poteries, whose wretched populace, having been deprived of 
everything during the German occupation, were now living on rations sent up by army lorries, meagre 
enough, but liberal by comparison with the starvation of the last four years. A series of sports 
competitions were organised. The general hope and expectation was that we were to go to the Rhine to 
form part of the Allied Army of occupation. While at Sars Poteries, we lost our little interpreter, George 
Gauthier, who had been nearly two years with us, and was a universal favourite. He carried with him the 
best wishes of all for his peace pursuits, and he assured us he was coming out to Australia to see us all 
some day. He had some queer ideas about Australia, one of the most deep-rooted being that Bendigo was 
the capital, and the Bendigo Advertiser the chief paper in the Commonwealth. But then the adjutant hailed 
from Bendigo -- and what Bendigo man doesn’t think Bendigo the first city of the Southern Hemisphere! 
 
Just before Christmas, we moved up to Belgium. We were three days on the roads. The first day we 
marched 18kms along good roads in light rain. The Prince of Wales inspected us on the march. We spent 
the night at Solre-St.-Gery -- in country unscarred by the war. A 21kms march next day along muddy and 
rough roads brought us to Thy-le-Chateau, and the third day, we covered 12kms to Couillet, a suburb of 
Charleroi. We had passed through pleasant country, in striking contrast to the barren areas behind. 
Couillet was a kind of promised land, and as we swung down the main street behind the band, crowds 
lined the streets and we felt that all our troubles were past. 
 
The men were accommodated in comfortable billets and proceeded to establish themselves on familiar 
terms with the populace. Unlike the people of France in the war zones, these folk could speak no English, 
and all conversations were carried on by means of our scanty French resources with remarkable success. 
Many men were taken into private houses, given good billets and treated almost as “one of the family.” 
The search for men for fatigues and guards used to drive orderly corporals to despair.  
 
The civilians took us to their hearts very quickly. The first example came on Christmas Day. It was 
decided to have a Battalion dinner. Tables and forms were provided and set in a big hall; the inhabitants 
lent us table linen, ornaments, flowers, flags, cutlery and crockery. The Battalion cooks supplied the 
dinner. The waiting was done by the officers and sergeants. A three-course meal was served, washed 
down by bottles of good beer and a rum issue. Our civilian friends crowded in to admire. The Brigadier 
visited the men at dinner and wished them the compliments of the season. The season was likewise amply 
feted in the officers’ and sergeants’ messes later on. 
 
Soon afterwards, the mayor held a reception to the Australians. The 6th and 7th Battalions marched past a 
saluting point where the Brigadier was standing with the mayor and councillors. Refreshments were 
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served to officers and addresses of welcome were delivered and replied to. A series of dances was held by 
the civilians, to which our men were admitted, and by officers’ and sergeants’ messes, and also by the 
Battalion. As was inevitable, the young men of the town resented the familiarity with which we 
fraternised with the girls, and we had to exclude them from our dances. 
 
However, the thoughts of all men were turned eagerly homeward. The first contingent to leave said 
farewell to the Battalion on the 19th January, 1919, leaving behind many temporarily broken hearts among 
the young ladies of the town. 
 
The arrival of reinforcements in January created much merriment; but the vast majority were boys only 
just old enough to enlist, and they settled down cheerfully to the routine and duties of the Battalion from 
which the older men were largely released. These were the first reinforcements which had come to the 
Battalion since January, 1918, and during the strenuous campaigns of the past year, the Battalion had had 
to rely on the return from hospital of men who had been evacuated ill or slightly wounded. 
 
While waiting, liberal leave was given to visit Brussels and Waterloo, a privilege eagerly availed of. A 
few men paid quite unofficial visits to Cologne. 
 
During February, men waited anxiously for the departure of the next quota, but as a direct result of the 
coal strikes in England, demobilisation was delayed. The date of departure was deferred from time to time 
till men were tired of waiting. At last, on the 1st March, 1919, they left, leaving behind, as the last had 
done, many sad hearts among the girls of Couillet. 
 
The next quota finally left on the 5th March. On the 5th March, we were thrown into mourning by the 
sudden death from influenza of Lieut. K. G. Banks, a loyal-hearted and popular young officer whose 
record of service with us had been long and valuable. He was accorded a military funeral. In March, the 
6th and 7th Battalions amalgamated and in April, the 5th and 8th joined us to form the 2nd Brigade Battalion. 
In due course, these also were sent over to England and finally reached Australia. 
 
There is no need to follow the men through the camps of England, where there were interminable and 
exasperating delays, broken only by short furloughs to bid farewell to friends in England, nor to trace 
them homeward on their boats, nor speak of happy reunions on Australian soil. But we can truthfully say 
that our joy at setting our faces towards home was not unmingled with a pang of regret to be leaving for 
ever the Battalion that had been our home so long. 
 
So, we have traced the glorious story of our dear old Battalion. After years of strife and buffeting, 
changing from day to day as old identities passed away and new arrivals came, the Seventh had held on 
its path. We who were privileged to serve with it, know what a famous regiment it was. No true member 
of it but did not feel when he was separated from it, that he was away from home; and when he rejoined it 
after absence, it was with a thrill of joy, as at a homecoming. Many gallant comrades have fallen to make 
its history; its record is written in letters of blood. And what a record! Memories of the Landing, of Helles 
and Lone Pine, of Pozières, of Ypres, of Guedecourt and Flers, of Ligny-Thilloy, of Polygon Wood and 
Zonnebeke, of Wytschaete and the Ravine, of Hazebrouck, of Harbonnieres and Lihons, of Martin’s 
Wood and Roisel come crowding in on us -- a story of victory and triumph, with never an inch of ground 
yielded or a task unfinished. How can we help but be proud of it! 
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AN APPRECIATION 
 
Major H. E. Bastin, M.C. 
Capt. J. Bowtell-Harris, M.C. 
Capt. A. Oates, D.S.O. 
 
On the 25th day of May, 1918, the Battalion bade farewell, with infinite regrets, to two of its most capable 
and brilliant officers in Major H. E. Bastin, M.C., and Capt. J. Bowtell-Harris, M.C., who left that day en 
route to England and India to take up appointments in the Indian Army. 
 
Among the lists of distinguished officers of the Battalion, probably there are none more highly esteemed 
and honoured than these two officers. They enlisted in the ranks with the original Battalion, both went 
through all the hard work and stress of training at Broadmeadows and in Egypt; both rose to N.C.O. rank, 
and sailed with the Battalion for Gallipoli; both took part in the historic landing, Major Bastin as a 
platoon sergeant, and Capt. Harris as a headquarters signaller. 
 
At Helles, Steele’s and Quinn’s Posts, and at the immortal action of Lone Pine, these officers served 
brilliantly with the Battalion. They both obtained their commissions on Gallipoli, and their respective 
absences from the Battalion have been remarkably short. 
 
Major Bastin was wounded at Lone Pine while acting as adjutant. Many of those present at Lone Pine and 
still alive, assert that hardly bare justice has ever been paid Major Bastin for his very gallant and 
courageous work. Major Bastin returned to the Battalion again on the 28th November, 1915, and remained 
with the Battalion from that time on until his departure for India (save for a short period as staff trainee on 
1st Australian Brigade). Major Bastin again took up the duties of adjutant at Tel-el-Kebir on the 10th 
January, 1916, and was appointed adjutant on the 7th February, 1916, holding that position until the 1st 
September, 1917, when he received his well-earned majority. Subsequently, he acted as a company 
commander and at times was second-in-command of the Battalion. Associated with the Battalion during 
every action and tour of duty in the line in France, his ability and courage, coupled with a genial and 
merry temperament, could not but make a deep and favourable impression on all with whom he was 
brought into contact. As adjutant, he was able to set a high standard for the officers of the Battalion, and 
to deeply impress on all that the 7th Battalion must and should be all in all to those who wear its colours. 
 
In all this, at all times, and under all circumstances, no officer of the Battalion more zealously and 
effectively aided Major Bastin than Captain Bowtell-Harris. Friends from the inauguration of the 
Battalion, they both were never weary of working for and upholding the honour and fame of the 7th 
Battalion. 
 
Capt. Bowtell-Harris served the Battalion successively as platoon commander, bombing officer and 
company commander, and in each capacity succeeded in more than ordinary measure. Present at, and 
taking a leading part in, the Battalion’s work in the evacuation and its work on the Suez Canal, at 
Serapeum, and again in France, particularly at Pozières, his name will also be associated with that of 
another 7th Battalion officer, Capt. A. Oates, D.S.O., in the memorable bombing stunt of sixteen hours at 
Pozières on the 19th July, 1916, for which Capt. Oates was deservedly awarded the D.S.O. No officer has 
paid a finer tribute to another than the generous and manly terms in which Capt. Oates has always 
referred to the bravery and devotion of Capt. Bowtell-Harris in that bombing attack. 
 
Subsequent to Pozières, Capt. Bowtell-Harris won his M.C. with the greatest courage and dash in a 
successful raid which he organized and led on the German trenches at Ypres on the 30th September, 1916. 
Again, when the Hun retirement commenced before Bapaume, the skill and knowledge of Capt. Bowtell-
Harris were of the greatest value and service to his battalion commander. Of the many valuable services 
jointly rendered by these officers, probably their joint work at Factory Corner, near Bapaume, in the Hun 
retirement in March, 1917, ranks as highly as any because of the manifold difficulties successfully faced 
and overcome by them during the advance of the 7th Battalion. The name of Capt. Bowtell-Harris is, and 
always will be, associated in the Battalion with deeds of daring carried out with more than ordinary 
coolness and skill. 
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It is given to few men so young as these officers to have in such a marked degree, obtained so great and 
unquestioned an influence over their fellow soldiers, and in whom so marked a confidence was always 
placed by all ranks under all circumstances both in and out of the firing line. 
 
It is but just, in the interests of the Battalion and its future history, that there should be placed on record 
some short resume. However, far it falls short of doing justice to the careers of these two officers who 
have so profoundly and so beneficially impressed their respective personalities on their Battalion. 
 
Their love for the Battalion is proverbial, and no officers have ever commenced their military career in 
any sphere with more generous and more earnest good wishes and respect than Major Bastin and Capt. 
Bowtell-Harris carry with them on the commencement of their careers in the Indian Army. 
 
In writing of Major Bastin and Capt. Bowtell-Harris, it is impossible to separate their names and the name 
of Capt. A. Oates, D.S.D., who left the Battalion for the lndian Army on the 12th February, 1918. Captain 
Oates enlisted in the 8th Battalion, and came away with the original 1st Division, was transferred to the 7th 
Battalion in the early stages of the Peninsula Campaign and soon rose to commissioned rank. He was 
present at, and displayed, much ability and courage in every action in which we were engaged on 
Gallipoli. Capt. Oates came to France with the Battalion as a company commander, and soon became 
noted for his skill and courage. He and his company especially distinguished themselves at Pozières on 
the 19th July, 1916, when his company led by himself, and Capt. Bowtell-Harris, carried out a fierce 
bombing attack which lasted sixteen hours. For his work on this occasion, Capt. Oates received the 
D.S.O. 
 
On many subsequent occasions, his work was of a very fine standard, notably in the retirement of the 
enemy before Bapaume. 
 
Apart from his actual skill and bravery in the line, Capt. Oates’ work in the Battalion has been of 
particular value to the Battalion in the excellent stamp of N.C.O.’s and men he trained while acting as 
company commander. It has been noticed frequently what fine work has been done by the N.C.O.’s 
whom Capt. Oates trained, and how worthily they have carried on the system and kept up to the standard 
he laid down. 
 
A man whose word was his bond, known far and wide as a man of the most scrupulous honour, Capt. 
Oates left the Battalion amidst the deepest regret of his comrades of all ranks, but with their assured belief 
in his success in whatever work he undertook in the lndian Army, and that he would still further add to 
the laurels of his old Battalion. 
 
(Signed) E. A. Herrod, Lieut. Col. O. Harris, Lieut. Adjutant. 


